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INTRODUCTION

The Index to the Albany Times Union is an index to the final edition of the Times Union of Albany, New York. The Index provides access to news and editorial opinion about Albany, the Capital District, and the State of New York. Items of national and international importance are indexed only when there is local, regional, or state impact. Only major crime and traffic accident reports are indexed. Daily sports events are not included. Births, engagements, divorces, anniversaries, and announcements of events or attractions are not indexed. There is a special section for obituaries. Items with an accompanying photograph, illustration, graph, or chart are designated with an asterisk (*).

Index terms were taken from Sears List of Subject Headings, 11th edition. When an accurate term cannot be located in Sears, other sources such as the Library of Congress Subject Headings and the Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature are consulted. During the editing phase, indexing and filing were upgraded to be near 1987 practices. The names of institutions, places, people, and events were used to supplement the index terms. Reviews can be found under the following headings: BOOK REVIEWS, CONCERTS AND RECITALS, DANCE, THEATER REVIEWS.

For each entry there is a brief annotation taken from either the headline or the article. This is followed by the date and page number (page numbers appear in both numerals-only and alphanumerical form). For example:

ALBANY - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
   Corning dies, Whalen inherits mayor's job* 5/29 A1
   index term annotation photograph date page

The Index to the Albany Times Union is published semiannually, covering January through June and July through December. For more information about subscriptions or content of the Index, please contact the compiler.

The Index was compiled in 1982 in card format. In 1985 David Moore converted it into a word processing file. In 1988 it was edited and upgraded using a Kaypro 16 microcomputer with Wordstar word processing software.

Michael Knee
Capital Newspapers Group consents to the use by the University Libraries of copies of the Times Union solely for the purpose of preparing an index of the Times Union. Capital Newspapers Group reserves all rights to the name and content of the Times Union in all respects. The University Libraries hold all rights to and have sole responsibility for the Index, including its intellectual content and accuracy.
INDEX TO THE ALBANY TIMES UNION
January through June 1983

ABORTION
Medicaid funding issue 1/19 B4
Rallies mark legalization 1/23 A1
Medicaid-financed abortions (editorial) 2/6 B4
No funding in Medicaid budget 3/28 B3
U.S. Supreme Court strikes down NY restrictions 6/16 A1
Legislators and Health Department evaluate options 6/19 B5

ACCIDENTS
see also BICYCLES AND BICYCLING - ACCIDENTS, BOATING - ACCIDENTS, BOATING - BOATING - ACCIDENTS, BOATING - HIKING - ACCIDENTS, HUNTING - ACCIDENTS, ICE SKATING - ACCIDENTS, INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS, LEG INJURIES, LUMBAR AND LUMBARING - ACCIDENTS, MARINE ACCIDENTS, MOUNTAINBING - ACCIDENTS, SKIS AND SKATING - ACCIDENTS, SPINE - SPINE AND INJURIES
Cohoes man dies after 3-story plunge 4/27 B14
AHD RTIN: - LAW AND REGULATION
Environmental and business groups clash at bill hearing 6/8 A6

ACNE
New medication cleans up hopeless cases* 4/10 B1
ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME (AIDS)
Education task force is created 3/29 B1
Curuo forms task force to fight problem 5/18 B6
Dangers is stressed 5/20 B4
Prison guards seek protection* 5/27 A1
Researcher refuses family contact therapy 6/2 B6
Women dies in Albany Medical Center 6/8 B1
St. Clare's patient dies 6/10 B4
Necropsies urge funeral restrictions 6/18 A5
Prison guards union leader fears prison food 6/19 B7
Health Department and funeral directors to issue burial guidelines 6/29 A1
Curuo okay's enacting guidelines 6/30 B7
ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME (AIDS) - LAW AND REGULATION
Health Commissioner supports research funding proposal 1/21 B4
Curuo okay's research funding 6/26 A15
State-supported research (editorial) 6/26 B4
Senate okay's research and education bill 6/27 A1

ADIRONDACK PARK
Local control is slipping 2/13 B1
Snowmobiles and acid rain (letter) 5/15 C4

ADIRONDACK RAILWAY CORP.
Court upholds that bankruptcy trustee has control 4/2 B6

ADOPTION
Hiram operators cut red tape for Honduran adoption 3/27 C3
Clifton Park woman adopts Honduran child* 6/23 B1

ADOPTED EDUCATION
Adult Education Center gives people a second chance 3/17 B1

Knowledge Network offers a variety of courses* 3/27 E1

Adult learning center people get a second chance 3/17 B1

ADVERTISING

Women in commercials* 3/6 E1

ADVERTISING, FRAUDULNT
Present Co. must revise ads after State investigation 2/9 B4
Phony help wanted ad bilks job seekers 2/11 B1
Bogus job ads prompt warning 2/12 M4
American Health and Fitness Centers are fined by the State 5/13 B4

AERONAUTICS - ACCIDENTS
Area residents are safe after Miami emergency landing 2/16 B1

Albany golfers experience Miami adventure* 2/17 B1
Search for private plane continues 3/19 A3
Plane is found but crew in missing 3/20 B4
2 bodies are recovered from crash 3/21 B1
Area members of the Civil Air Patrol help find wreckage 3/22 B1
Search for plane begins 5/28 M4
Plane wreckage is found in the Catskills 5/29 C11

AERONAUTICS, COMMERCIAL - CHARTERING
50 vacationers play waiting game 2/15 B2
Delayed flight departs after 3-day wait 2/16 B4
Orlando flight is canceled 2/23 B4

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS
Curuo announces hiring plan 2/21 A1
Minority leader urges stronger State action 2/22 B1

AGRICULTURE
Sum of the state's agriculture 2/27 58

AIR LINES - RATES
Restructure of air fare rates may benefit area travelers 3/20 A0
Fares to be tied to mileage 4/14 B2

AIRPLANE RACING
Deliver pilot is first to finish solo race* 5/10 B1

AIRWAYS
Plane watching hobby* 1/18 B4

AIRWAYS
United Airlines will launch Chicago-Albany service 1/25 B9
Albany is sheltered from flight boom* 5/6 A1

AL TECH SPECIALTY STEEL CORP.
Workers accept wage cuts 5/17 B4

AMEN (NY) - BUILDINGS
Rate of 2 condemned buildings to be decided 1/20 B5

Architecture* 1/23 B1

ALBANY (NY) - CITY PLANNING
Common Council okay's elderly housing 1/4 B1
Zoning change is needed to convert a former school into an adult home 1/21 C6
Board considers restaurant, bid* 1/25 B1
Historic preservationists mount assault on glass office building 2/9 B11
Building ban is lifted 2/11 B1
Approval is sought for more Pine Bush development 2/15 B4

City to require subdividers to install streets and sewers 2/17 B4
Bond hearing on $1,000,000 warehouse-office complex 2/23 B4

Environmental statements on 2 proposed offices in Pine Bush are okayed 2/23 B4
Zoning change is requested for Pastures industrial park 3/10 B4
Funding for bus station/parking garage is stalled 3/15 B2

Issuance of expansion permits violated city zoning laws 3/18 A1

Improper building permit issuance is called an honest error 3/22 B4

Pine Bush corporate park plan is presented 3/22 B2

Zoning hearing to decide fate of illegally expanded shop 3/26 A3

Groups oppose the construction of cable TV tower 3/29 B1

Downs office plan draws criticism 3/30 B1
Group opposes doughnut shop location on New Scotland Avenue 3/31 B1
Environmental impact report for downtown building 4/6 B2
Downtown pedestrian mall proposal 4/19 B1
Neighborhood battle garage expansion and violation of zoning laws 4/12 B1
Common Council backs Pastures industrial park plan 4/19 B1
Church is ordered to remove bakery addition 4/27 B2
Environmental group pushes to nullify 2 Pine Bush subdivisions 5/5 B1
Building permit is rescinded for completed automotive garage 5/10 B2
Landlord's right to rent to lobby group is upheld 5/13 B4
Construction of downtown office/garage to begin 5/19 B1
Panels will review brewery to apartment conversion plans 5/24 B4
Group wants citizens tenants on Board of Building and Zoning Appeals (editorial) 6/1 A15
Internal Transportation Center plans are scrapped 6/7 B1
Court of Appeals affirms Pine Bush subdivision ruling 6/10 B1
Jails Bill fund to be used to construct a parking garage 6/18 A3
Possible facility construction at landfill 6/22 B4

ALBANY (NY) - ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Unity keeps West Albany alive 2/13 A1
Personal income and poverty level 2/19 B1
Capitaland Report 83 2/27 supplement

ALBANY (NY) - FINANCES
Full-time plumber to save the city money 1/4 A1
City saves as taxpayers pay postage for tax receipts 1/5 B1
Common Council president reports new fiscal attitude 1/6 A1
Fiscal reforms (editorial) 1/10 A1
Latest cost-cutting measures 1/7 B1
Analysis of fiscal reform 1/9 B1
Credit rating is reduced 1/25 A1
Bond rating drop will cost the city in interest payments 1/26 B1
City switches to competitive bids 1/26 B6
City will continue no-bid towing 1/27 B1
New commodity seutor future in doubt 1/29 A3
Moody's downgrades the city's bond rating 2/5 B1
No bid extermination contracts are canceled 2/5 A1
City loses $57,000 in uncollected landfill fees 2/20 A1
Sloppy financial practices (editorial) 2/23 A7
City overspent budget by $3,000,000 2/25 B1
Crom says there is no need to investigate the city's no-bid contracts 3/3 B1
Spent $1,000,000 more than was budgeted in 1982 3/9 A1
Plans to hire 2 traffic engineers to replace consultants 3/11 B1
Rall shows 5.2% favor probe of non-competitive purchasing practices 3/11 B1
City to end traffic engineering contracts 3/12 A3
Crom will not appoint a special prosecutor to investigate purchasing practices (editorial) 3/13 C4
B1 is probing no-bid trash hauling 3/16 A1
B1 begins a joint probe with the county DA into trash hauling practices 3/17 A1
City sets $31,000,000 bond sale 3/23 B2
Common Council okayed license fee for food vendors and new rate structure for sewer installation 4/5 B1
City is cracking down on delinquent trash haulers 4/7 B1
Financial practices cost the taxpayers millions 4/10 A1
City to review downtown property assessments 4/10 C0
O'Brien's dumping fees soar 4/14 A1
Fiscal abuses (editorial) 4/17 B4

Fiscal policies are changing 4/20 B1
Bond sale awaits audit 4/22 B1
City demands payment from trash hauler 4/23 A3
O'Brien's Refuse Service is awarded an emergency contract 5/3 B1
Controller looks to interested-bear accounts 5/6 B1
Officials aim to have budget set by November 1st 5/13 B1
Officials to compare city vs. private trash hauling 5/13 B1
Highest debt in upstate 5/22 A1
Controller is hopeful city will cure its problems 6/5 C4
City is hiring a budget director 6/8 B1
Patrick McCarville is named budget director 6/10 B1
State okays switch from fiscal to calendar year 6/15 B1
City seeks fiscal year change 6/21 B1
Banks award city with $13,000,000 in bonds 6/28 B1
Budget director McCarville resigns 6/28 B1
Theoretic criticizes budget director selection process 6/29 B4

ALBANY (NY) - FINANCES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Legislature okay fiscal year change 6/26 C10

ALBANY (NY) - HISTORIC BUILDINGS, ETC.
Church is ordered to remove bakery addition 4/27 B2
City recognizes early Jewish school 5/6 B1
City as of 5/15 A3
Roll of controversial building collapses 6/29 B7

ALBANY (NY) - HISTORIC BUILDINGS, ETC. - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Sandblasting ban enters court stage 1/12 B2
Supreme Court jury awards sandblasting $75,000 1/19 B2

ALBANY (NY) - HISTORY
Reasons why blacks settled in the area 2/6 A1
How the Irish gained power 3/13 B1
Marketing the city's history 3/27 B1
SUNYA professor Steen is working on an oral history project 3/31 C1

ALBANY (NY) - INDUSTRIES
Community development fund has $125,000 for minority businesses 4/7 B2
Group promotes downtown business 5/15 B7
Northern Boulevard businesses 6/12 E13

ALBANY (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
Full-time plumber to save the city money 1/4 A1
Audit shows the city owes retired police $25,000 1/12 B1
Charles Hemingway is named finance director 1/20 B1
Plans to hire 2 traffic engineers to replace consultants 3/11 B1
Elizabeth Brown is named deputy comptroller 4/2 A3
Building Department Commissioner Floyd Plantz retires 5/5 B1

Bureau of Parks and Recreation superintendent civil service list invalidates, acting chief is named 5/21 A3
Housing Authority workers get raises 5/18 B4
City is hiring a budget director 6/8 B1
Robert Van Nees is named 13th Ward alderman 6/9 B1
Patrick McCarville is named budget director 6/10 B1
Mayor to review workers' compensation insurance 6/12 B1
High cost of workers' compensation (editorial) 6/17 A5
Budget director McCarville resigns 6/28 B1
COP criticizes budget director selection process 6/29 B4

Arthur Pinney is named building commissioner 6/29 B6

ALBANY (NY) - PATRIOTS
Banner jobs are cut 6/19 B1

ALBANY (NY) - POLICE
Audit shows the city owes retired officers $25,000 1/12 B1
Union seeks arbitration 1/16 B2
Union disputes city claim of offer 1/17 B2
Contract talks are locked, top officials get pay hikes 1/19 B1
Part of club raid lawsuit is dismissed 1/20 B4
Index to the Albany Times Union

Editorial
- Ex-officer turns down back wages 2/2 B1
- Vise chief to retire 2/10 B1
- Seek huge wage increase 2/15 B1
- Federal court clears police of false arrest charges 3/3 B4
- Tentative contract agreement 4/8 B1
- To vote on 12% pay hike 4/20 B5

Union News
- Charges City with coercion in contract vote 4/28 B1
- Officers reject contract offer 4/29 B1
- Plan to renew negotiations* 4/30 A3
- Negotiations go to state arbitration 5/5 B2
- 12 new cops* 5/22 B9
- Suspected prostitutes claim they were sodomized by officers* 6/15 B1
- Contract arbitration set 6/22 B1
- Sex crimes against detectives (editorial) 6/30 A1

ALBANY (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
- Thomas M. Whalen and the Albany Common Council (editorial) 1/16 C1
- Mayor to review consultant's practices 1/19 B1
- Door to garage enjoys exclusive towing contract without competitive bidding 1/22 A1
- City switches to competitive bids 1/26 B6
- City will continue no-bid towing 1/27 B1
- Common Council meets despite snow 2/8 B4
- City remains without a mayor 2/11 A1
- Temporary mayor should be installed (editorial) 2/18 A7
- State of the city message 2/27 B3
- Ball shows city needs a full-time mayor 3/4 A1
- City to end traffic engineering contracts 3/12 A3
- McArdle visits Corning 4/27 B4
- Issuance of expansion permits violated city zoning laws 3/18 A1
- Who will follow Corning (editorial) 3/20 C4
- Improper building permit issuances is called an honest error 3/22 B1
- Neighborhood group to discuss call for Corning's resignation 3/23 B2
- 6 senior Democrats who are controlling the city in Corning's absence 4/3 A1
- Role of neighborhood associations 4/3 B1
- Common Council president's assessment of the state of the city* 4/3 B1
- Pros and cons of Corning resigning* 4/3 D1
- Neighborhood group bypasses Corning resignation vote 4/7 B1
- Corning's rival to pay higher easement rights 4/12 B1
- Corning meets with city officials for the first time in 2 months 4/16 A3
- Common Council President Whalen's involvement 4/17 C1
- Whalen has a tough act to follow (editorial) 5/1 C4
- Whalen's son is mayor for a day 5/6 B1
- Student mayor is out sick 5/7 A2
- Former video game operator suits for violation of civil rights 5/14 A4
- Sheridan Hollow group lists complaints 5/19 B1
- Whalen's leadership role* 5/22 A1
- Zoning Board is targeted for reform* 5/24 B1
- Corning dies, Whalen inherits mayor's job* 5/29 A1
- Machine got grind to a halt* 5/29 A5
- Whalen takes oath to become Albany's 70th mayor* 5/30 A1
- Whalen proclaims 42-day mourning period as his first official act in office 6/1 A1
- Mayor Thomas Whalen III (editorial) 6/2 A9
- Corning's staff to be retained* 6/3 A1
- Whalen assumes mayorial duties, interim governing team disperses* 6/3 A1
- The Coming Years* 6/3 supplement
- McArdle is sworn in as Council president* 6/4 A3
- Incompetent Common Council (editorial) 6/5 B4
- Whalen continues Corning's work-week* 6/5 C1
- Whalen promises cooperation with Common Council 6/7 B1
- Not politics as usual (editorial) 6/12 C4
- City to seek trash hauling bids 6/22 A1
- Whalen calls for fiscal responsibility and individual initiative* 6/24 B2
- Whalen's style of governing 6/26 C1

ALBANY (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - LAW AND LEGISLATION
- Loose cloud succession for mayor 3/15 A1

ALBANY (NY) - PUBLIC BUILDINGS
- Plans renovation for rental for non-profit agencies 4/15 B2

ALBANY (NY) - PUBLIC LANDS
- Common Council to consider auctioning lots 4/16 A4

ALBANY (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
- Albany switches from glass to sand after complaints 1/1 A1
- City asks neighborhood association to help with tree pruning 1/7 B1
- City finds a taker for ANSWERS scrap metal 1/7 B4
- Problem with plowing 1/19 A1
- Albany plowing angers motorists* 1/23 B1
- Parking decides priority of plowing* 2/9 B6
- City loses $57,000 in uncollected landfill fees 2/20 A1
- O'Brien owner admits to free dumping 2/22 A1
- DA to investigate free dumping 2/23 A1
- DA will investigate free dumping 2/24 A1
- City tells hauler not to mix City and commercial trash when dumping 2/25 A1
- DA's decision to investigate is wise (editorial) 2/25 A7
- City considers contracting for trash collection 3/1 A1
- City must comply with law requiring competitive bidding (editorial) 3/2 A1
- City considers 1 trash hauler 3/2 B1
- 3 proposals to solve trash hauling problem 3/4 A1
- Free is probing no-bid trash hauling 3/16 A1
- FBI begins a joint probe with the county DA into trash hauling practices 3/17 A1
- Cancels garbage contracts, will seek lost fees 3/24 A1
- City contract cancellations (editorial) 3/25 A1
- Common Council okays license fee for food vendors and new rate structure for sewer installation 4/5 B1
- City is cracking down on delinquent trash haulers 4/7 B1
- O'Brien loses 6 Albany County contracts 4/8 A1
- Common Council decides to plow private hauling 4/8 A1
- O'Brien wins hauling contract 4/13 B1
- O'Brien's dumping fees soar* 4/14 A1
- ANSWERS has fiscal and operative problems 4/18 B5
- City demands payment from trash hauler 4/23 A1
- O'Brien Refuse Service is awarded an emergency contract 5/3 B1
- City gets 2 bids on scrap iron 5/4 B1
- Trash hauler paid Democrats for contracts* 5/8 A1
- Commissioner denies taking money* 5/8 B1
- GCP: Albany corruption is entrenched 5/9 B1
- Pay off by trash hauler (editorial) 5/11 A1
- Officials to compare city vs. private hauling 5/13 B1
- Decision is delayed on Albany landfill demolition 6/9 B5
- Albany to seek trash hauling bids 6/22 A1

ALBANY (NY) - STREETS
- Intersection is dangerous for pedestrians 1/11 B1
- Center Square residents seek permit parking 1/25 B1
- Center Square group to discuss parking permits 2/24 B2
- Saturday hola in downtown Albany 5/19 B4

ALBANY (NY) ZONING BOARD
- Targeted for appeals 5/24 B1
- Group wants citizen members (editorial) 6/1 A15
- Board makeup is at issue 6/20 B2

ALBANY (NY) BUILDING DEPARTMENT
- Commissioner Floyd Plantz retires* 5/5 B1

ALBANY (NY) BUREAU OF PARKS AND RECREATION
- Superintendent civil service list invalidated, acting chief is named 5/23 A1
ALBANY (NY) CITY HALL
Oxygen tanks to be installed for Mayor Corning 1/12 B1
Installation of oxygen tanks is put on hold 3/3 B1
Elevators are automated 6/1 A13
Parking is reorganized* 6/9 B1
Parking snags 6/10 B4
ALBANY (NY) CITY JAIL
Suicide attempt in jailcell 5/15 B2
ALBANY (NY) CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
Rosenstock resigns as president of the Board 1/4 B1
25 candidates for the superintendent's job* 1/6 B1
Adult Learning Center gives people a second chance* 3/17 B1
Schools need $2,900,000 to balance 1983-84 budget 3/22 B1
Schools cost more but test scores are lower* 3/27 A1
Board revokes contract with Nervene Inc. due to collapse of school 23 roof 4/13 B1
District passes independent audit 4/14 B1
Lone bidder gets heating/air conditioning work 5/4 B1
Nobody cares to budget hearing 6/15 B4
Rosenstock retires as Board president* 6/17 B1
ALBANY (NY) FIRE DEPARTMENT
Audit shows Albany owes firemen $1197 1/19 B4
ALBANY (NY) HIGH SCHOOL
19 seniors win $1000 scholarships 2/2 B4
Commencement 6/27 B2
Graduates get grants and scholarships 6/27 B2
ALBANY (NY) PUBLIC LIBRARY
Lending home computers 4/14 A1
ALBANY (NY) URBAN RENEWAL AGENCY
Fiscal problem stops flow of funds 2/10 A1
ALBANY OLYMPIC
$3,000,000 fund drive 4/17 C11
Art gallery is unveiled at open house* 5/8 D1
ALBANY COLLEGE ATHLETICS (BASEBALL TEAM)
Team is still homeless 1/3 B3
Eastern League team needs a stadium 1/6 C11
County Legislature's finance committee okay $500,000 bond for stadium 1/7 B1
Stadium depends on traffic taxes 1/8 A1
Stadium issue is not settled 1/9 B5
Legislature okay stadium 1/11 A1
Natural rivalry between A's and Glenside 1/12 C1
New county stadium (editorial) 1/13 A9
Colonie Town Board okay $600,000 bond for stadium* 1/14 A1
Stadium traffic control proposals 1/21 B4
Whisenant to manage 1/21 C1
Colonie Town Board okay $600,000 bond for stadium 1/28 B1
A's management 2/7 C1
A's management* 2/16 C1
Stadium construction begins 2/17 B9
Opponents plan stadium protest 2/28 B1
Stadium contracts to be awarded 3/1 B12
County and town officials vow safety of Shaker site 3/2 B3
Albany County legislature awards contracts* 3/3 B1
Endless planning* 3/3 E5
Supreme Court justice reserves decision on stadium 3/18 B4
Glenmont firm is low bidder for stadium earthwork 3/18 B4
New Hampshire Shakers sue to block stadium 3/19 A3
Supreme Court justice reserves decision on stadium 3/23 B4
Judge refuses to halt stadium construction 3/26 A4
Court hearing on stadium site is set 3/29 B4
Earthwork begins at stadium site 3/30 B4
Latham firm is low bidder on stadium 3/31 B1
Colonie may own Shaker cemetery 4/1 B1
Judge rules that Shakers must post $1,400,000 bond to halt stadium construction 4/6 B1
Officials wait to see if Shakers post bond 4/7 B1

Full season at Blecker Stadium would imperil franchise 4/8 A1
Gravesite has sacred value for Shakers* 4/9 A1
County discounts Shaker suit 4/12 B1
A's and County sign 5-year agreement* 4/14 B1
20 condemn the stadium sits* 4/10 C1
Agreement with Colonie is unsigned 4/15 B1
Baseball returns 4/16 A1
Opening day* 4/16 B1
Shaker controversy (letter) 4/17 B4
Electrical contract is questioned 4/23 A3
County should seek another stadium site* 4/24 A1
Letters predicted no impact from stadium* 4/24 C1
Opening day 4/27 A1
Season opener (editorial) 4/28 A1
Judge refuses to dismiss electrical contract award 4/28 B4

Electric contract entered in lawsuit may be sent out for re-bids 4/29 B1
Electric contract will not be re-bid* 4/30 A1
Supreme Court rules against the Shakers 5/10 A1
Shakers appeal Supreme Court ruling 5/11 B4
Stadium electrical contract bid decision is appealed 5/13 B2

Opponents vow to continue stadium fight 5/16 B1
Shakers split decisions on stadium court fight 5/19 B4
Shakers, Colonie, and Albany County to present stadium arguments 6/4 A1
Electrical firm seeks to nullify contract 6/17 C6
Team to repay Albany for running Blecker Stadium 6/17 C6
Stadium may open July 13th* 6/22 A1
Stadium names 6/23 B7
Trainer in a jack of all trades* 6/29 C1

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Richest and poorest census tracts* 2/27 A1

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - FINANCES
Sales taxes fell $2,100,000 short of projections 1/5 A1
State and federal governments owe $4,000,000 for mandated programs 1/6 B1
County Executive cites 1982 achievements* 1/12 B1
Legislature refuses to pay engineering bill 2/15 B2
*$6,000,000 surplus 4/27 B1
COP criticizes Democratic no-bid contract awards 5/10 B1
State auditors: fiscally healthy* 6/9 B1
Medicaid law aids the county 6/29 B1

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - GOVERNMENT
CONTRACTS AND EMPLOYEES
Contract talks are declared at an impasse* 1/15 A3
Workers lack proper insurance identification 2/1 B1
Workers' compensation rates are excessive, Coyne considers dropping policy* 6/10 A1
High cost of workers' compensation (editorial) 6/17 A15

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - PLANING
see ALBANY COLLEGE ATHLETICS (BASEBALL TEAM)

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Tankersley is in line for a seat in the Legislature 3/4 B1
6 senior Democrats who are controlling the county in
Corning's absence 4/3 A1
Nolan will be treasurer of Ryan's testimonial* 4/6 B1
Baseball team and County sign 5-year agreement* 4/14 B1
Annual report 1982* 4/24 supplement
Porrone is offered a job with the Democratic Party if he doesn't run for the Legislature* 5/22 B1
Corning's death causes jockeying* 5/30 A1

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
COP loses fight for legislative seat 6/5 B1
COP candidate criticizes insurance plan 6/30 B4

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - STATISTICS
Census of the richest and poorest census tracts 2/27 A12
ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - STREET S
Legislature committee to consider $1,000,000 road improvement plan 2/5 A1
Road bond issue fails 2/11 B5
Cohoes Arterial and other project are okayed 2/18 B4
Democrat backs GOP road repair plan* 2/22 B3
Road bond issue surfaces in legislature committee 3/10 B1
Public Works Committee okay $6,000,000 bond 3/11 B2
Legislature okay $6,900,000 bond issue 3/15 A1

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) AIRPORT
County sues over malfunctioning solar heater* 1/8 A3
Committee okay parking fee hike 2/11 B4
ALBANY COUNTY (NY) COOPERATIVE EXTENSION ASSOCIATION
Repairs-in-wheels service 1/30 B4

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) COURTHOUSE
Portrait of Justice Hunt is unveiled* 1/5 B6
ALBANY COUNTY (NY) DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Visits to Cohoes children's clinics are up 71% 5/17 B12

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) DISTRICT ATTORNEY
Accused by GOP leader of avoiding responsibilities 1/28 B4
Non-investigation (editorial) 1/30 A7
Greenberg reacts to allegations 1/20 B1
ALBANY COUNTY (NY) HEAD START
Program changing society 5/18 B6

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Legislature to ratify 2-year contract 6/11 A4

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) JAIL
Irving Kirsch donates $40,000 for gym 5/5 B8
South Colonie School District to consider contract for jail teacher 6/21 B4

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) LEGISLATURE
Tansley is in line for a seat 3/4 B1

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
Director Osinski is warned against future arrests* 5/10 B1

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) NURSING HOME
Nurses start job action in pay dispute 3/4 B4
ALBANY COUNTY (NY) PARKING GARAGE
May be closed due to deteriorating conditions 6/29 B1
Will be closed to cars* 6/30 B1

ALBANY COUNTY (NY) SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
Contract talks are declared at an impasse* 1/15 A3
Contract talks have stalled 1/30 B9
Deputies cite below parity salaries 5/17 B4
Pact-finder urges 7% pay hike for aides 6/23 B1

ALBANY HILTON HOTEL
Judge bars union form representing workers 3/10 B7
New management is in 5/26 B4

ALBANY MUNICIPAL BAILING BALL CO.
Bankruptcy aids firm to comeback* 6/5 C1

ALBANY INTERNATIONAL CPR.
Half of stock trading is requested 4/12 B11
Directors vote to go private 4/14 A1
Management-initiated buyout spins trading 4/15 B11

ALBANY LAW SCHOOL
Nun receives law degree* 6/4 A3

ALBANY MEDICAL CENTER, INC.
J. Richard Gaintner is appointed first president 1/22 A3
J. Richard Gaintner is named chief executive officer* 1/18 A3
Police and State Health Department are investigating 2 deaths 4/1 A1
Investigation digs into patient records 4/2 A1
Investigation of deaths comes to an end 4/6 A1
Man faces manslaughter suit 4/10 C3
Investigation results are due 4/15 B1
Police find no evidence to substantiate criminal charges 4/17 A1
Hospital is cleared of charges 4/21 A1
Hospital refuses to answer questions about incident 4/21 A1

Investigation showed overworked nurses 4/22 A1
Man founds home by impersonating a doctor 4/27 A1
Nurses named in the investigation are reinstated 4/29 B1
Discipline of 2 nurses cleared by investigators 5/12 B1
Thompson is appointed vice president for developments 5/27 C3
Nurse, who was cleared in mercy killing, resigns 6/5 C2

ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - DESCRIPTION
Going Places (family guide to Capitalland)* 6/23 C1

ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Youngest and poorest census tracts* 2/27 A1
Cost of living comparison* 2/27 D1

ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
State to rehabilitate bridges 1/7 B4
Reps get more costly* 2/27 E20

ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - SOCIAL CONDITIONS
Young single rate Capitalland* 5/10 E1

ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - SYMPTOMICS
Comparison of the richest and poorest census tracts 2/27 A12
Percentage of Irish in towns and cities* 3/13 D9

ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - TRANSIT SYSTEMS
CDTA gets $6,854,000 to purchase buses 1/4 B4
Free downtown Albany buses to end* 1/20 B1
GS workers fight to save Wade bus 2/7 B1
GE bus service needs only State okay 2/9 B7
CDTA advertising campaign* 2/14 A1
No fare hike in CDTA budget 3/11 B4
CDTA to keep 50 cent fare 3/23 B4
CDTA goal: more riders* 5/3 B2
More bus and rail riders* 5/6 A1

ALBANY MINNESKOA
Coach Munninger is fired* 1/24 A1
Phil Jackson is named coach* 1/25 D1

ALBANY SWINGERS SPREE
Strike threat 6/16 B1

ALBANY SWINGERS PARK
Chaiman and chief executive Crawford retires, Gilbert Robert is elected new chief 5/26 B4

ALBANY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Fired violinist files suit* 2/17 B7
Violinist withdraws suit for arbitration control* 4/15 A1
Future plans 6/26 F1

ALCOHOL - LAW AND LEGISLATION
3-year license fee may close many bars 4/12 B4
3-year liquor license fee (editorial) 4/15 A1
Accelerated liquor license fees (editorial) 4/17 B4

ALCOHOL AND YOUTH
Colleges offer alcohol education classes* 2/15 A1
Legislator supports raising the drinking age 5/4 A1

ALCOHOL AND YOUTH - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Bill targets suppliers 5/15 B6

ALCOHOL TAX
Rivers rush to boot the sin tax* 4/30 A1
Old and new rates* 4/30 A1

ALCOHOLISM - TREATMENT
Conifer Park is certified, will open in 4 weeks 3/14 B1

Profit-making business 4/10 E10
Whitney Young Health Center applies for a grant 4/27 B4
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3 Albany police are hurt in 2 brawls 1/25 B4
Albany man charged with knife 1/30 B5
Albany man charged with assault woman 2/1 B2
Greene County man faces charges after shooting spree
2/10 B4
Man is arrested for hiring an undercover officer to
injure a person 2/11 B4
Albany man is arraigned for theft and assault 2/13 C2
Couple is hospitalized after shooting incident 2/18 B4
Delaware woman kicks Albany policeman 2/20 B5
Suspects face charges for stabbing his sister
2/20 B5
West Sand Lake teen is arrested for assaulting another
teen 2/25 B2
Albany gun-toter is arrested Menands 2/27 B1
Remsenbier woman is arrested for assaulting her husband
3/8 B4
Albany police probe hair-cutting attack 3/18 B4
Albany man is stabbed 3/21 B4
Man is held in stabbing case 3/23 B4
Hit-and-run incident at Bishop Maginn High School
3/24 AL
College High student shoots arrow at assistant principal
3/25 A2
Teen driver is arrested for Bishop Maginn hit and run
3/26 B4
Teen boy is arrested for stabbing 4/8 B2
3 Saranac Lake residents are charged with torturing a
mentally disabled man 4/9 A3
Albany woman is arrested for knife attack 4/12 B4
Albany mugging suspect is arrested 4/12 B4
Medicaid patient is arrested for attack 4/16 A4
Albany police arrest 2 men 4/20 B5
Albany man is charged with stabbing girlfriend 4/22 B4
Albany man is arrested for assaulting police officers
4/26 B4
Albany man is charged with attacking family and pets
4/26 B4
Schuyerville man is charged with stabbing 4/30 A4
Albany man is arrested for board attack 5/1 B9
Schenectady police are said to have arrested an
assault suspect 5/6 A8
Cayuga teen is arrested for tire iron attack 5/8 C7
Woman is held for auto assault on policeman 5/10 B9
Teen is arrested for accidental rifle discharge 5/13 B1
Man is arrested for East Greenbush hammer assault
5/14 B4
Brothers are jailed in Rensselaer County for chivalry
5/17 B7
Albany woman is arrested for stabbing 5/27 C3
Arbor Hill shooting results in warrant 5/30 B4
Albany man arrested for murder attempt 5/31 B1
Albany man is arrested for riot charge 6/4 A4
Rotterdam police disarm gunman 6/6 B4
2 Albany men are arrested for assaulting and robbing a
blind elderly woman 6/8 B2
Albany man is arrested for stabbing 6/8 B4
Albany man is held for murder attempt 6/11 M4
Albany man is arrested for assaulting a blind man
6/16 B7
Former air traffic controller is arrested for harassment
6/21 B2
2 Albany men are arrested for beating and robbing
6/25 M4
Albany man is arrested for threat and loan sharking
6/28 B2
2 Albany women and 1 man are indicted for mugging
6/29 B7
Saratoga shooting may have been a building accident
6/30 B2
ATTENTIV OIL CO.
Expanding coal and oil business 1/15 A9

ATLAS COOP TURBINECOS, INC.
Awarded $1,500,000 defense contract 5/13 A11

ATOMIC POWER PLANTS
Nuclear power industry is floundering 3/31 A1

Albany wants the State to have the power to close plants
6/17 A4
State plants were down more in 1982 than any other year
6/30 A9
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CODES (NY) HIGH SCHOOL
Student shoots arrow at assistant principal. 3/25 A1
Honor 3 students as heroes in bow attack* 3/26 A3
Student is indicted for arrow attack 4/15 A4

CODES (NY) PUBLIC SCHOOLS
School Board hopes to appeal for new election 1/9 B2
After-school program for disruptive students 3/6 B4

CODES AMERICAN (RIVER)
Funding is approved 2/18 B4

CODES MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
Health Department criticizes patient care 4/15 B1
Fees charged for neglecting patients 4/23 A4
Cited by Health Department for poor services 6/14 B1

CODES SPECIALTY SERVICES, LTD.
Shoppers mob for annual sale* 2/22 A1

COLLEGE THEATER (COLONIE)
Aims at broadening its audience* 5/15 F1

COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING
Art collectors are saluted 5/13 B8

COLLEGE COSTS
SUNY students shocked by tuition hike proposal* 2/1 A6

Tuition hikes* 2/4 A1
SUNY students protest tuition hikes* 3/1 B1

COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
State scores are improving* 2/20 B1
9 of 14 achievement tests are canceled in New York 3/8 A1

COLLEGE ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Proposed bill ensures continuation of testing 4/27 N6

COLLEGE OF ST. ROSE
Bakery reopens at college facility* 2/18 B2
President Marion resigns 3/4 A2
Residence hall dedication 4/9 A1

COLLEGE SPORTS
Task force considers upgrading SUNY programs 1/26 C1

SUNY students protest boxing* 3/12 A3
Admissions prove single-sex colleges are not out of style 3/12 A3

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES - ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA
see also names of colleges and universities
Changing to meet the needs of students* 2/27 S18

Computer usage 3/27 A1
Women swell college ranks 4/4 B1
High school seniors seek acceptance* 4/24 A1

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES - FINANCES
Is public support eroding?* 5/1 C1

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES - NEW YORK (STATE)
More than 50% of public high school graduates will enroll in state 5/23 A1

COLONIE (NY) - CITY PLANNING
Planning Board okays Bowlers Club renovation 1/6 C1
Green space and traffic planning* 1/8 A3
Impact of retiring Board member, George Roberts 1/8 A3

Hearing is set on YACD Plaza 1/12 B8
Stadium traffic control proposals 1/21 B4

Restaurant seeks permit funding 1/25 B4
Planning Board requires Lehigh Mall to put renovation money in escrow 1/26 B2

Town Board okays bid ads for stadium 1/28 B1
Planning Board receives request to convert vacant site into a supermarket 2/3 B1
Planning Board okays auto service business 2/7 D8
Planning Board holds action on Corporate Woods office 2/23 B4

Stadium contracts to be awarded 3/1 B12
Judge rules Planning Commission must reconsider apartment complex 3/3 B4
Town Board okays Fortin Warehousing bond 3/11 B2

Zoning Board plans hearing on variances 3/18 B1
Planning Board delays decision on trailer park plan 3/22 B4
Hotel/restaurant complex plan 3/30 B1
Planning Board okays subdivision 4/6 B4
Intermagnetics presents plans for a new manufacturing plant 4/13 B1
Planning Board okays Turf Inn outdoor eating area 4/20 B2

Stadium electrical contract is questioned 4/23 A3
Planning Board reviews quarry proposals 4/27 B4
Northway Mall seeks sign variance 5/2 B2
Northway Mall requests variance for 6 signs 5/11 B1

Planning Board okays pie shop addition 5/18 B10
Zoning change will be considered in court 5/24 B10
Zoning Board denies Kings Road apartment variance 5/25 B1
Planning Board okays restaurant reopening 5/25 B4
Zoning change lawsuit is dismissed 5/27 B4

Final okay nears for supermarket 6/1 B1
Planning Board refuses action on our shop due to drainage problem 6/6 B2
Trailer park renter points to low revision 6/9 B9
Planning Board okays 90-unit hotel plan 6/15 B1
Planning Board okays gravel mining 6/22 B1

Planning Board adopts sign ordinance 6/24 B1
Planning Board okays Vly Road subdivision 6/29 B4

COLONIE (NY) - FINANCIES
Town Board okays $500,000 bond for stadium* 1/14 A1
IDA okays bonding for Intermagnetics plant 4/18 B3
IDA to consider funding for storage facility and food wholesaler* 6/2 B1
IDA funding for a storage facility is called inappropriate 6/3 B4

COLONIE (NY) - HISTORIC BUILDINGS, ETC.
Opponents plan baseball stadium protest 2/28 B1
County and town officials vow safety Shaker site 3/2 B1
IDA okays bonding for Intermagnetics plant 4/18 B3

Planning Board okays gravel mining 6/22 B1
IDA to consider funding for storage facility and food wholesaler* 6/2 B1
IDA funding for a storage facility is called inappropriate 6/3 B4

COLONIE (NY) - NURSING HOME

COLONIE (NY) - POLICE

COLONIE (NY) - PUBLIC SCHOOLS

COLONIE (NY) - REAL ESTATE

COLONIE (NY) - RESTAURANTS

COLONIE (NY) - SECURITY

COLONIE (NY) - TRANSPORTATION

COLONIE (NY) - TREASURY

COLONIE (NY) - WATER SYSTEMS

COLONIE (NY) - WEATHER

COLONIE (NY) - WORKERS
COLONIE (NY) - POLICE
75% fail test for chief 2/15 B1
City plans oral test for police chief 4/21 B1
Pollman is honored for rescue 5/13 B4
Ton board to act on filling the chief's position 6/22 B1

COLONIE (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
IDA to purchase former Chamber quarters 3/23 C9
Agreement with baseball team is unsigned 4/5 B1

COLONIE (NY) - STREETS
Tonn board re-routes New Loudon Hill Plaza traffic 6/10 B1

COLONIE (NY) - SCHOOL DISTRICT
see NORTH COLONIE CENTRAL SCHOOLS and SOUTH COLONIE CENTRAL SCHOOLS

COLONIE VILLAGE (NY) - CITY PLANNING
Files suit against property owner to remove construction vehicles 1/11 B8
Bears are set on water and sewer rates and changes in the zoning law 3/22 B1
Bearing on changes of zoning law 4/30 A4
Village Board sets apartment limit 5/11 B1

COLONIE VILLAGE (NY) - FINANCES
Mayor proposes 5%/6%/3% budget 4/2 A3
Village Board okayed budget that reduces spending 21% 4/12 B1

COLONIE VILLAGE (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
Hearings are set on sewer and water rates and changes in the zoning law 3/22 B1
Sever, water, and building permit fees are hiked 4/1 B1
Color Your World (PAINT AND WALLPAPER STORE)
4 area stores to close 1/11 A7

COLUMBIA COUNTY (NY) ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED CHILDREN
Workshop employs 200 adults 6/27 B1

COLUMBIA HIGH SCHOOL
2 students commit suicide 4/11 B1

COLUMBIA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
Nurses walk off the job 5/28 A3
Nurses continue strike 5/31 B4
No progress is reported in nurse strike 6/1 B12
Nurses continue strike 6/26 C7

COMMENCEMENTS
Honorary degrees 5/8 C10
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 5/21 A9
Area colleges 5/22 B1
5000 students graduate from area colleges 5/23 B1
Schenectady County Community College 5/29 C9
Albany Law School 6/5 C5
Albany High School 6/27 B2

COMMUNICATION
Skills transfer into profit and happiness 3/6 F1

COMMUNITY ANTENNA TELEVISION
Concessions are sought in exchange for Capitol Cablevision rate hike 1/13 B1
Albany County Council to okay pact with Capitol Cablevision 1/14 B1
Albany County Council okayed rate hike in exchange for better service 1/18 B1
Comparison of cable firms shows differences 1/18 B4
Viewers face rate increases and the loss of stations 2/27 A1
Cable firm seeks rate hike 2/18 B1
Troy cable firm damps channels 3/11 B5
State Commission proposes rules to stop the threat of invading privacy of subscribers 3/16 B2
State okayed Albany rate hike 3/24 B6
Will customers pay more for channels they once had 4/28 B1
Plan requests $1 hike for Colonie 4/29 B1
Capitol Cablevision to defend channel cut and rate hike 5/12 B1

Subscribers state grievances 5/13 B1
Capitol Cablevision plans to ask for a rate hike 5/20 B1
Viewers preference on stations is not resolved 6/16 B4
COMMUNITY ANTENNA TELEVISION - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Firms four Assembly bill will cause more regulations* 6/7 B1

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
Guilderland neighbors organize 1/12 B1
Role of neighborhood associations in Albany 4/3 B1
Clifton Park homeowner groups wield power 6/6 B1

COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
Schools are urged into electronic learning 5/13 B1

COMPUTER CRIMES
2 crime-fighters air theories 5/31 B2

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Laboratory Microelectronics designs and markets software* 1/30 B7
Midland Software Corp. 4/10 B10

COMPUTERLAND OF ALBANY
New franchise in Latham 3/11 A7

COMPUTERS
Libraries install computers for public use 2/15 B1
Use is area schools 3/27 A1
Dangers of high-tech education 4/10 B1
Use in colleges 3/27 A12
Albany Public Library lends home computers to borrowers 4/14 A1
International problem solving contest 5/1 B1
Commonode donates 60 microcomputers to the State 6/25 A4

COMPUTERS - STUDY AND TEACHING
Computers "in your" 5/23 F1

COMMUNITY "WH" YOU
Latham computer school 5/20 F1

CONCERNS AND RECITALS
Musical memories of 1992 1/2 D5
Douglas Macron and Paula Erbits-Dwyer 1/12 B6
David Gibson 1/14 B9
Albany Symphony Orchestra 1/22 A9, 3/6 B4, 3/27 C9, 5/1 F10, 5/22 F2
Raneous Louis Trio 1/24 B5
Capitol Chamber Artists 1/27 B6
Scottish Chamber Orchestra 1/27 B6
Yo-Yo Ma* 1/24 A9
James David Christie 2/1 B5
Missing Persons 2/3 B3
Minnesota Orchestra 2/7 B10
Adam Ant* 2/10 A3
Bow Wow Wow 2/12 A9
Trio di Milano 2/17 B6
Charlie Byrd, Herb Ellis, and Barney Kessel 2/21 A5
Bryan Adams 2/22 B9
Joanna Zayce* 2/22 F9
Sherrill Milnes* 2/25 B7
Paratore Brothers 2/28 B5
Sharon, Lois and Bram 3/1 B5
Lec Sive 3/4 B1
Paul Doktor* 3/7 B5
The Minchors 3/11 B9
Prague Chamber Orchestra 3/12 A7
New York Philharmonic 3/15 B9
Academy of St. Martin in the Fields 3/19 A7
Chefsants 3/19 A6
Daryl Hall and John Oates 3/20 B11
Albany Pro Musica 3/21 B5, 5/16 B5
Joe Jackson* 3/23 B6
Northeastern Wind Quintet 3/24 B2
Kokich-Johnson-Taroko-Rosenthal Trio 3/28 A5
James Galway and the New Irish Chamber Orchestra 3/31 B2
Leon Helm and Rick Danko 4/4 B8
Paul Berner and Attila's Dixie Dregs 4/4 B8
Susan Hohenberg, Helene Annes, and Findlay Cocksall 4/10 C2
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Toshiko Akiyoshi* - Lew Tabackin Big Band* 4/11 A4
Claudia Schmidt and Gordon Bok* 4/13 B8
Eastman Brass 4/18 B9
Conway Twitty and Ronnie McDowell 4/19 A5
James Moorer 4/20 B6
Greg Smith Singers 4/24 C2
SMIRN soul show is canceled after disturbances 4/25 A6
Etta James* 5/8 D4
Findlay Cooksey 5/9 B5
Nanci Silver* 5/14 A6
James Brown and Etta James* 5/14 A7
Roger Trout 5/14 A7
Stephanie Grappelli 5/20 B11
Living Resources choir 5/26 B12
Anne Turner, Susan Helenkamp, and Carole Friedman 5/27 B8
Kinks* 5/30 B6
Mary Lou Saetta 6/9 B11
Waylon Jennings* 6/13 B9
Air Supply 6/15 A2
Journey* 6/15 C6
Grateful Dead* 6/19 B1
Beach Boys 6/20 B10
Grateful Dead 6/20 B10
Lydia Artyoun 6/21 B9
Betty Midler 6/22 A10
Jim Nabors* 6/23 C7
Rick Springfield 6/27 B5
Debbie Reynolds 6/30 B8
CONFER PARK
Gains state certification, will open in 4 weeks 3/14 B1
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
see ALBANY (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT, CORRUPTION IN POLITICS, and MISCONDUCT IN OFFICE
CONGRESS, BERNARD F.
Author* 4/3 CI
CONRAIL
Moving regional headquarters to Selkirk 5/11 B12
CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
see NATURE CONSERVATION
CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS
Atomic weapons objectors faces Navy A4DL charges 3/6 B1
CONSTRUCTION AND GENERAL LABORERS UNION
Election of local leaders 5/21 A3
Leadership change 5/22 B7
CONSUMER PROTECTION - IAW AND LEGISLATION
see NATURALS - IAW AND LEGISLATION
CORREY
Times Union-Knickerbocker News cookbook* 1/26 supplement
CORWIN CORE
California firm to purchase control 1/20 B11
Japanese firm may purchase 5/18 B13
CORRELL GREENS COUNTRY CLUB
Corporation is poised to revive club 2/26 A11
CORNING, BRISTOL II
Discharge date to be announced 1/9 B4
Oxygen tanks to be installed at City Hall 1/12 B1
Due to return in a few weeks 1/13 B1
Expected to be released within 6 weeks 1/14 B1
Irregular heartbeat places him in intensive care 1/22 A3
Mayor is excited about hospital release 1/24 B1
Takes out of intensive care 1/25 B1
Placed in intensive care again 1/29 A3
Remains in intensive care 2/1 B4
Doctors insert catheter into the heart* 2/4 B1
Remains in intensive care 2/5 A4
Hospital release is delayed* 2/17 A1
Temporary mayor should be installed (editorial) 2/18 A7
Tumor and half of large intestine are removed* 2/23 A1
Stable after intestinal surgery 2/24 B1
Condition is stable* 3/1 B4
Corcoran considers a monument* 3/3 B1
Installation of oxygen tanks in City Hall is put on hold 3/3 B1
Poll shows Albany needs a full-time mayor* 3/4 A1
Possible heart attack puts him in guarded condition 3/5 A1
Condition is guarded but improving 3/6 A1
Wild heart attack is confirmed* 3/7 A1
Receives get-well wishes from politicians 3/8 B1
Tower Building may be renamed in his honor 3/9 B4
Residents pray for allying mayor, documentary is planned 3/10 B2
Corcoran introduces bill to rename building 3/12 A4
Emergency surgery to correct a bleeding ulcer* 3/13 A1
Complications are reported after surgery* 3/14 A1
Tower Building is renamed Corning Tower* 3/16 A1
Dees also tribute (editorial)* 3/21 A5
Neighborhood group to discuss call for resignation 3/23 B2
Frost and care of resignation* 4/3 B1
Neighborhood group opposes resignation vote 4/7 B1
To be transferred from intensive care 4/14 B4
May soon resume respiratory rehabilitation 4/15 B4
Meets with city officials for the first time in 2 months 4/16 A3
McArdle visits visits Corning 4/27 B4
Remains in intensive care 4/30 A4
Receives blood transfusions 5/23 B1
Albany mayor dies* 5/29 A1
Government officials mourn his passing* 5/29 A1
Residents recall his special touch* 5/29 A1
Praise of a famous man (editorial) 5/29 A2
Winning political record* 5/29 A5
Snapshots from a family album* 5/29 A7
Pulmonary embolism led to his death* 5/29 A8
Mayor Corning (editorial) 5/29 B4
Mayor will be missed (editorial) 5/29 B4
Church and city officials plan funeral and memorial services 5/30 A4
Faster of myriad trades 5/30 A1
Chronology of illnesses* 5/30 A6
How the hospital administration broke the news of his death* 5/30 A6
Schools and businesses to close as a tribute* 5/31 A1
Full state funeral* 6/1 A1
Thousands attend memorial* 6/1 A1
Whalen proclaims 42-day mourning period 6/1 A1
Grosswille is prepared 6/1 A3
Albany bids its Mayor farewell* 6/2 A1
Reverend Bell's funeral sermon* 6/2 A1
Funeral photographs* 6/2 A4, A5
The Corning photographs* 6/3 supplement
Fitting memorial (editorial) 6/2 A9
Mayor names memorial committee 6/8 B4
State value may remain a secret* 6/16 B1
CORPORATE WOODS OFFICE PARK
Opening of Colman office park* 5/18 B1
CORRUPTION IN POLITICS
see also ALBANY (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS and MISCONDUCT IN OFFICE
Ex-Coskackie mayor faces charges of larceny and official misconduct* 1/13 A1
Corcoran is arrested for larceny and payroll scam 3/20 B5
2 Albany employees are charged with larceny and submitting false time record 3/22 A1
COSTS
Makeup that hides birthmarks and blemishes* 4/21 CI
COST OF LIVING
Conquering Albany and New York City* 2/27 DL
Inflation rate drops 3/24 A1
COTTON, THOMAS ABELIAN II
State Commissioner of Correctional Services 1/11 A4
COUNTY GOVERNMENT - FINANCES

* Counties seek to restore state aid* 3/7 B1

COUNTS - ALBANY COUNTY

County of Court Observers to monitor courts 1/13 B1

COUNTS - NEW YORK (STATE)

see also CRIMINAL JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF

Judicial nominating system (editorial) 1/9 B4

County offers judge selection plan* 1/20 B1

Cuoco appoints 3 state judges 3/1 B1

Judge seeks immunity from layoffs 3/1 B2

Delaying tactics (editorial) 3/16 A1

Courts are open due to arbitration 3/29 B2

Court of Appeals rules that judges' salaries may vary 3/31 B2

Chief judge asks legislature to streamline courts 5/3 B4

Albany County felony convictions are twice the state average 5/10 A1

Cuoco names Gabrielli chairman of the Judicial Screening Committee 5/12 A6

Open vs. closed judicial discipline is debated* 5/12 C12

Chief judge calls to lift TV ban* 5/14 A4

Plan to orient jurors gets mixed reviews from judges 6/30 B1

COUNTY GOVERNMENT - NEW YORK (STATE) - LAW AND LEGISLATION

Assembly Judiciary Committee prepares bill to change judicial nomination system 3/23 B8

Cuoco signs law increasing the list of Court of Appeals judge candidates 4/7 A5

State Defenders Association criticizes bill to allow jury selection by judges 5/6 C10

Appointing vs. electing judges (editorial) 5/18 A15

COUSACKLE (NY) - HISTORIC BUILDINGS, ETC.

The Homestead* 4/17 D1

COUSACKLE CORRECTIONAL FACILITY

50 Ossining inmates are transferred 1/27 B1

Inmates from Ossining will stay 1/29 A4

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION

Police are using oral search warrants 3/9 B2

Albany County Judge Clyne criticizes Schenectady law enforcement 5/12 A1

Albany County Judge Clyne and Schenectady justice system 5/13 A1

Mayor Duci seeks investigation of Judge Clyne* 5/14 A1

Explorers court law enforcement program 6/14 B1

CRIMINAL JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF

see also COUNTY GOVERNMENT - NEW YORK (STATE)

Cuoco’s reform proposal 1/6 A11

Inmate says prisons are not the answer 1/16 C1

Roman Catholic bishops urge reform 3/11 B2

Hiring an expert witness 4/12 A1

U.S. Supreme Court to review youth detention law 4/19 A4

Survey recommends alternatives to jail* 4/21 B1

Chief judge asks legislature to streamline courts 5/3 B4

State Defenders Association criticizes bill to allow jury selection by judges 5/6 C10

Albany County felony convictions are twice the state average 5/10 A1

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

Judge Harris' past trial comments irks the jury 3/13 A1

Delaying tactics (editorial) 3/16 A1

Hiring an expert witness 4/12 A1

Film to orient jurors gets mixed reviews from judges 6/30 B2

CRIME

see also TRIALS and types of crime, for examples:

ASSAULT AND BATTERY, ROBBERY, MURDER, NARCOTIC TRAFFIC, RAPE, SEX CRIMES

Victims remain scarred 5/1 A1

Effects on victims* 5/1 A10

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

Albany County Judge Clyne criticizes criminal justice system 5/13 A1

Mayor Duci seeks investigation of Judge Clyne* 5/14 A1

CRIME PREVENTION

Governor's Conference gives advice 2/1 D7

Police Corps plan will offer free college tuition 3/25 C7

CRIME PREVENTION - LAW AND LEGISLATION

Cuoco submits proposed legislation 2/17 B2

CROSSTOWN SHOPPING MALL

Site work begins 1/15 A3

Work begins, late summer opening is planned* 2/4 B1

Court rules closed hearing was proper 2/18 B4

Developers announce tenants 3/11 A1

County road bond issue will put mall on the map 3/15 A1

Road work is behind schedule 3/29 B1

Bond procedure is questioned 4/23 A1

Jordan Marsh and Filene's to open stores 4/26 B1

New malls, new stores* 5/8 C3

Opening is delayed 4 months* 5/25 A1

Roads get 307 day 6/4 A3

Project to begin today 6/16 B1

First concrete is laid 6/17 B4

CRUCIFIX, G. ALAN

Divorce decision is expected 1/1 A4

 Widow is appointed executor and is awarded $450,000 2/3 A1

Property sold for $525,000 6/16 B4

$525,000 bid nets lands parcel 6/17 B4

CUOMO, ANDREW

Governor's son's special role* 1/14 A1

Governor's son earns Senate spot* 2/21 B1

Will not run for the Legislature 2/22 B4

CUOMO, MARIO M.

View on layoffs, the budget, taxes, and prisons* 3/6 A3

Style of government 3/14 A1

Income tax reform 4/28 B1

Possible presidential candidate* 5/29 A3

CUOMO, PATRICK

Nared outstanding mother* 4/21 A2

Democrats plan welcoming party 6/8 B4

D'AMARIO, ALFONSO M.

Separating with wife 2/20 B10

Dilligence wins Senate respect* 3/20 B1

Senator backs Reagan, but the State comes first* 4/24 B8

Senator begins fund raising for 1980* 5/16 A6

Tabled onto foreign policy issues of interest to his constituents 5/21 A1

DAIRYING

DaIRymen protest federal tax on milk* 1/5 B1

Stabilization plans are sent to lobbying group 1/24 C7

DAVE

Paul Santarsoro Dance Co. 2/26 A9

Feld Ballet 4/2 B8

Three win scholarships* 4/10 B1

Don Rippon and Dancers 5/1 F10

DE BEER, J. AND SON, INC.

Prime supplier of softballs* 4/0 A1

DEAF

Bank offers services* 5/15 B1

TV is still inaccessible 5/19 A1

Program gives hearing people a taste of problems encountered by the deaf 5/19 A10

Emergency telephone aid is offered* 6/3 B1

DEAF AND RELIGION

Arm churches expand the ministry 4/18 B1

DEVTS

see also ACCIDENTS and CRIMINAL JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF, page 51

Cobbs run drops dead on a quiet street 1/15 A3

Albany infant's death is investigated 1/27 B4

Police narcotic informant dies mysteriously 2/1 B1

Infant death is ruled a homicide 2/20 B3

Coroner finds informant died of natural causes 2/26 A4

Brunswick man is electrocuted 3/12 A4
Man's body is found in East Greenbush 3/26 A3
East Greenbush police identify body and cause of death 3/27 C7
Accidental death rate is up* 4/23 A1
Police find body in Hudson 5/8 C2
Albany man's body found in Hudson 5/15 B2
DELAWARE AND HUDSON RAILWAY CO.
100% okay purchase 6/24 B11
Mellon gets approval to purchase 6/30 B13
DELAWARE PLAZA SHOPPING MALL
Comings's rival to pay higher easement rights 4/12 B1
DELAWARE THEATER
Getting a new life 4/7 B9
Becoming the Spectrum Theater* 5/1 F1
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
Cuomo eyes the White House (editorial) 2/13 B4
Polly Noonan is named to head local drives* 3/5 B6
Charles Ryan may make a comeback 3/12 A1
Comings's rival to pay higher easement rights 4/12 B1
Albany trash hauler paid party for contracts* 5/8 A1
Commissioner denies taking money* 5/8 A1
GOP Albany corruption is entrenched* 5/9 B1
Pay off by Albany trash hauler 5/11 A1
Ferrone is offered a job if he doesn't run in Albany 5/22 B1
Saratoga County Committee Chairman Lilac resigns 5/28 A4
Comings's death to cause internal fight* 5/29 A1
Machine may go to a halt* 5/29 A5
Comings's death causes jockeying* 5/30 A1
Parking enhanced election ballot power for nominating candidates 6/11 A9
Celebration honors Charles Ryan 6/13 A1
Leaders work to quiet discord in Albany County 6/16 B1
Albany County picnic attracts 6000 6/19 B1
Gather in Rensselaer County to raise funds* 6/25 B8
O'Brien's leadership style 6/26 CI
DOMINICAN
Choice of targets for protest (editorial) 5/8 B4
Generic protest* 5/8 B6
DENTISTRY
Forensic dentist solves mysteries of missing persons* 1/2 B1
DES (DESULFURIZATION)
Lawsuit extension legislation fails 6/27 A1
DESTRUCTION AND NON-SUPPORT
see also DIVORCE
Social service agencies will intercept tax refunds of delinquent child supporters 3/12 A4
Income tax refunds net $87,000 in Capital District* 5/12 B5
DETECTIVES
Warren Barkowitz, P.I.* 5/1 E1
DELEONI, GEORGE
Siena College's tribute (editorial) 5/22 C4
Visits Menands, his hometown* 5/24 B1
DIAL-A-LIFT
Positive phone message* 5/1 D10
DIETRICH, ELGIN F.
Stockbroker* 5/6 B11
DISARRIVAL
Week dedicated to foster peace 4/11 B1
American Legion supports conditional nuclease freeze* 4/15 B1
Assembly lacks nuclear freeze bill 4/27 A6
Protesters gain strength* 5/8 B1
Nuclear protesters are arrested GE plant* 6/21 B1
Knolls protesters are sentenced 6/29 B1
DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT
District Court reserves decision in Phelan case against Albany 3/31 B9
DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Cuomo bill bars State deals with firms not employing minorities 5/8 C7
DIVORCE
see also DESERTION AND NON-SUPPORT
Court allow wife's occupancy in Freehofer case 2/25 B4
New York State rate* 5/29 D1
DIVORCE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Jewish divorce case goes to the Court of Appeals 1/1 A3
Court of Appeals rules on Jewish divorce case 1/4 B7
Court of Appeals rules in Jewish tribunal case 2/16 B1
2 assemblywomen seek changes 2/22 B10
Sponsors aim to reform equitable distribution law 5/17 B2
Bills move to Assembly 5/18 B2
U.S. Supreme Court may rule in Jewish divorce case 5/19 B4
Fair settlements (editorial) 5/25 A15
Cuomo signs grandparents visitation rights law 6/14 D7
DOMESTIC RELATIONS
Cuomo acts to curb violence 6/2 B16
DOERSMITH PETROLEUM EQUIPMENT AND MAINTENANCE CORP.
Supreme Court upholds dismissal of indictments 4/9 A4
DOT, EDWARD GROUSE, INC.
Exclusive towing contract with Albany 1/22 A1
DOWNTOWN ALBANY, INC.
Group promotes downtown Albany business* 5/15 B7
DRUG
EDDY, EDWARD P.
Cardiologist* 2/20 B1
DRIVE-IN THEATERS
Showing first-run movies* 6/14 A1
DRUMMIES
Child drown in Catskill Creek 6/13 B2
Troy man drowned in Turtle Pond 6/14 B4
DRUG ABUSE
see DRUGS AND YOUTH and NARCOTIC TRAFFIC
DRUG ABUSE - TREATMENT
Programs funding cuts are criticized 2/20 B10
DRUGS
Inductive drugs are sold* 5/8 B1
Questionable over-the-counter medicines 6/12 A1
DRUGS AND YOUTH
Hope House educates students* 2/14 B1
DRINK DRIVING
see also TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Police and service agencies protect New Year's celebrants* 1/1 A1
New Jersey man is arrested in Greenfield 1/10 B4
Miss is arrested for drunk driving (editorial) 1/30 B4
Colonic man is charged with felony DWI 2/1 B4
Northway accident results in DWI charge 2/1 B4
Parking lot mishap results in DWI charges 2/7 B2
College offer alcohol education classes* 2/15 A1
Snowmobilers are arrested 2/15 B4
Troy doctor is arrested 2/19 A4
Driver gave police false name 2/6 B5
3 are charged in separate incidents 3/6 B5
Carnesana man faces charges 3/16 B4
STL, Patrick's Day rival New Year's Eve 3/17 B3
Waterford police charge man after he drove into river 3/27 C5
Chief Judge says drunk drivers should serve time in emergency room 4/14 B4
Chief Judge backs off proposal 4/15 B4
SIRY: Orange down in arrested 4/30 A4
Communities cooperate to make roads safe during prom season 5/1 B1
Stiffer penalties are not the answer 5/1 C1
Driver is charged after 3 are injured in Greece crash 5/4 B4
Ballston Lake woman is charged after accident 5/8 C7
ELECTIONS - ALBANY COUNTY
Gregory Bell to run for Legislature 4/27 B1
3-way Democratic primary for legislative seat* 5/9 B1
Calo Village Mayor Kuhn may run for legislature 5/12 B1
Ronnie Sanders seeks legislative seat 5/17 B1
Coyle seeks third term as county executive* 5/26 B1
Controller Stack announces re-election bid 6/9 B2
Paul Burgdorf announces candidacy for executive* 6/10 B1
GOP selects candidates for legislature 6/16 B1
Gaffney weighs primary fight for legislative seat 6/16 B9
Democrats okay slate of candidates 6/17 B1
GOP designates 43 candidates* 6/21 B1
GOP target legislative seats 6/24 B1
Sullivan to challenge Meyers for legislative seat* 6/26 C4
ELECTIONS - ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA
10 candidates vie for 10th Assembly seat 2/2 B4
Village contests* 2/20 B3
Assembly election is set 3/3 B1
Villages prepare for voting 3/13 B1
Hallock-Tonawanda Assembly race 4/11 B1
10th Assembly seat to be decided 4/12 B4
Tonko wins Assembly race* 4/13 A1
ELECTIONS - CDA
Almeden Walsh to seek re-election 6/18 M4
Mayor Canestrari will seek 3rd term* 6/30 BL
ELECTIONS - COLONIE
Robert Barnard to seek Town Board seat 5/18 B9
Town Supervisor candidate Shang says Supervisor Field is running a campaign 5/25 B1
GOP nominates candidates 6/9 B2
ELECTIONS - GUILDERLAND
Sinrich will not seek re-election to Town Board 4/15 B2
Raymond Ross to run for Town Board 5/13 B4
Democrats nominate Frank Maffe for Town supervisor 6/7 H1
GOP endorses Ross and Swansen for Town Board 6/10 B4
Sinrich and Murray announce Town Board candidacy* 6/27 B2
ELECTIONS - NEW YORK (STATE)
Lehman requests investigation of Carey ad* 1/1 A3
District Attorney has no request from Lehman to investigate Carey's ad 1/3 B2
Carey's pre-election order will be investigated by a Senate committee 1/14 B4
Former Commerce Commissioner says state ads were Carey's idea 3/9 B4
ELECTIONS - SARATOGA COUNTY
Greater Saratoga Funded GOP treasurer endorsement 6/12 B4
ELECTIONS - SCHENECTADY
Karen Johnson to run for mayor 5/4 B1
Mayor Dolci announces re-election bid 6/9 B9
Carolyn Michits to run for City Council 6/20 B2
GOP backs Ronald Brule for mayor 6/21 B4
GOP nominates Ertel instead of Dolci 6/23 B16
ELECTIONS - TROY
2 council members to seek re-election, 2 are undecided 5/25 C6
Councilman Conway will not seek re-election 6/18 M4
ELECTRIC LINES
Legislature question costs of proposed upstate power line 3/1 B1
GE to monitor NIMo power lines 4/15 B2
GE and NIMo to experiment with transmitting communications over power lines 4/16 A5
ELECTRIC POWER
Device limits amount of power for late paying customers 3/16 B2
Court to decide who will get cheap energy from Niagara Falls* 4/3 B6
ELECTRIC POWER - PRICES
Utility is granted a rate hike 1/12 B4
PSC grants NIMo a 3% rate hike 3/24 B1
NIMo files for a 13.5% rate increase 4/30 A1
Rains cause NIMo to lower rates 5/17 A1
Rains to lower electric bills 5/18 A1
GE workers to protest the fuel price fluctuation clause 6/28 B4
ELECTRIC POWER PATTERNS
Cold causes failure in Warren and Essex counties* 1/20 A1
Colony has black-out 2/4 B4
Spring snowstorm leaves 12,500 without power 4/18 A1
Tips for power failures 4/19 B4
NIMo storm control center 4/20 A4
Smoke out power* 5/24 A1
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission sets deadline for comments on hydroelectric projects 1/1 A4
GE plans renovations 1/4 B2
Glementor coal conversion may be abandoned* 3/16 B2
NIMo rejects coal for glementor plant 4/12 B4
ELLIS HOSPITAL
Physician faces fraud research charges 2/17 B1
Physician is suspected of falsifying research 4/24 B4
Physician is restricted during investigation of fraud 4/27 A4
Trauma team aids thursday rescue 5/3 B2
Doctor's research is voided 5/8 C11
Doctor's key to fraud was flattery 6/4 A3
EFFECTIVE FRIDAY NIGHT
Guilderland Town Board sets hearing to extend district 2/3 B2
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
see also RESCUE WORK
Guilderland ambulance squad to get tax revenues 2/9 B7
Riding with emergency medical squads* 3/20 B1
EMPIRE OF AMERICA (BANK)
Offers mortgages at 9.75% 3/9 B9
Low mortgage rate causes surge of calls 3/10 B8
EMPIRE SHOPPING MALL
Discount mall is planned for Schenectady* 3/27 B1
EMPIRE STATE INSTITUTE FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS (ESI)
Teaching facility* 3/6 C2
EMPIRE STATE MUT. INS. CO., INC.
Bankruptcy aids film to come back* 6/5 C1
EMPIRE STATE PLAZA
see ROCKFELLER, GOVERNOR NELSON A, EMPIRE STATE PLAZA
EMPLOYMENT
Wives who work when husbands are laid off* 11/2 B1
Job seekers flock to new Calder store* 1/27 B4
Osburn gives credit for success 1/30 B1
Many help wanted ads bike job seekers 2/11 B1
Bugs job ads prompt warning 2/12 A4
Offering for the jobless* 3/6 A1
Restraining program 3/6 A3
State work force has increased while private growth has decreased* 3/13 A1
29% of Albany's employers expect to hire workers 3/23 B1
State to welsh job incentive plan 3/27 C1
52,000,000 jobs aid allocation 4/7 B4
Labor Department/W/IV job ads: 4/21 B1
Career opportunities 1983* 4/24 supplement
Albany County plans training for welfare youths 5/5 B4
Computer students get the most job bids 5/15 B3
State campaign has created 5100 jobs 6/7 B2
EMPLOYMENT, TEMPORARY
Agencies offering for summer jobs for disadvantaged 4/16 A1
Albany County program for welfare youth (editorial) 5/10 A7
Albany outlook is hopeful and hasy 5/23 B1
Albany cuts parks jobs 6/19 B1
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ENERGY CONSERVATION
Schools and hospitals to share $5,000,000 fund 5/5 B6

ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Lowest level in 2 decades* 6/30 A1
Forecast says the state's power supply will be good through the 1990's 6/30 A10

ENGLISH, LOGAN
Saratoga folksinger/actor/writer is memorialized 3/15 B9

EPISCOPAL CHURCH (ALBANY)
Cathedral of All Saints ties with the Corning family 6/2 A6

ESCHER
Loudonville gravel mining* 3/1 BL

ESCAPES
Saratoga County Jail trustee escapes 2/25 B4
Saratoga County Jail escape is recaptured 2/26 A4
Great Meadow inmate escapes and is recaptured 3/7 B4
Man escapes from Troy police, rescued from Hudson River 3/14 B1
Man is recaptured in Saratoga 3/16 B4
Officials seek escapee from Hudson work program 5/14 A4
Hudson prisoner is captured 5/15 B2
Prisoners escape from bus on Thursday 5/22 B7
5 men are charged in prison escape 5/28 B2

EUROTRIBUS
State is not pushing for right-to-die guide 3/27 CS

EXCAVATIONS
Human skull is found at Pt. Edward site 4/29 B2

EVICT
Albany evicts couple for refusing insect exterminator* 12/6 B1

EVICT - LAW AND LEGISLATION
see LANDLORD AND TENANT - LAW AND LEGISLATION

EXERCISE
Aerobic exercise leaves some participants hurting* 2/27 D1
Electric shape-up machines* 5/22 D1

EXPLOSIONS
Al-Tech accident is investigated 1/23 B5

EXTRASENSORY PERCEPTION
Adirondack dancer* 6/25 B1

FAILS
Elimination of state aid to county fair means cutting prizes 2/27 B1
County fairs are an investment in agriculture (editorial) 3/4 A7

FALCONS
Peregrine falcon returns to New York* 5/15 A1

FALSE ARREST
Court says 1977 case needs re-determination of award 6/15 B2
Couple sues Albany police 6/24 B4

FALSE IMPRISONMENT
State awards Zimmerman $1,000,000* 6/1 B12

FARM INCREASE
Spring rain costs farmers 5/10 A1
Farmers and gardeners are hindered by cold and rain 5/11 A1
Bogged down in mud* 5/28 A1
Hay is doing good, corn must catch up 6/28 A1

FARM INCREASE - PRICES
Last year and now* 5/28 A1

FARRELL, PAMELA TAYLOR
Artist and gallery owner* 6/28 B2

FASHION
Spring style 3/20 supplement
FAVORITE'S DAY
Dad's day* 6/19 D1

FAVA, JOE
Actor-director 3/3 B8

FAV'S DRUG CO., INC.
200 line up for 30 jobs in Watervliet 5/18 B9

FEFEDERATION OF WOMEN'S CLUBS
President Mary Lyons* 5/5 C1

FELLOWSHIP - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Colonie villagers register complaints* 1/25 B4

FIRE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Horse injured at Saratoga* 5/20 B1

FESTIVALS - ALBANY
Love thy neighbor convention 3/4 B4
Latin American Fiesta* 3/14 B1
Tulip Festival and Pinksterfest 5/4 B1
Pinksterfest* 5/8 C1
Tulip Festival (editorial) 5/12 A11
Tulip Festival begins 5/12 B6
Tulip Festival opens 5/13 B2
Queen is crowned at Tulip Festival* 5/15 A1
Tulip time in Albany (editorial) 5/15 C4
Coronation reigns at Pinksterfest* 5/16 B1
Parade and street festival to mark rebirth of South End 5/18 B1
Bethlehem students make puppet for the Wedding Parade of the Planets* 5/20 C1
Hudson River Festival* 6/5 B1

FESTIVALS - ALBANY COUNTY
Tricentennial agenda 5/14 A3
Tricentennial parade is set 6/2 B4
Tricentennial parade 6/10 B1
Marks 300th year* 6/12 B1

FESTIVALS - COOKES
Heritage Festival* 6/25 A3

FESTIVALS - NEW YORK (STATE)
12 counties plan tricentennial festivities 4/17 C4

FESTIVALS - TROY
Russell Sage medieval festival 4/25 B1

FIFTH AVENUE
Coming to Crossgates in 1984 3/11 A1

FIRE
Love and money 5/22 D1

FIRE, JANICE
National student organizer got training at SUNYA* 1/26 B9

FIRE INJURIES
St. Peter's Hospital team attaches a toe to a man's hand 1/27 A1
The-thumb patient plans new career 2/13 C2

FINDLAY, RONALD
Acting mayor of Rensselaer* 4/20 B1

FIRE PREVENTION
Bedtime checks* 3/3 C1

FIRESAVES, PETER
American Inn is labeled a firetrap 5/11 B1
Central Planning Board did not call Americana Inn a firetrap 5/12 B1

FIRE PREVENTION - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Assembly okays series of bills 5/17 B2

FIREARMS - COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING
Collector's show in Albany* 1/30 B1

FIRE - ALBANY
Burglars set fire to Albany* 1/30 B1

FIRE - COLONIAL
Fires guts Central Avenue clothing store 1/9 B2
100 firemen fight apartment blaze 1/30 B1
Officials rule that arson is the cause of apartment fire 1/31 B4
4 firemen are hurt, 24 are homeless 2/10 B1
Residents and merchants feel effect of the fire 2/11 B1
State workers face Empire State Plaza fire 3/8 B4
Hackett Middle School staff aids victims of Park Avenue blaze 3/8 B4
Blaze guts restaurant 3/31 B7

FIRE - LAWN
9 are homeless after suspicious fire 4/2 A3
Apartment fire* 4/17 C1

FIRE - NICKEL
6 hurt in Yarborough Housing fire 4/23 A4

FIRE - UNION
Fire damages building basement 4/30 A4
2 are arrested for apartment fires 5/8 B4
Suspicious apartment fire 5/10 B5
2 are arrested for separate arson incidents 5/10 B6
2 are arrested for pizza shop arson attempt 5/18 B9
Families flee from Orange Street blaze 5/20 B2
2 teens are charged with arson of J.B. Scott's 5/29 C1
Van built to hold wheelchair burns 6/10 B2
FIRES - BALLSTON SPA
Masonic Temple is damaged 1/13 B1
FIRES - BROTTON TANDING
Man dies in fire 5/25 B4
FIRES - BURNT HILLS
2 teenagers rescue trucker 4/6 B4
FIRES - CNY
Fire destroys horse barn 1/14 B4
FIRES - CLINTON PARK
Furnace fire guts house 2/20 B5
FIRES - COHOES
City gets funds to fight arson 1/13 B4
23 escape latest blaze 2/6 C1
Arson fire forces family to live in motel 2/7 B2
FIRES - COLONIE
Fire damages bar 2/11 B2
Fire damages ROCES site 2/12 A3
Suspicious fire razes Prony barn 6/8 B1
FIRES - GLEN FALLS
3 die in roofer's house fire 4/9 A3
FIRES - GREENFIELD
Family of 8 flees home 1/17 B2
FIRES - HUDON RIVER
4 escape latest fire 6/13 B4
FIRES - JONESVILLE
Fire destroys horse barn 1/12 B4
FIRES - LANSINGBURGH
Apartment fire kills woman 2/3 B4
Apartment is damaged 3/13 A4
FIRES - MECHANICVILLE
Police are injured in baby bottle fire 6/2 B4
FIRES - MILLION
Video game is suspected in fire killing family of 4 1/25 B1
Link to video game will be investigated 1/26 B6
Laboratory to aid investigation of fatal fire 1/28 B4
FIRES - NATION RIVER
Pleasure boat fire 6/23 B1
FIRES - NORMAN
Truck driver is critical after Northway fire 6/29 B4
FIRES - PETERSBURG
80 battle tavern fire for 6 hours 5/10 B5
FIRES - RINNS LIPPON COUNTY
Funds granted to fight arson 1/2 B2
FIRES - RIVERSIDE
Man dies in fire 4/29 B4
FIRES - SARATOGA SPRINGS
Birthplace of the potato chip is destroyed 2/9 B4
FIRES - SCHENECTADY
Linton High School fire is declared arson 1/9 B5
Man dies in apartment fire 1/11 B4
City gets funds to fight arson 1/13 B4
Motel fire 3/28 B4
Oxygen Enrichment Co. Ltd. 4/25 B1
FIRES - SCOTIA
Two teens are charged with arson 1/30 B3
FIRES - TROY
"Nab" Stochier dies in apartment fire 1/21 B2
3 fires damage a lumber firm, restaurant, and house 1/24 B1
Mother of 4 dies in apartment fire 2/4 B4
Woman dies from burns 2/6 C9
Fire destroys 2-family home 2/7* B4
2 firemen are injured in vacant building blaze 2/8 B4
Suspicious 2-alarm fire 4/24 B7
Off-duty firefighter rescues woman 5/21 A4

Smoking may have caused apartment fire 5/29 B5
Congress Street building is damaged 5/31 B4
FIRES - VERDUESVILLE
Body is found in fire ruins 3/31 B9
Occupant is identified as fire victim 4/1 B2
FIRES - WATERDUG
Baby dies in house fire 3/10 B1
Police say baby burned to death in bungled murder plot 4/16 A1
4 are indicted for murder/arson 4/22 B4
FIRES - WILTON
Person is killed as fire hits house trailer 3/21 B4
FIRST ALBANY CORP.
Brokerage firm takes role as minnow in its pond 2/20 E13
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH (CHARLESTON)
Restoration 5/30 B1
FIRST NATIONAL SUPERMARKETS, INC.
Largest store to open at Latham site 4/27 B1
FISH OF CHICHE, INC.
Service group disbands on a positive note 1/9 B4
Community service group disbands (editorial) 1/12 A11
FLAG DRY
Old Glory has its day 6/15 B1
FLOODS
April snowstorm causes flooding 4/21 B1
Rain causes flooding and evacuation 4/26 A1
Flooding threat subsides 4/27 B2
Serious flooding may develop 5/3 A1
Tips to avoid injury 5/3 A6
More rain may cause flooding 5/4 B1
High rivers hinder boaters 5/4 B1
FLOORS - NEW YORK (STATEN)
Guide directs to weekend festivals 5/7 A3
FOOD, CLARK AND RUTH
Scotia restaurant closed 1/13 B10
FOOD ADULTERATION AND INSPECTION
see also FOOD CONTAMINATION
Officials seek harvester of tainted oysters 1/11 A4
Raw shellfish victims to pay for shots 1/4 B1
Shefifisheller is fined 1/8 A8
Prehofer extortion plot 1/15 A3
Maryland man is jailed for threatening to contaminate a
Prehofer product 1/16 B2
Health Commissioner warns out-of-state shellfish dealers
1/23 B1
Health Commissioner warns out-of-state shellfish dealers
1/28 B1
Shellfishermen fight for livelihood 2/5 B4
Turkey farm is fined for ruining Thanksgiving 2/10 B7
Health official says shellfish monitoring has improved
3/17 B1
Shellfish shipping may face blacklisting 4/22 C9
NY may blacklist some clam shippers 4/24 B6
Clam embargo issued for Long Island firm 4/25 B1
DES is found in veal calves raised in the Ulster area 4/28 A1
DES was sent to markets in the East 4/29 A1
Price Chopper recalls mushrooms 4/30 A3
Charges against Albany seafood dealer who shipped
tainted clams are dropped 5/7 A3
Tag snatching of DES veal to be investigated 5/8 C1
Health Department issues warning on clams and oysters
5/25 A1
Poisoned gravy mix is removed from store shelves 6/28 B2
FOOD CONTAMINATION
see also FOOD ADULTERATION AND INSPECTION
5 stores are cited for violations 4/24 B4
Albany food processing plant is indicted for sale of
tainted beef 6/9 B6
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GASOLINE TAX
Appellate Division upholds the tax 1/7 B1
System of collecting causes evasion 1/27 B1
Station operators say sales tax formula is unfair 3/8 1
Chase vows gas companies won’t beat tax* 3/29 B4
War between the Governor and the oil firms 4/18 B1
Road repair projects are off to a slow start from new fund 5/15 B2
State delays payment 6/17 M
State and all firms agree on gross receipts tax 6/21 A1

GREEN
Injured goose chased by students 1/12 C3
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Plans to renovate power plants 1/4 B1 L
Awarded $215,323,000 Navy contract 1/6 B4
Considering a move to Mexico 1/10 M
Streamlining its turbine division 1/15 N
Seeks radio frequency for portable phones 1/21 C7
Union asks GE to drop move to Mexico* 1/23 B4
Plans to eliminate 1900 jobs and redesign its motor line* 1/28 A1
Growth is stalled* 1/30 A1
Sale of mining company signals other deals 1/31 C7
Executive won’t meet with political leader to discuss layoffs 2/3 B1
Mexico gets $36,000,000 to purchase generators 2/9 B1
No new jobs from Mexican generator order 2/10 B2
Designs underwater tracking device 2/19 A3
Up to 300 jobs will be cut in Mexico transfer 2/24 A1
To market telephones 3/23 C7
Scientists develop diagnostic system* 3/25 A1
Welding robot in development* 4/19 B9
Announces milestone in cryogenics research* 5/20 C7
Workers may stage a walkout to protest reassignments 6/1 B2
GOOD workers strike to protest elimination of jobs 6/2 A1
Issue behind the strike 6/3 A1
Union says strike has halted output 6/3 A1
Strike grinds to a halt* 6/4 A1
Court to rule on limiting strike 6/5 C1
Strike ending decision is due 6/6 B1
Union calls off strike 6/7 A1
Method to grow mammalian cells faster 6/14 A1
Workers picket at 2 sites 6/16 B1
Strikers plan to return to jobs 6/17 B1
$40,000,000 Saud. turbine contract is okayed 6/21 A7
Seeks property tax cut 6/22 D5
Unveils gasoline/electric hybrid vehicle* 6/30 B2
GENESSEE BREWING CO.
Introducing America’s first light ale 6/21 C3

GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
Geologists discover source beneath Saratoga and Schenectady counties 1/19 B1

GHOSTS
New York State Capitol* 4/25 B1
GIFTED CHILDREN
Expert supports blending 5/9 B1
GILPYNE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
Guilford neighbors organize 1/12 B1
GIRL SCOUTS
Lose United Way funding 2/27 B1
Troops are charting a new course 4/3 C1

GIVNEY, JOE J.
Police Chief is remembered for strength and wit 5/26 B9

GLAVIN, JOANNE
Nun receives law degree* 6/4 A3

GLENROGEOUS HOSPITAL
Grand jury finds no criminal misconduct* 3/2 B1
GOEBEL’S GARAGE (SERVICE STATION)
George keeps fire trucks rolling* 5/8 E11

GOOD SAMARITAN NURSING HOME
Stroll-a-thon fund raiser* 5/14 A3

GOODMAN, DANNY
Globetrotting professional golfer* 6/19 E1
GRANDMA BROWN’S HOMEBAKED BREADS
Cult status* 6/14 C1

GREEN FARMS AQUIFER
Rotterdam well hearings to resume 4/11 B1

GREEN MEADOW CORRIGATIONAL FACILITY
Federal court upholds dismissal of inmate suit 1/27 B9
Inmate leaps to his death 2/20 B1
Inmate escapes and is recaptured 3/7 B4
2 suspects are held in inmate stabbing 3/24 B13

GREEK ORTHODOX CHURCH
Archbishop to visit Albany 4/15 B4
Archbishop Takovas to visit Albany* 4/18 B1

GREENE COUNTY (NY) JAIL
Inmate is found dead 2/13 C2

GREENHOUND BUS LINES
Wants to cut service in New York 1/26 B1

GUILLERAND (NY) - CITY PLANNING
see also CROSSROSES SHOPPING MALL
McKownville residents oppose conversion of a barn into an office 1/6 C11
Construction declines 1/7 C9
Zoning Board denies McKownville office variances 2/3 B4
Town to consider redrafting entire zoning law 3/2 B1
Town Board okay study for new zoning Law 3/9 B1
Weatherfield development* 4/3 B5
Crossgates bond procedure is questioned 4/23 A1
Justice removes himself from Fine Bush lawsuit 4/23 B7
Resignation of IDA chairman is not caused by Crossgates bonding* 4/29 B4
Building permits increase 5/17 B4
Weatherfield subdivision is near approval 5/17 B6
Zoning Board okay operation of gravel pit 5/19 B1
Zoning Board okay pool film 6/2 B1
Judge won’t halt Fine Bush building 6/2 B4
Zoning Board compromises on zoning Subdivision 6/7 B2
Mobile home ordinance to be updated 6/8 B1
Town issues 67 permits in May 6/9 B9
Town Board okay Western Avenue rezoning 6/15 B2
Westmore Beverage Co. project still traffic concerns 6/16 B12

GUILLERAND (NY) - FINANCES
Guilfordland ambulance squad to get tax revenues 2/9 B7

GUILLERAND (NY) - DECORATION
Hamlet of McKownville 4/17 C1

GUILLERAND (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
John Swirch is appointed to IDA 5/4 B2
Town Supervisor does not expect resignation request 5/19 B1
Town Board expands membership to 13 5/11 B1
Profiles of Town Board members* 6/20 B1

GUILLERAND (NY) - FIRE
Town Supervisor unveils park policy 4/6 B4
Neighborhood park proposal 5/19 B4

GUILLERAND (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Neighborhood organizations 1/12 B1
Town reorganizational meeting 1/2 B4
Guilfordland Civic Action Group forms to promote good government 4/26 B4

GUILLERAND (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
Trash hauling hike is linked to ANSWERS hookup 1/5 B2
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GUARDIAN (NY) - STREET
Block grant to improve Northeast Industrial Park access read 1/28 Bl

GUARDIAN (NY) - TRANSIT SYSTEMS
Bus service to park begins 6/5 Bl

GUARDIAN (NY) CENTRAL SCHOOLS
Declining enrollments cause teacher cuts 2/1 Bl
High School students are told to stop hallay prayer 2/18 Bl
Board votes 3/7, 833, 282 budget 4/6 Bl
Supreme Court upholds race discrimination ruling 4/8 Bl
Former teacher doubtful return 4/9 A4
School Board elections 4/11 Bl
Budget is okayed, Board is elected 5/5 Bl
Kindergarten costs are explained 5/10 B10
Survey finds 77% approval of programs 6/8 06
Board president quits 6/26 C1D
Board to appoint a new superintendent and high school principal 6/26 Bl
Board appoints Albert Pultz as superintendent 6/29 Bl

GUARDIAN (NY) FREE LIBRARY
Moves into its sixth location 4/4 Bl

GUARDIAN (NY) PERFORMING ARTS CENTER
Construction is complete 5/26 Bl

GUARDIAN (NY) TOWN BOARD
Profiles of board members 6/20 Bl

GUARDIAN CIVIC ACTION GROUP
Promote good government 4/26 B4

GUARDIAN, INC.
Ownership of skating rink ends 5/20 B2

HAYDON, BD
Attorney/musician* 2/17 B6

HAIL
Storm causes accumulation* 5/24 Al

HAKER, WILLIS
Volunteer ambulance driver* 5/25 Bl

HALIFAX TOWN HALL
Savings in solar power is hard to measure* 5/29 CO

HANDICAPPED
Group to publish results of access survey* 4/13 Cl

HANDICAPPED - EMPLOYMENT
Columbia County workshop employs 25 adults* 6/27 Bl

HANDICAPPED - HOUSING
Schenectady owner group home 2/10 Bl
Non-profit group homes are in fiscal trouble* 5/29 Bl

HANDICAPPED - RECREATION
Indoor olympics* 4/18 B5
Quadraplegic paints with his teeth 5/22 B4
Living Resources choir 5/26 Bl

HANDICAPPED - REHABILITATION
Center for the Disabled* 1/2 Bl

HEALTH CARE WORKERS PROTEST STATE PROGRAM CUTS* 3/7 Bl

HANDICAPPED CHILDREN - EDUCATION
Early Childhood Education Center* 6/13 Bl

HANDICAPPED CHILDREN - RECREATION
Special Olympics at SUNY 6/17 B4

HANSEN, JOSEPH
Judge's post-trial comments irks the jury 3/13 Al

HARTFORD INSURANCE GROUP
Reorganization cuts 24 area jobs 3/18 B0

HARRITT, CHARLES
Surveyors* 3/27 D4

HAZARDOUS WASTES
see CHEMICALS, SPILLS, GAS LEAKS, INDUSTRIAL WASTES, NL INDUSTRIES INC., OIL SPILLS, WATER, POLLUTION

HEY
Crop is doing good 6/26 Al

HERKIMER
Formula for determining savings for converting from oil to gas 1/8 A3
Cold causes mother to seek warmer quarters 1/20 A6
Applications for emergency aid increase 2/2 Bl

Fenwal Larson film is low bidder on Albany County steam heating project* 2/10 B5
Albany County drops Arbor Hill project 2/24 Al
Groups protest gas deregulation* 3/27 C9
72,187 faced winter utility loss 5/15 B8
NiMo provides grant to weatherize home of low income families 6/25 A3

HILLMAN, NEIL
Honorary Degree from Albany Medical College (editorial) 5/26 Al

HORES AND HEROINES
Local incidents of courage (editorial) 3/25 A11

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
New York State Secondary School Student Organization conference at SUNY* 1/9 Bl

HORSE TRACKS OF NEW YORK
Cohoes man is charged with outracing a bus 2/17 B4
Suspect can't recall hijacking a bus 2/18 Al

HUNTING ACCIDENTS
Scotia man is killed in New Hampshire 3/26 A3

HISTORY, MODERN - STUDY AND TEACHING
Guiderland students study the 1690's* 5/8 Bl

HURRAY, MARY
Raising money for Mechanicville baseball leagues* 2/26 A3

HOY, MARCIA E.
RPT computer pioneer is honored 4/26 B9

HOLLAND, LORI
Skidmore artist-in-residence* 4/17 Bl

HOLOCAUST, JEWISH (1939-1945)
Survivors reunite* 4/15 Bl
Jewish Federation receives $20,000 for program 4/26 Bl

HOPE MASTER, John
Brunner is elected president 1/7 C7

HOPE CARE SERVICES
Gift allows EKG testing at home 2/6 C5

HOMEmEASS
Single-room shelter is proposed 1/5 B2
Shelter for the homeless (editorial) 1/11 A9
St. Charles Leuna House is a sanctuary for destitute men 2/28 B1

Arbor House is a shelter for girls and women 4/4 Bl

HOMOSPERMS - DISEASES
see ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME

HOPES HOUSE, INC.
Drugs abuse education* 2/14 Bl

G샤세들용품세서메리지
Garage sale benefit 5/5 Bl

HORSE RACING
25 inches of snow didn't stop racing a Saratoga* 1/19 Bl

HORSE RACING - TAW AND LEGISLATION
Assembly to okay capital improvements bill 6/28 Bl
Capitol improvements bill awaits Cuomo's signature 6/29 Bl

HORSEMANSHIP - RIDING
Guiderland show* 2/28 Bl

HORVATH, JANET LEE
Mrs. New York State* 2/6 Bl

HOSPITALS - ALBANY COUNTY
Beds are at premium 2/17 B9

HOSPITALS - ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA
Choros proposes a construction delay 1/13 B8
Projects affected by construction moratorium 2/18 Bl
Construction moratorium and bed shortage (editorial) 2/20 C4

HOSPITALS - NEW YORK (STATE)
Choros propose delay in hospital and nursing home projects 1/13 B8

HOSPITALS - NEW YORK (STATE)
Hospital Review Council imposes a moratorium on construction 2/18 Bl
Construction freeze (editorial) 3/1 A7
HOSPITALS - NEW YORK (STATE) - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Court interpreters are to help construction 4/17 C4
HOTELS, MOTELS, ETC. - ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA
Business slips slightly* 2/27 B5
Conventions and conferences fill rooms* 5/21 A1
HOUSING, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Albany County repair-on-wheels service 1/30 B4
Repair projects targeted for elderly and disabled* 4/18 E2
HOUSING
Single-room shelter for homeless is proposed 1/5 B2
Shelter for the homeless (editorial) 1/11 A9
St. Joseph low income plan gets cool reception* 1/14 B1
Income requirement to buy Features apartments 2/11 D1
House vs. apartment 2/20 D1
Pond Hill Homes offers unconventional homes* 3/13 B3
Economy gives boost to builders and buyers* 5/27 A1
HOUSING - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Come signs emergency shelter law 4/26 A6
Impact of Court of Appeals eviction ruling 5/13 B1
Eviction due to unrelated parties living together (editorial) 5/24 A1
HUDSON CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
Work-release inmate hangs himself in motel 1/24 B1
Psychologist approved work-release for suicide victim 1/25 B4
Officials seek escape from work program 5/14 A4
Escape is captured 5/15 B2
HUDSON RIVER
GE may have to pay for PCB cleanup* 1/1 A3
Environmental group says the State is failing to enforce pollution restrictions 2/4 B2
EPA cleanup study is set* 2/25 B1
GE should pay for cleanup (Letter) 3/6 A16
Sale of settlement containing PCBs 4/17 C1
State fears that EPA won't help clean 5/14 A3
State is critical of EPA cleanup plan 5/18 B1O
Conservation groups sue to release funds for cleanup 5/20 B1
EPA affirms commitment for PCB cleanup 5/22 B1
EPA chief says cleanup is a priority 6/2/ B1
State sues U.S. EPA for cleanup fund 6/29 B6
HUDSON VALLEY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Ordered to return state aid overpayments 1/21 B4
Students enter concrete canoe competition* 3/19 A3
4 Democratic trustees keep seats 3/25 B1
Student election is upheld 5/7 A3
Ex-president to get honorary degree 5/20 B4
HUGHES, RUTH AND ART
Red Cross volunteers 1/14 B1
HUNT, RUSSELL
Portrait of Justice is unveiled at Albany County Courthouse* 1/5 B6
HUNTER (NY) - DESCRIPTION
No longer a sleepy little hamlet 4/3 C1
HUNTING
Record number of deer are killed 2/14 B4
A couch man is arrested for killing 2 deer 2/25 B4
HUNTING - ACCIDENTS
22 accidents including 9 deaths in 1982 5/19 B10
ICE SKATING - ACCIDENTS
3 Oxeackie drownings are ruled accidental 2/8 B4
Warmer weather accidents* 2/24 B1
IDENTIFICATION
Fingerprinting children* 2/19 A3
Police agencies begin fingerprinting children 2/23 B4
Guildeland offers child fingerprint service* 3/1 B4
Service fingerprint children with instant construction 4/7 B4
Albany police will fingerprint children 3/10 B1
Child fingerprinting is set in Clifton Park 3/29 B4
Colonie police will fingerprint children 4/4 B9
Colonie parents fingerprint children* 4/7 A1
HUNTING - NEW YORK (STATE)
Man finds home in hospital by impersonating a doctor 4/21 A1
No hospital is immune to infiltrators 4/28 B1
Doctor not fooled suspect's aunt 5/13 B2
INCIDENTS
see WAGES - ANNUAL WAGE
INCOME TAX
Computer to adjust error on tax form 1/7 B4
Demands for payments are not always correct* 1/23 B1
New rules for restaurant employees* 3/28 A3
New restaurant employee rule (editorial) 3/30 A7
Auditions suffer an image problem* 4/10 D1
Deadline for filing bigger refunds 4/15 A1
Withholding tax repeal could leave State in a bind* 6/18 A3
State delays bank withholding plan 6/23 B13
INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS
Former Nibr worker is awarded $4,400,000 for injury 6/29 B1
INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
see also CHIEF, REGIONAL AND NATIONAL
Federal government denies the State $1,400,000 for not publishing rules 4/18 B5
INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Asbestos workers seek changes in the statute of limitations 5/25 A1
Victims urge extension of legal action 5/26 B3
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Whistleblower protection (editorial) 6/15 A15
INDUSTRIAL WASTE
see also CHEMICALS, GAS LEAK, N1 INDUSTRIES INC., OIL SPILL, WATER, POLLUTION
Toxic chemicals are found in Fort Edward water* 1/4 B1
GE site tops EnCon most hazardous waste 1/6 B4
Group asks to reconsider plan to dig up buried wastes at NL Industries 1/4 B4
GE denies contaminating Fort Edward wells, but will pay for water line 1/7 C9
State sues GE to force Waterford cleanup* 1/21 B1
PCBs are found at Clifton Park site 1/21 C6
South Cairo firm to clean up site 2/5 A4
6 area sites are slated for superfund investigation 2/16 B4
Funds lag for cleanup* 2/19 A1
Fort Edward families sue GE 2/19 A14
Supreme Court rules the State can sue for cleanup 2/23 B1
Dairy farm is earmarked for mercury contamination test 2/24 B12
Encon says GE must provide Ft. Edward with a permanent water supply 3/12 A3
GE to provide water for Fort Edward homes 3/22 B2
Federal and State agencies agree on cleanup plan 4/7 B6
State's superfund is short* 4/13 A1
GE asks for stay of Capitol dump cleanup 4/23 A4
EnCon report says superfund may need bailout 4/26 B8
GE fights state order on tainted wells 4/28 B2
Environmentalists criticize superfund shortfall 6/4 A4
EnCon survey will trace dioxin sites 6/5 C9
Assembly committee says the State is not prepared for transportation accidents 6/6 C6
Cuomo requests dioxin data from chemical makers 6/11 A3
Saratoga County man is arrested for PCB possession 6/11 A3
Hunting for dioxin contamination (editorial) 6/14 A7
Clifton Park waste oil site is referred to attorney general for action 6/15 B5
GE pays $1,600,000 to clean Nassau site 6/16 B1
Solutions warn Cuomo that organized crime is involved 6/16 C12
Assembly Speaker proposes increase in handling fees 6/22 B2

INDUSTRIAL WASTE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Bottles bill implementation must not interfere with more important bills (editorial) 4/24 C4
Loopholes and lax enforcement may cause health peril 6/6 A1

INFANTS - CARE AND HYGIENE
Well-baby exams are criticized* 6/29 D1

INFUENZA
Hits the Capital District* 2/16 B1

INSURANCE, AUTOMOBILE
State sues U.S. over no-fault increase 6/1 B2

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Trade pact 6/13 B1

JOURNALISM
Japan's Anri specializations in state workers' act

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
Group seeks children's rights reform 1/27 B2

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY - LAW AND LEGISLATION
U.S. Supreme Court to review pretrial detention plan 4/18 A3

KENEY, JOHN F.
Retired teacher crusades for memory day* 2/28 B1

KENEY, WILLIAM
Albany author* 1/9 B1
Author receives $264,000 grant* 1/20 B1
MacArthur award winner* 1/23 A3

KEY BANK, INC.
United Nations to fight acquisitions plans 1/2 B5
Informed talks are scheduled concerning acquisitions 1/6 B1

KOBJI KEEPER TO DELIVER NEW SIGN 4/19 B1
Signlift is postponed* 4/24 B1
Albany may prevent sign from being mounted* 4/26 B1
Sign hassle is a poor signal for downtown development 4/27 B1

KLENBERG, NORMA R.
Leadership role at NBT Bank

KINDERMANN, PETER D.
Leadership role at Norstar Bancorp* 4/29 A10

KILMER, R.H., INC.
Supplies steel for Chinese construction 5/17 B4

KINDERGARTEN
Full-day kindergarten (editorial) 3/11 A9

KNICKERBOCKER NEWS (NEWSPAPER)
Coverage of the Lebanon war (editorial) 1/16 A2

KNOTCH, LOUIS FILM STUDIO
Specialize in large animals and dinosaurs* 5/1 A1

JOURNALISM - OBJECTIVITY
Community involvement (editorial) 4/17 B2

JUDGES
Judicial nominating system (editorial) 1/9 D4
Court of Appeals rules that summary may vary 3/31 B2
Appointees vs. electing (editorial) 5/18 A5

JUDICIAL ETHICS
Major town justice is admonished 3/15 B1
Mayor Ducu seeks investigation of Judge Clyne* 5/14 A1
Open vs. closed discipline is debated* 5/12 C12
Court's comments are made on Dcu's criticism of Judge Clyne 5/18 B4

Open disciplinary hearings (editorial) 5/22 C4
Kinderhook justice faces felony charges 5/21 A4

JUGGLERS AND JUGGLING
City Circus Arts School* 6/29 B2

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
Group seeks children's rights reform 1/27 B2

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY - LAW AND LEGISLATION
U.S. Supreme Court to review pretrial detention plan 4/18 A3

KYLIE, BENJAMIN
Sign priest celebrates 50th anniversary of ordination* 1/24 A1

LARK SUPPLY
29% of Albany's employers expect to hire workers 3/23 B1

LARD UNIONS
Economy forces changes in labor-management roles 2/27 B1

LAWYER (ADAMS)
Court of Appeals rules that public unions are immune from lawsuits 6/17 C5

LAWYER (MURPHY)
Troy firm designs and markets software to automate scientific and industrial laboratories* 4/30 B7

LAKE PLACID CLUB RESORT
Future is in limbo after mortgage default 2/24 B5
Development is in question 3/2 B3
Resort Planner is arrested in Florida 3/9 B4
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Condominium dream is turning into a fiscal nightmare* 3/14 A1

LAKE PLACID OLYMPIC FACILITY Assembly committee questions business practices; authority gears up for the summer* 6/18 A1

LANDLORDS AND TENANT see also EVICTION
Ten Brook tenants protest rent hike 2/18 B1
Tenants and management discuss security 4/29 B4
Albany County Council president supports rent control* 5/10 B1
Rent control is supported by Albany County Council president (editorial) 5/15 C4
Landlords learn about rent control options 5/27 B1

LANDLORDS AND TENANT — LAW AND LEGISLATION Ten Brook Apartment tenants plan a rent strike 2/18 B1
Court rules in favor of tenant's rights 3/18 B2
Impact of Court of Appeals eviction ruling 5/13 B1
Senate bill would eliminate family-only leases 6/2 B6
Easy passage is forecasted for live-in bill 6/18 A5
Bill extends and strengthens the rent control law* 6/25 B3

LANGUAGE ARTS Regents impose 5th-grade writing competency test 6/18 A3

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT IN CHILDREN Study shows link between middle-ear disease and slow language development 3/6 B4

LANGUAGE, MODERN — STUDY AND TEACHING
Plan is modified to require competency by grade 9 4/5 B4
State foreign language proposal (editorial) 4/10 B4

LANDSCAPES - DISFASES Regents’ diploma requirement proposal of second language 5/21 A3

LANSDOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT Residents to vote on budget and fill 2 board seats 6/5 C4

LAVALLIE'S MEAT MARKER, INC.
Jailed-off worker runs his own business* 3/7 A1

LAW DRY
Free legal advice 4/29 B2

LAWYERS — MALPRACTICE
see also LEGAL ETHICS
Schenectady lawyer is disbarred, another is suspended 1/22 A4
Supreme Court suspends attorney 6/19 B2

ALBANY attorney is ordered to pay client $18,000 6/22 B4

LE SAGE, LARRY
Income tax audit* 4/10 B1

LEATHER INDUSTRY AND TRADE Fulton County is in foreign competition* 1/16 F7

LEG INJURIES Fulton man is awarded $1,000,000 for accident resulting in the loss of his leg 2/26 A4

LEGAL ETHICS
see also LAWYERS — MALPRACTICE

NYS committee recommends changes in the way the State disciplines lawyers 1/6 A1
Lawyer required only to changing the discipline system 1/7 B2

LEGAL SERVICES (NEWSPAPER)
Publication aids legislators and students* 5/1 B1

LEHRMAN, EDWIN
Hints at running for governor again 1/21 B10
Early campaigning (editorial) 1/23 C4

LEONARD, AL
Railroad engineer* 3/6 F1

LIBEL AND SLANDER
Free Press-Agreegate wins suit against sportswriter 5/18 B4

LIBERAL PARTY
Battle rages over control* 1/16 B6
Organizational meeting ends in disarray 1/30 B3
Restructuring parade feud 1/31 B4
Paul end, Harrington is voted chairman 3/14 B4

LIBRARY

LIBRARIES
Rent-a-book* 1/9 B1
LIBRARIES — ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA
Computers are installed for public use 2/15 B1

LINDEN HIGH SCHOOL
Fire is declared arson 1/9 B5

LIONS CLUB
Annual convention in Albany 5/17 B1

LIVER — TRANSPLANTATION
Albany teen awaits transplant* 1/29 A1
Fund-raising effort for Carolyn Tune* 2/9 B1
Carolyn Tune appeals for help* 2/10 B7

LEJENDAIRE, IRL
Landlords learn about rent control options 5/27 B1

LIFTING HIKES
Senate bill
Regents impose rules 6/5 B1
Residents to plan
Freedom lawyer
All Albany
sue local LEGISLATION
AKT

LOGAN CORPORATION

LOGICIAN, PAUL

LORENTZ, JOSEPH T.
Capital Newspapers publisher receives leadership in arts award* 5/29 C1

LOUGHEED, WILLIAM
President of Federation of Women's Clubs 5/5 CL

LOUISE'S FOUNDATION (NEWSPAPER)
Author William Kennedy receives grant* 1/20 B1

LOYALTY (DEPARTMENT STORE)
Offers personal shopping service* 6/26 B1

MACISON, ARNOLD
Amsterdam author keeps link to the stage* 3/18 C5

MACNEIL, ROBERT
Returning to first-run movies 6/19 F3

MADIS 0N, ARNOLD
University author keeps link to the stage* 3/18 C5

MADISON THEATER
Returning to first-run movies 6/19 F3

MALPRACTICE
see also MEDICAL MALPRACTICE, LAWYERS — MALPRACTICE, and PHYSICIANS — MALPRACTICE
Board of Regents disciplines 1750 in 1982 1/19 B4

MALTESE Scotia magicians: Clark and Ruth Fonda* 1/13 B10
Magicians exchange illusions in Clifton Park* 4/18 B1
Index to the Albany Times Union

MAG-NET INTERNATIONAL CO., Get-rich job ends with bus ticket home 6/19 B1

MAKEUP, THEATRICAL
Artist: John Gaglione 3/27 Fl

MAPLE SYRUP
Poor weather may mean poor yield* 3/15 B1
Yield is second lowest 5/21 A6

MARCH OF TIMES
WalkAmerica 1993 fund raiser* 4/24 B2

MARILU McNAMARA
Few cancer patients are using 5/15 B1

MARINE ACCIDENTS
Father survives storm that claims son 2/16 A1

MARINERS HOUSE
Shortage of funds may force closing* 3/5 A3

MARRIAGE
2 careers 5/23 B6
New York State rate* 5/29 D1

MARRIAGE CUSTOM AND RITES
Bridal section* 3/9 supplement:
Today's weddings combine old and new* 5/29 D1

MARION SHIPYARD CO., INC.
Cohoes firm sees navy back 3/29 B2
Tugboat shipyard to close 4/6 B2

McCABE, JOHN
Composer to hear his works played by the Albany Symphony Orchestra* 5/29 D1

McGARTY, SISTER MARGARET
Nurse/nun has been active since 1932* 5/31 B1

McDONALD, RONALD HOUSE
Linton High students dance to raise funds 2/7 B10

McKINLEY, JANE
Schenectady Reformed Church volunteer* 5/14 A5

MCDONALD (NY) - DESCRIPTION
Quilter's Hall, 4/17 Cl

MECHANICAL TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Awarded $4,500,000 Air Force contract 1/25 B9

MEDICAID
State's failure to provide aid may result in service reductions and layoffs 1/18 B1
Cuomo is set to okay $359,000,000 for counties 1/27 A1
State plan would aid counties 2/7 B1
Counties looking for State takeover 3/9 A1
Coom plan would give an extra $1,000,000 to Albany, Schenectady, and Troy 3/17 B1
Coom urges fixed-fee plan 3/24 A1
County officials praise Cuomo's plan 3/25 B12
No abortion funding in budget 3/26 A6
Nursing home controversy (editorial) 3/31 A7
Reaction to Cuomo abandoning takeover plan 5/21 A4
Cuomo's proposal would ease the counties' burden 6/6 C6

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Senate okay plans to cut costs 6/22 B2
Bill provides $13,500,000 for Capital District nursing homes 6/23 B7
Cuomo and Fink support state takeover 6/24 B4
Low aids Albany County finances 6/29 B1

MEDICAL CARE
New York State Second Surgical Construction Program (Letter) 2/24 C4

MEDICAL CARE - COSTS
Single-day surgery* 5/8 Fl

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
see also CHICAGO MEMORIAL HOSPITAL AND PHYSICIANS - MALPRACTICE
St. Clare's settles out of court 1/4 B7
Police and State Health Department are investigating 2 deaths at Albany Medical Center 4/1 A1
Albany Medical Center investigation digs into patient records 4/2 A1
Health Commissioner to crackdown on hospitals* 4/3 B1
Investigation of Albany Medical Center deaths comes to an end 4/3 A1

Some farmer wins suit against Albany Medical Center 4/10 C3

Albany Medical Center investigation results are due 4/15 B1
Police find no evidence to substantiate criminal charges at Albany Medical Center 4/17 A1
Albany Med is cleared of charges 4/21 A1
Albany Med refuses to answer questions about the incident 4/21 A1

Albany Med investigation showed overworked nurses 4/22 A1
4 health professionals are disciplined 4/23 A3
Nurses named in Albany Med investigation are reinstated 4/29 B1

Albany Med disciplines 2 nurses cleared by investigators 5/12 B1
Doctors vs. lawyers (editorial) 5/22 C4
Lobbyists propose award limit* 6/3 B1
Albany Med nurse, who was cleared in mercy killing, resigns 6/5 C2
Couple is awarded $165,000 for Ellis Hospital negligence 6/11 A4

Cost of malpractice (editorial) 6/22 A5

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Award lid is sought 1/19 B4

MEDICINE - STUDY AND TEACHING
Life of an intern 1/14 A1

MEDICINE, STREET
Health Commission warns of socialized medicine threat* 3/30 B4

MEMORIAL DAY
First summer holiday* 5/28 A3

TIME TO remember veterans as summer begins* 5/29 C1
Paying honor to our nation's war heroes (editorial) 5/30 A7

Parades and activities* 5/30 B1

Albany parade without Mayor Copper* 5/31 B1

MENANDS (NY) - CITY PLANNING
Montgomery Ward building may become apartment sites 5/17 B12

MENANDS (NY) - POLICE
75% fail test for chief 2/15 B1
Officers to vote on unionization 2/25 B1
Officers ratify bargaining unit 3/5 A3

MEDICAL MISTRUST
Albany firm to handle Blake House renovation 4/27 B1

MENTAL HEALTH
Consciousness raising by CPCR drama players 5/16 B2

MENTAL HLTH. - LAW AND INSTITUTION
More creative programs are urged 1/26 B5
Out in fences may close community facilities* 1/29 A4
Smith House residence in Troy is put on hold* 4/17 C3

Complaint reports are found counterproductive 5/1 B1

Mental Health: Child and Family Center 2/8 B3
Non-profit group homes are in financial trouble* 5/29 B1

MENTAL MISTRUST
Godzick finds job market is dry* 6/7 B1

MENTAL MISTRUST
Graduate curry on trade in Troy* 2/20 B1

MENTAL MISTRUST
600 delegates gather in Troy for conference* 6/2 B1

METALWORK
Training picket to prevent layoffs 3/10 A10

METRO-POLITAN CREDIT ASSOCIATION
Credit card firm to refund customers 3/17 B4

MEYER, ELIZABETH
Bullet dancer* 2/15 B5

MICROSOFT SOFTWARE CORP.
Manufacturers tries to ensure growth* 4/10 B10
MIGRANT LABOR
Workers lose jobs to machinery 2/13 C5
MIGRANT LABOR - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Assembly okayed bill for legal aid 5/26 B1
MILITARY SERVICE, VOLUNTEER
High school seniors shop for military benefits* 5/26 A1
MILITARY TRAINING - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Bill permits live ammunition for high school ROTC 6/9 B7
MINIPLAN, JOHN
Albany author* 3/29 B8
MINES AND MINERAL RESOURCES
Guilderland Town Board okayed operation of gravel pit 5/19 B1
Colonie okayed gravel mining operation 6/22 B1
MINOR IMAGES SOFTWARE, INC.
Software firm founded by RPI students* 1/23 B8
MISCONDUCT IN OFFICE
see also CORRUPTION IN POLITICS
Allan County GOP leader accuses the District Attorney of avoiding responsibilities 1/18 B4
Albany County District Attorney non-investigation (editorial) 1/20 A7
District Attorney Greenberg reacts to allegations 1/20 B1
MISSING PERSONS
Forensic dentist solves mysteries* 1/2 B1
Volunteers search for Stehighton man* 3/27 C9
Body of Stehighton man is found 3/28 B4
MISSING Pets
Sherlock Bones* 6/8 B1
MISSING TIMES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Guilderland Town Board sets hearing to change ordinance 2/2 B4
Guilderland Town Board to finalize ordinance 2/8 B2
Guilderland to update ordinance 6/8 B1
MORRIS CORP.
Broer is named chief executive officer* 4/28 B9
MOWAH MALL
Bulk of null is bought by Wilmarite 6/2 B13
MORRIS RADIO CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
Budget is passed, 2 are elected to the Board 6/9 B1
MORRIS, JOHN S.
Union College president is a liberal arts advocate* 3/14 B1
MORTALITY
Accidental death rate is up* 4/23 A1
MORTGAGES
Bipale of America makes offer at 9.75% 3/9 B9
Bipale of America's 30-year rates cause a surge of calls 3/10 B1
Citibank offers home mortgages 3/31 B15
MOBER, ALBERT
Railroad engineer has never left the area* 2/21 B1
MOTION PICTURES
Long lines for long-awaited films* 5/26 B2
Second look at 3-D* 5/29 B1
MOTORCYCLES
Aspenridge rally* 5/20 A9
Duanesburg residents fear rally* 6/20 A1
Duanesburg rally disrupted by the Supreme Court 6/21 B4
Promoters won't cancel rally 6/22 B9
Supreme Court lifts rally ban 6/24 B1
Harley-Davidson rally* 6/25 A1
28 are arrested at rally* 6/26 C9
Rally ends 6/27 B1
MOTORCYCLES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Use in Pine Bush may end 5/5 B12
Bikers protest helmet law* 5/17 B1
MOTHER'S DAY
Mother matters* 5/8 B1
Restaurant and flower trade increases 5/9 A1
MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
Best seats in area theaters* 2/27 B1
MOUNTAINING - ACCIDENTS
Troy man is rescued at Poestenkill George 6/28 B4
MURDER, BRADFORD
Driftwood artist* 4/1 B5
MUNICIPAL FINANCE
State budget deficit forces search for new revenue* 1/31 A1
Localitys face fiscal problems 2/9 B7
Localities face fiscal problems 2/9 B7
Combating the key to moderating state aid cuts* 2/10 A1
Mayors press State on funding* 2/20 B8
Corning budget favors small cities 2/22 B1
MUNICIPAL FINANCE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Municipal deposit bill is still bogged down* 5/15 B1
Corning plan to distribute Community Development block grants 6/7 B1
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT - NEW YORK (STATE)
Localities ask for reinstatement of the State Office of Local Government* 2/3 B1
Part-time mayors (editorial) 2/27 A16
MURDER
Saratoga man is indicted for shooting his father 1/12 B4
Local musician/band leader is killed in Jamaica 1/16 B1
State Police aided in Louisiana case* 1/19 A1
Prostitution crackdown is linked to July murder investigation 1/21 B1
3 men are charged in Jamaica for Dehartino killing 1/21 B4
Albany infant's death is investigated 1/27 B4
Knox man is shot by friend 1/28 B1
3 are charged in Dehartino murder 1/30 B5
Police informant is murdered 2/1 B1
Knox man is indicted in killing 2/2 B4
Schenerlady is stabbed to death* 2/3 A1
Schenerlady is arrested for stabbing death* 2/4 A1
Schenerlady Police provide few facts about Adams' murder 2/5 A3
Schenerlady murderer was depressed 2/6 C7
Death of Albany infant is ruled a homicide 2/20 A3
Stepfather is indicted for New York girl's killing* 2/25 B1
Stepfather surrenders for questioning in murder investigation* 2/26 A3
Coroner finds informant died of natural causes 2/26 A4
Stepfather is held for murder 2/27 B2
Suspect is held on California charge 2/27 B5
Slain woman's mother sues 2 who were cleared of charges 3/9 B2
Norton Fulls man is arraigned in wife's shooting 3/10 B12
SUNY student is indicted for infant's death 3/11 B4
Albany woman is fatally shot 3/12 A3
Supreme Court rules the mother of murder victim, Pinchbeck, cannot seek punitive damages 3/12 A3
Albany woman is shot while playing cards 3/13 B3
Troy man is held in woman's shotgun murder* 3/16 B1
Albany man is indicted in girlfriend's shotgun death 3/16 B4
Troy woman describes time spent with killer 3/17 B1
Troy woman dies after W. Conn. shooting* 3/30 B1
Judge is the cause of Troy woman's murder 3/31 B4
Waterluit Police say baby was buried to death in burred murder plot 4/16 B1
4 are indicted for Waterluit arson/murder 4/22 B4
New Baltimore teen killer mother and brother 4/23 A3
Deaths of mother and son were caused by baseball card quarrel* 4/24 B3
Scotia man shoots witness and himself 5/21 A1
Mother/son murder suicide 6/21 B1
Depression is seen as cause of murder/suicide 5/24 B1

Hillsdale woman is charged with starving her mother
6/10 B6
MURRAY, WILLIAM J.,
Preacher criticizes atheist mother* 4/25 B1
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY ASSOCIATION
Daniel Ward is named poster child* 1/22 A6
MUSIC - RECORDING AND REPRODUCING
Making a record* 1/16 B1
WHERE to make records in the Capital District 1/16 B6
MUSIC, POPULAR (SONGS, etc.) - WRITING AND PUBLISHING
Songwriters seek process 3/20 B1
NAMEP (NEW YORK CHAPET)
Unit demands Hook be reinstated as director 5/25 C7
NAMES, PERSONAL - IRISH
Surmance* 3/17 A1
NARCOTIC TRAFFIC
See also DRUGS AND YOUTH
3 are arrested during $1,000,000 heroin seizure 1/6 A1
Pakistan connection heroin case 1/7 B2
3 men are named in $2,000,000 heroin indictment 1/13 B4
Schenectady police seize $50,000 in drugs and arrest 4
1/17 B1
5 are arrested after Schenectady raid 1/19 B6
Drug smuggler arrested and not $50,000 cache* 1/29 A3
Police informant is murdered 2/1 B1
Coroner finds informant died of natural causes 2/26 A4
2 Canadians are held on hash charges 3/13 B3
U.S. indicts Canadian drug suspects 3/17 B4
2-county raid nets 35 suspects* 3/31 B1
Canadian man is held in $250,000 bust 4/9 B6
8 month investigation ends with 49 arrests in 3 counties
5/27 B2
NATIONAL FINGERPRINTING SERVICE, INC.
Service fingerprints children and employees* 3/7 B4
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORP.
Relocating its Lewis Technology Park 2/8 B1
NATIONAL TELEPHONE CD.
Latham telephone directory publisher draws complaints
3/4 B2
NATIVITY OF OUR VIRGIN LADY CHURCH
Church for sale* 6/26 B1
NATURAL CHILD BIRTH
Couple orchestrates musical welcome 6/3 B5
NATURE CONSERVATION
Raptor Hollow, a sanctuary for injured animals 1/17 A1
Sage, a sanctuary for wildlife 6/12 B6
State Conservation Fund is near $1,200,000 6/14 B4
Gumens are in conflict with conservationists over
wildlife fund 6/19 A1
NEW BOSTON REFORMED CHURCH
150th anniversary* 6/30 C1
NEW YEAR'S EVE/DAY
Twin ring out the old and ring in the New Year* 1/2 A1
Relatively safe evening 1/2 A1
NEW YORK PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP
SUNY students sue over S2 fee 3/9 A1
Student group working for social change 3/20 B1
NEW YORK RACING ASSOCIATION
Franchise renewal awaiting Cuomo's signature 6/29 C1
NEW YORK STATE - ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Cuomo's care for the economy* 3/16 B1
Cuomo says self-interest groups must unite to aid the
state* 3/16 B1
Commissioner discusses the role of his
department* 4/3 B5
Lieutenant governor is organizing regional economic
councils* 4/13 B1
NEW YORK STATE - FINANCES
Cuomo inherits multi-million dollar deficit* 1/2 A1
Fiscal committee carries heavy clout 1/5 A1
Legislature faces $1,000,000,000 deficit 1/5 A1
Cuomo's battle (editorial) 1/9 D4

Report says public authority investment fund could be in
danger due to lax practices 1/13 B9
Cuomo proposes cuts to close $1,000,000,000 budget gap
1/17 B1
Cuomo considers layoffs and program cuts 1/18 A1
Cuomo and aides are working to meet budget deadline
1/19 B4
$500,000,000 in bonds are sold to weather current fiscal
crisis* 1/20 B1
Cuomo's proposals to balance the budget, prisons to get
additional funds* 1/21 A1
Breakdown of check-writing machines delays payments
1/25 D7
Cuomo considers bond sales and layoffs to balance the
budget* 1/26 A1
Cuomo is set to slow $350,000,000 for Medicaid 1/17 A1
Cuomo proposes increases in fees and sin taxes to close
budget gap* 1/28 A1
Cuomo's plan gets support* 1/28 A1
State lost $476,000,000 due to business tax incentives
1/28 C7
Cuomo proposes raising liquor and cigarette taxes
1/29 A1
Local governments must find new sources* 1/31 A1
Residents offer ideas on how to beat the deficit* 1/31 A1
Cuomo's plan to close the deficit* 1/31 B1
Cuomo proposes 10% cut for the arts 1/31 B1
Cuomo budget calls for layoffs and higher taxes 2/1 A1
Municipalities to feel impact of cuts 2/1 A1
Analysis of Cuomo's budget 2/1 A6
Budget calls for new prison space 2/1 A6
Chart of appropriations and expenditures* 2/1 A6
Closing the deficit (editorial) 2/1 A6
Public reaction to sin taxes 2/1 A6
Legislators dispute proposed cuts 2/2 A1
Cuomo wants to eliminate temporary commissions 2/2 A1
Cuomo's first budget (editorial) 2/2 A1
Favoritism charged in state budget 2/6 A1
Local leaders are unhappy with Cuomo's budget 2/7 A1
Breakdown of municipal cuts 2/7 A7
Probation programs may face cuts 2/7 B1
Senate Finance Committee says Cuomo's budget is a
giveaway to New York City 2/9 B4
Coming is the key to softening municipal aid cuts*
2/10 A1
Cuomo proposes user fees at state parks 2/15 A1
Lieutenant governor to coordinate localities crisis aid
program 2/16 B2
State to bill former Governor Carey for air fare*
2/17 A1
Meyers press State on funding 2/20 B3
Workforce battle (editorial) 2/21 A7
Budget favors small cities 2/22 B1
DelBello objects to Cuomo's budget cuts* 2/22 B1
Cortright urges State to set priorities 2/22 B10
Assembly speaker rules out tax hikes* 2/23 A1
Legislature may hike nuisance taxes to close budget gap
2/24 A5
Cuomo proposes delays in aid payments 2/27 A1
Cuomo won't okay unbalanced budget* 3/3 A1
BiCon hires an advertising firm to publicize its
wildlife fund 3/5 A1
Health care workers protest: program cuts* 3/7 B1
Democrats want to raise fees and taxes to prevent
layoffs 3/10 A1
Cuomo orders investigation of BiCon outside contract*
3/10 B1
Assembly Democrats call for a sales tax on professional
services 3/11 B4
Assembly Speaker proposes broadening the sales tax*
3/15 A1
Majority Leader wants to wrap up budget 3/15 A1
Sales tax battle 3/16 A1
Cuomo and Legislature agree on budget that curbs layoffs 3/19 A1
Analysis of the budget agreement* 3/20 A1
Budget chronology 3/20 B1
Leaders to supply details of budget agreement 3/22 B2
Oil company tax is last budget hurdle 3/25 C7
Compromise clears $31 million, 000, 000 budget 3/26 A3
What else could be bought with the $31,600,000,000 budget 3/27 B1
Analysis of the budget process 3/27 C1
New taxes 3/27 C4
How the State fills its till 3/28 A1
Senate okay's budget 3/28 A1
Where the budget dollars go 3/28 A8
Analysis Cuomo's budget blueprint 3/29 A1
Speedy budget process is a feather in Cuomo's cap (editorial) 3/29 A7
New taxes and fees 4/1 A1
New luxury taxes bring protests* 4/2 A1
How to prepare a budget on time 4/3 D1
Cuomo and the Legislature got what they wanted (editorial) 4/6 B4
$140,000,000 of consulting contracts were handled without competitive bidding 4/5 B1
Credit rating fails to rise 4/6 A7
Second agency refuses to upgrade credit rating 4/7 A5
Spring borrowing cost $212,600,000 4/7 B6
Second in the nation is setting new taxes 4/10 A1
Cuomo cancels pay raises for top officials 4/13 B5
State plans to collect $985,000,000 in new taxes (editorial) 4/14 A1
Tighter guidelines for bonding are needed 4/24 C2
New taxes and fees are not of little consequence (letter) 5/1 C4
New system tightens controls on gasoline credit cards 5/5 B5
Agencies reduce consultant fees 5/8 C9
Localties that make late payments to the state retirement system cost the State 5/11 C8
Federal aid is cut, but still tops all states 5/18 B4
Cuomo pays $2,482,000 in state fees 6/1 A1
Withholding tax repeal would leave State in a bind* 6/18 A3

NEW YORK (STATE) - HISTORIC BUILDINGS, ETC.
Houses of worship (editorial) 6/29 A1

NEW YORK (STATE) - HISTORY
Impeached Governor Sulzer gets second chance* 4/28 A1

NEW YORK (STATE) - INDUSTRIES
Commerce Commissioner discusses the role of his department* 4/7 B5
George Cox is named business person of the year* 4/22 B11
Assemblymen visit Connecticut enterprise zone 4/24 B1
State Bar Association urges less regulation 6/30 B4

NEW YORK (STATE) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
Cuomo is sworn in as governor* 1/1 A3
Victors are sworn in* 1/1 A3
Cuomo is inaugurated* 1/2 A2
Cuomo's key aides take oath of office 1/2 A11
Tedisco takes assembly oath* 1/2 B8
McNulty and Tedisco begin assemblymen work* 1/5 B5
James Biggane, Senate Finance Committee secretary, to retire* 1/7 A1

Republican name Assembly leaders 1/8 A1
Republican leaders react to Biggane resignation 1/8 A4
Correction: Commissioner Thomas Couhlin 1/11 A4
Cuomo names several commissioners* 1/11 B1
Area assemblyman gain committee posts* 1/11 B4
Biggane Myrias, is named as secretary to the Senate Finance Committee 1/12 B4
Salaries of Cuomo's top administrative officials* 1/13 A1

McNulty is appointed to Senate-Assembly Administrative Regulations Review Commission 1/13 B4
Senate committee okay's Donahue for Commerce Commissioner 1/18 B5
Applicants scramble for jobs in Cuomo administration 1/23 A1
Cuomo names Flinner and Ford to Cable TV and Commerce Department posts 1/26 B4
Salaries of Assembly aides* 1/27 B1
Chief business lobbyist says unions need to make concessions to prevent layoffs 1/29 A3
Assembly is highest paid in the nation 1/30 A8
Cuomo names Stem as Urban Development Corp. chairman 1/31 B1

Proposed layoffs anger unions 2/1 A1
Layoff possibility angers workers* 2/1 A6
Unions are disappointed with Cuomo but not betrayed 2/3 A1
Attorney General refuses raises for his staff 2/4 B4
3 unions urge tax hikes to keep jobs* 2/8 B1
Cuomo nominates Chu to be Tax Commissioner 2/9 B4
Commerce Commissioner to cut top-level managers 2/11 B4
State faculty calls for income tax surcharge to save jobs 2/13 C2
Senate GOP aide gets tax pay in the Legislature* 2/16 A1
Cuomo considers renegotiating union contracts to cut layoffs 2/21 B4
Office of Employee Relations favors furloughs to stop layoffs 2/21 B3
Cuomo names minority aides 2/21 A1
Cuomo announces affirmative action plan 2/21 A4
Worldforce battle (editorial) 2/21 A7
Minority leader urges stronger State action on affirmative actions 2/22 B1
Assembly speaker rules out tax hikes to curb layoffs* 2/23 A1
Cuomo reappoints Lillian Roberts as labor commissioner* 2/24 A5

Army is named special special assistant to the Joint Legislative Commission on Civil Service 2/25 B2
Cuomo supports early retirement to close budget gap 2/26 A1
Senate staff is near the top nationwide* 2/27 B1
Judge seeks immunity from layoffs for courts* 3/1 B2
Layoffs hit nursing home audit unit 3/4 B5
Budget ax could save 1700 jobs 3/6 B3
Cuomo names William Coster director of the State Energy Office 3/8 B1
7900 workers to be laid off 3/9 A1
Senate confirms 3 nominations - Chu, Corcoran, and Buchanan 3/9 B2
Democrats want to raise fees and taxes to prevent layoffs 3/10 A1
Laid off worker has tough choices to make 3/11 A1
7917 workers will be laid off 3/11 A1
Layoff notices are sent 3/12 A1
State work force has increased while private growth has decreased* 3/13 A1
2000 jobs are lost locally* 3/17 A1
Cuomo names J. Roger Barber as agriculture commissioner* 3/19 B2
Cuomo and Legislature agree on budget that curbs layoffs 3/19 A1

Distribution of layoffs* 3/19 A1
Possible recall of layoffs* 3/19 A1
Cuomo's aides have reviewed agencies and eliminated 100 political jobs 3/20 A1
Unions react to layoffs cuts 3/20 A1
Necessary reductions (editorial) 3/20 C4
Secretary of State says Cuomo is realistic in cutting jobs* 3/21 A1
Budget pact may save 1500 S.N.Y. jobs 3/25 B12

Layoffs cause process of bungling 3/27 A1
Layoffs numbers drop 3/28 A1
Early retirement: interest costs 3/30 A1

111-conceived retirement plan (editorial) 4/1 A7
State committee recommends keeping 3% pension plan 4/2 A1

164 layoffs could close state canal system 4/12 B4
Cumo cancels pay raises for top-level officials 4/13 B5
Pension report brings criticism and praise 4/13 B5

Paul Ronko takes over as managing duties 4/14 B1

Parks Commissioner Lehman is reappointed 4/14 B4
Regan says raises for top officials are necessary 4/15 B4

Breakdown of revised layoffs* 4/19 A1
Revised layoffs to effect 335* 4/19 A1

CSA officials are critical of layoff plan 4/20 B1
Job freeze is lifted, layoff victims may gain 4/20 A1

State and union disagree on re-hiring process 4/29 A1
Early retirement filling ends* 5/3 B7

Layoffs begin 5/5 A1

Senate committee okays Joseph Gence as agriculture commissioner 5/5 B6

CSA president is critical of Cuomo* 5/6 A9
One-third of layoffs are in Albany County 5/8 C1
Legislative staff gets pay raise 5/8 C5

Officials sue for pay raises 5/15 B4
Retirement commission endorses Tier III plan 5/17 A1

654 workers avoid layoff notices 5/20 A1

Cumo names interim advisory board 5/22 B7
Retirement issue (editorial) 5/22 C4

Workers scheduled to be laid off are being offered jobs instead of pink slips 5/26 A1

352 lose jobs in round 2 5/28 B6

Business coalition urges state to keep Tier 3 5/29 C12
200,000 workers are honored with presidential award 6/2 B4

Early retirement results in fewer layoffs* 6/11 A1

Taxpayers pay more than the national average for pensions* 6/11 A3

Cumo backs GOP reform of Tier III* 6/15 A1

Tier III dilemma* 6/15 A1

Cumo nominates Donald Chestworth as State Police superintendent* 6/15 B9

Court of Appeals rules that public unions are immune from layoffs 6/17 C6

Cumo names Steven Katz as mental health commissioner 6/18 A4

Cumo names Arthur Webb as mental retardation and developmental disabilities commissioner 6/18 A4

Price of a pension plan (editorial) 6/19 C4

Impact of early retirements 6/22 B12

Cumo names Karen Burstein as Civil Service Commissioner 6/26 A1

3 nominations are put on hold 6/26 C10

2 Cumo appointees face approval delays 6/30 B6

NEW YORK (STATE) — OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES — LAW AND LEGISLATION

Assembly okays early retirement bill 3/18 B2

Senate okays retirement incentive bill 3/27 C4

Senate GOP bill seeks to reform Tier 3 6/3 A6

Legislators eye pension talks 6/6 C6

Assembly okays Cuomo's pension plan 6/17 M1

Senate Majority Leader is adamantly against retirement proposal 6/21 A1

Cumo looks for reform, Anderson pushes extension of Tier III 6/22 A1

Cumo accepts Anderson's reform bill 6/24 A1

Legislature okays retention plan* 6/25 A3

NEW YORK (STATE) — JOBS

Cumo proposes user fees in budget plan 2/15 A1

50 cent camping fee hike 3/24 B2

Fees aren't keeping people away 6/26 C1

NEW YORK (STATE) — POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

Text of Cuomo's inaugural address* 1/2 A10

Cuomo's address outlines priorities* 1/2 A1

The Casey years* 1/2 A11

Problem facing the new governor (editorial) 1/2 C1

Reading between legislative lines (editorial) 1/2 C4

Cuomo hosts open house at the Executive Mansion* 1/3 A1

Portrait of the Legislature* 1/3 A1

Cuomo to set tone with the Legislature* 1/5 A1

Issues facing the legislature 1/5 A1

Pages ready legislative chambers 1/5 B1

Cuomo presents plan to rebuild the economy and aid the needy* 1/6 A1

Legislators praise Cuomo's proposals* 1/6 A1

Public unions praise Cuomo's proposals* 1/6 A1

Letters from the opening legislative session* 1/6 A1

State message (editorial) 1/6 A3

Cuomo calls leaders, state business continues 1/9 A1

Cuomo voiced on mandatory shop fees statement 1/9 B4

Governor's son's special role* 1/14 A1

Senate GOP defeats bill that would have cut the leadership's control 1/18 B12

Liberal governor (letter) 1/30 D4

Andrew Cuomo's salary makes him the father's cheapest advisor 2/5 A3

Lobbyists spent a record $29,000,000 in 1982 2/8 D6

Lieutenant Governor DelBello's role* 2/9 A1

Cuomo to consolidate operations by moving offices to Albany* 2/10 B4

Governor divides time between New York City and Albany* 2/12 A3

Cuomo cut the use of consultants 2/13 C1

Lieutenant governor to coordinate localities crisis aid program 2/16 B2

Morgado returns state car 2/17 B2

Cuomo grants the State Women's Division cabinet status* 2/19 A3

Nixon tells Cuomo he's impressed 2/23 A2

Mario Cuomo radio show* 2/24 B1

Cuomo's views on layoffs, the budget, taxes, and prisons* 3/6 A13

Scarcity of GOP women in the Legislature* 3/7 B1

Cuomo's style of governance 3/14 A1

Distinction between the City and the State* 3/20 C1

Shorter legislative session (editorial) 4/10 B4

Labor issues to dominate legislative session 4/10 C4

Evaluation of Cuomo's first 100 days* 4/12 B1

Lobbyists spent $9,300,000 in 1982 4/12 B4

Senate Democratic filibuster 4/14 B1

Voice of the elderly is heard 4/17 A1

Cuomo's diary* 4/17 C4

GOP vow to stop filibuster 4/19 B6

Senate confrontation deepens 4/20 A4

Senate Democrats fight for power* 4/25 A1

Senate Republicans enforce lockdown against-stalling Democrats 4/26 A6

Senate is locked in deadlock 4/27 A7

Senate slowdown (editorial) 4/29 A1

Senator Bartelmeaicz risks censure to protest Anderson's actions 4/29 B2

Cuomo proposes 2 super agencies to help build schools, homes, and hospitals 4/29 B4

DelBello's Asian trip will not be paid by the State 4/30 A4

Senate absentee list 5/5 B1

CSA president is critical of Cuomo* 5/6 A9

Senate Democrats and stall-in 5/6 A9

Reformer quit Cuomo action 5/9 A1

Senator Anderson uses state aircraft more than any other official 5/12 A1

Lobbyists spent $36,000,000 in 1982 5/18 B4

Consumer Protection Board offers legislation scorecard 5/20 A8

Control of state consultants (editorial) 5/26 A11
Senate no-show voting* 5/29 A3
Cuomo cancels free flights for reporters 6/3 A5
Legislature to decide major issues before end of session 6/5 A1
Senate no-shows (editorial) 6/5 B4
Mansion awaits the Chacon 6/15 B4
Cuomo’s role during the 1st legislative session 6/26 A14
Legislative session ends* 6/26 A15
Assembly races to finish its session* 6/28 A1
Classroom for freshmen assemblers 6/28 A1
Highlights of the legislative session 6/28 A1
Significant legislation 6/28 A4
Cuomo will implement proposals through executive order 6/29 A1

NEW YORK (STATE) – POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT – LAW AND LEGISLATION

Bill limits the number of bill each legislator can introduce (editorial) 2/24 A7
Furl disclosure bill is sent to Cuomo 3/24 B3
Assembly bill puts consultants under bidding law 5/28 B5
NEW YORK (STATE) – PUBLIC BUILDINGS
Capital restoration plan is released 1/20 B1
Settling causes crack at Empire State Plaza 1/21 B4
NEW YORK (STATE) – PUBLIC WORKS
Cuomo wants to borrow $7,000,000 per year to fix the infrastructure 1/7 A1
Cuomo proposes a $25,000,000 bond for repairs 2/25 A1
Money from gasoline tax will be used to hire consultant engineers 2/25 B2
Infrastructure Renewal Advisory Committee is formed to prioritize projects* 2/25 A4
Officials are alerted to rally infrastructure aid 5/12 C7
Road repair projects are off to a slow start from gasoline tax fund 5/18 B2
Bill package would bail out crumbling infrastructure 5/5 B9
Senate okays $1,250,000,000 bond plan 6/27 A1

NEW YORK (STATE) – PUBLIC WORKS
Greyhound wants to cut service 1/26 B1
Senator Anderson joins to stop Greyhound cuts 2/3 B2
Antrak to cut routes 1/ State halts aid 2/5 A4
Greyhound needs $1,100,000 per year to continue service 2/9 B7
Greyhound inter-city transportation is needed (editorial) 2/13 B4
Antrak service may be cut* 2/21 B1
Pace hike gubnubally would save upstate Greyhound service 4/8 B1
Antrak’s Albany-Montreal train may be discontinued* 5/13 A1
IDP okays bus route shift 6/25 A4
Greyhound rate hearing is set 6/26 B4

NEW YORK STATE ASSEMBLY

Republicans name leaders 1/8 A1
Area assemblymen gain committee posts* 1/11 B4
Salaries of aides* 1/17 B1
Highest paid in the nation 1/30 A9
James Barry is named special assistant 2/25 B2
NEW YORK STATE GHETTO CANAL
Employees wait for employment verdict 3/18 B2

NEW YORK STATE CAPITOL

Restoration study is released 1/20 B1
Ghost* 4/25 B1
Door goes beyond closed doors* 5/9 B1

NEW YORK STATE CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

Cuomo names Karen Barstein as director 6/26 A1
NEW YORK STATE CONSUMER PROTECTION BOARD
May change for publications 4/19 A7
Hires outside help because staff is stretched thin 5/8 C9

NEW YORK STATE COURT OF APPEALS

Court remains balanced with Simons appointment* 1/4 A1
Cuomo appoints Richard Simons* 1/4 A1

C uomo offers selection plan* 1/20 B1
Senate okays Simons* 1/26 B5
Cuomo expects Judge Fuchtbarg to retire* 2/25 B2
Judge Fuchtbarg to resign 3/17 B4
Cuomo signs law increasing the list of judges candidates 4/7 A5
A woman may be nominated 6/7 B4
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS
Cuomo names J. Rodger Barber as commissioner* 3/18 B2
Senate committee okays Joseph Gertson as commissioner 5/5 B6
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Commissioner to cut staff to 2/11 B4
Commissioner discusses the role of the Department* 4/5 B5

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONAL SERVICES

Commissioner Thomas Coughlin 1/11 A4

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

New commissioner must monitor the environment and the industries* 1/24 B3
Adverting firm is hired to publicize its wildlife fund* 3/5 A3
Cuomo orders investigation of outside contract* 3/10 B1
Consultants for wildlife fund got more money 5/27 C7
Clarence Bassett is named press officer 6/12 B5
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

Legislative close the Bureau of Audit and Investigation 3/4 B3
Workers sue the State on job shift 3/22 B1
Impact of early retirement 6/22 B1
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

Cuomo reappoints Lillian Roberts as commissioner* 2/24 A5

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF LAW

Attorney General to cut staff and offices 3/8 B4
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES

Moves to South Pearl Street location 4/30 A3

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICE

3 administrators are fired 3/4 B3
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY AND NAVAL AFFAIRS
$11,000,000 construction is planned near Albany County Airport* 5/29 C6
NEW YORK STATE DIVISION OF PAROLE

Parole Board chairman may lose job* 5/21 A7

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF PRODUCTION

Thomas Callanan resigns as director 2/5 A3
Cuomo names Edward Wutzer as director 6/18 A4
NEW YORK STATE HOUSING AUTHORITY

Reopened unit is back in action 4/7 A6
NEW YORK STATE ENERGY OFFICE

William Cotter is named director 3/8 B1

NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATURE

Portraits* 1/3 A1
Scarcity of UDP women 3/7 B1

NEW YORK STATE LOYALTY AUTHORITY

Senate confirms Anthony Gazzara as chairman 5/25 C7

NEW YORK STATE LOTTERY

$7,500,000 jackpot awaits lottery winner 1/9 B2
$362,343 Lotto winner is unclaimed 3/23 B1
Upstate couple wins $653,465* 4/6 B1
Local Lotto winner comes out of hiding* 4/16 A1

NEW YORK STATE LOTTERY DIVISION

Cuomo is reappointed as director 3/18 B2

NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM

Fine family outing (editorial) 4/16 A3

NEW YORK STATE OFFICE OF MENTAL HEALTH

Cuomo names Steven Kutz as commissioner 6/18 A4

NEW YORK STATE OFFICE OF MENTAL RETARDATION AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES

Cuomo names Arthur Webb as commissioner 6/18 A4

NEW YORK STATE OFFICE OF PARKS, RECREATION, AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION

Commissioner Lehman is reappointed 4/14 B4
NEW YORK STATE POLICE
Union and reassignments* 1/7 B1
Union opposes reassignments 1/8 A4
Supreme Court upholds admission of older recruits 1/14 B4
Towns criticize Cuomo's reorganization plan 1/23 B1
Women and minorities are the targets of a recruitment program 3/14 B4
Unusual stories 6/13 B1
Cuomo nominates Donald Chesworth as superintendent* 6/15 B9

NEW YORK STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Cuomo proposes an overhaul 1/6 A1
Referees await Cuomo 5/9 A1
Assembly GOP offers alternatives 5/9 C6
Group to vote on airing dissenting views 4/6 B1
Proposal to require dissenting opinions is voted down 4/7 A5
Dissenting vote issue (editorial) 4/8 A11
Cuomo's reorganization plan 5/11 B4
Assembly okayed revamping bill 5/12 B12
Reorganization plan 5/16 A1
2 commissioners struggle to support consumers* 5/16 A1
Assembly GOP seeks division 6/23 B7
Cuomo concedes defeat for reorganization 6/24 B4

NEW YORK STATE SENATE
Finance Committee Secretary James Biggino to retire 1/7 A1
Republican leaders to react to Biggino resignation 1/8 A4
Eugene Tykarski is named secretary to the Finance Committee 1/12 B4
GOP aide gets top pay* 2/16 A1
Staff pay is near the top nationwide* 2/27 B1
List of employees and salaries 2/27 B4
Democratic fillibrator 4/14 B1
GOP vow to stop fillibrator 4/19 B6
Confrontation deepens 4/20 A4
Democrats fight for power* 4/25 A1
Republicans enforce lockdown against stalling Democrats 4/26 A6
Locked in doledrums 4/27 A7
Slowdown (editorial) 4/28 A11
Rutledge risks consensus to protest Anderson's actions 4/28 B2
Abstain list 5/5 B1
Democrats end stall-in 5/6 A9
No-show watering 5/19 B1
No-shows (editorial) 6/5 B4

NEW YORK STATE SUPREME COURT
Group says judges are selected in back room deals 5/11 B2
O'Brien retires as clerk* 5/27 B16

NEW YORK STATE TIDELAY
Gasoline prices are locked in 2/23 B1
Repair project to begin 3/5 A4
Burger King menu to be offered 4/16 A5
Memorial Day holiday was death free 6/15 B6

NEW YORK STATE UNITED TEACHERS (UNION)
Albany prepares for convention* 4/26 B1
Union reacts to Reagan and federal study 4/30 A1

NEW YORK STATE URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORP.
Cuomo names William Stern as chairman 1/31 B1
Chairman vows to cut consultants 3/7 B4
Friend of Cuomo's son resigns her position* 3/17 B4
Stern quits working until he is confirmed 3/17 B10

NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO.
Operators are not entitled to sick time 4/17 A1

NEW YORK TIMES
Students find newspapers help the learning experience* 3/1 B4
Perception of truth (editorial) 3/13 A2

Community involvement (editorial) 4/17 A2

NIAGARA MOUNT POWER CORP.
Glenmont coal conversion plan may be abandoned* 3/16 B6
Coal is rejected for Glenmont plant 4/12 B4
Swan control order 4/20 A4
Plans to rebuild area facilities 4/27 B2
Seek $65,000,000 in tax-exempt bonds to finance water pollution control* 6/4 A3

Former worker is awarded $4,400,000 for injury 6/29 B1

NISKAYUNA (NY) - CITY PLANNING
Public hearing will decide future of Van Antwerp School 1/26 B4

NISKAYUNA (NY) CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
District stands out 4/10 B1
Board okay teacher contract* 6/25 A3

NISKAYUNA (NY) HIGH SCHOOL
Ranked in the top 10 in the state 3/19 A3
Selected as a finalist in national recognition 5/7 A4
Celebrates national rating 5/25 B1

NL INVESTMENTS INC.
Group asks to reconsider plan to dig up buried wastes 1/13 B4
Court orders the release of radioactivity data 1/25 D7
To open radioactive disposal records for the State* 2/8 A1

May have deceived the Supreme Court on radioactive cleanup recommendations 3/12 A1
Possible cleanup deception scheme (editorial) 3/18 A7
Cleanup hearing is moved to Supreme Court* 3/19 A3
Judge reserves decision in radioactive cleanup case 3/24 A4

Word of Supreme Court decision taints the State's victory 6/3 B1

Senate committee okays $1,000,000 radioactive waste study 6/17 B1
Colonic group distributes radioactivity information pamphlet 6/27 C5

Federal committee agrees on $1,000,000 for radioactive cleanup 6/29 B6

NOBEL PRIZE

Cuomo nominates Elie Wiesel for peace prize* 2/12 A4

NOTAN, HOWARD
Senator is 8th among 61 on absentee list 5/5 B1

NOSTAR BANKCORP INC.
To acquire the Bank of Commerce 1/4 B9
Shareholders okay Maine bank merger 1/6 B7
Devises merger with Rochester bank 4/29 A9
Acts off target of takeover 4/9 A13
Security Bank to consider merger 4/15 B11
Sweetens takeover offer 4/30 C6
Given approval for Maine deal 4/28 B9
Wins merger bid* 4/29 A1

Leadership provided by Peter Kleinman* 4/29 A10
Path is cleared for acquisition of Bank of Commerce 5/13 A11
Few surprises at annual meeting 5/19 B1
4 top executives are appointed* 5/25 B3
Ogilvie is elected chairman of upstate group* 5/26 D9
Gain 2 subsidiaries 6/2 B13

Closer to merger with Rochester firm 6/24 B11

NORTH COLONIE CENTRAL SCHOOLS

Hurk by decreasing interest rates 1/5 B4
Restricting for 5 schools in proposed 1/21 B1
Methods to handle declining enrollments 1/31 B1
District considers tax increase 2/10 B1
Board committee recommends redistricting plan 2/16 B4
Restricting plan met with mixed reaction 3/2 B1
Parents quiz the Board on redistricting 3/4 B1
Budget hearings 3/8 B4

Board includes redistricting in budget 3/9 B1

Teachers want 18 positions reinstated 3/15 B1

Teachers advertise their views 3/19 A4
Board okays 2 school redistricting plans 3/25 B1
Troy vendor offers soap-operas 5/2 C7

PELHAM, RUTH
Albany Troubadour* 2/15 B6

FENNY, J. C., CO. INC.
Eliminating 6000 jobs 2/21 B1

PET EXCHANGE
Service matches people and pets 1/10 B1

PETERSBURG BAPTIST CHURCH
Easter reopening* 4/3 A1

PENILOUS
Exploratory tests 5/22 B2

PENILOUS SPILLS
see OIL SPILLS

PET
Service matches people and pets 1/10 B1

PHYSICIANS
Eugene Drago, radiologist* 2/20 B1
Hughes family has no doctor shortage 5/26 A1
Scholarships for students to practice in physician shortage areas 6/28 B1

PHYSICIANS - MALPRACTICE
see also MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
Disciplinary actions have increased dramatically 1/12 A1
Ellis Hospital doctor faces fraud research charges 2/17 B1
Backlog in disciplinary cases 2/22 B1
Backlog of discipline cases (editorial) 2/24 A7
Suit is filed to abolish malpractice panels 2/25 B2
Health Commissioner says there is an overwhelming problem 2/26 A3
Radical remedy (editorial) 3/6 A16
Examination of cases against disciplined doctors 4/3 B6
Cooperative program to rehabilitate problem doctors* 4/15 B4
Court of Appeals rules that the State Board must have evidence before records can be subpoenaed 5/6 C9
Health Commissioner suspends school pediatrician 6/11 A3

PIE IN THE SKY BAKERY
Reopens at the College of St. Rose* 2/18 B2

PINNALL
Fun parents raze of video games* 5/15 C1

PIRINE ELM PRESERVE
Approval is sought for more development 2/15 B4
Environmental statements on 2 proposed offices is okayed 2/23 B4
Corporate park plan is presented 3/22 B2
Environmental group pushes to nullify 2 subdivisions 5/5 B2
Court of Appeals affirms subdivision ruling 6/10 B1

POINES
Taxi hauler is disabled on the Northway* 2/25 B1

POLICE
see also names of cities and towns with the subheading POLICE
75% fail test for chief 2/15 B1
Using oral search warrants 3/9 B2
Police Corps plan would offer free college tuition 3/25 C1

POLICE - COMPLAINTS AGAINST
see ALBANY (NY) - POLICE, RENSSELAER (NY) - POLICE, FALSE ARREST, FALSE IMPRISONMENT, RENSSELAER (NY) - POLICE, SCHENECTADY (NY) - POLICE

POND HILL HOMES LTD.
Unconventional housing* 3/13 E10

POP (GUINE)
Mike Zuglan, Albany pro* 4/13 D6

PORCELAIN
Farm tracks down discontinued china* 4/21 C1

PORNOGRAPHY
SUNY group compromise on showing X-rated films 2/11 A1

PORT OF ALBANY
Senate recommends major rehabilitation 1/2 B1
Funding is needed for new cranes 1/9 B5
New cancer may bring jobs 2/9 B11
Federal legislation would give the Port $1,500,000 yearly 4/6 A7
Port seeks relief from slump* 5/6 A1
POSTAL SERVICE - ALBANY
One Commerce Plaza gets post office and zip code 6/16 B2
POSTAL SERVICE - ALBANY COUNTY
Mailmen deliver in rural area 1/23 B1
POSTAL SERVICE - ROY
Open house and tour* 6/4 A3
POVERTY
Wealthy pay to be with the poor 1/9 A1
POWER KINETICS INC.
Developing solar collector* 5/1 B10
POWERO RESOURCES
Forecast says the state’s supply will be good through the 1990s 6/30 A10
PRESCOTT CHURCH
Supreme Court rules that a Schenectady church must obey director to keep building 3/11 A4
Role of Rev. Lamar in unification of 2 branches* 6/9 A1
PRESIDENT CO.
Must revise price after state investigation 2/9 B4
PRICE COPER SUPERMARKETS INC.
Golup Corp. announces store plans* 2/18 C7
Stores recall mushrooms 4/30 A3
Opens its super-supermarket in Latham 5/2 B4
PRISONERS OF WAR
Group organizes area chapter 2/20 B5
Special observance* 4/10 C4
PRISONS - NEW YORK (STATE)
Crowding and illdness* 1/10 A1
State looks to cure crowded conditions 1/12 B4
Comparison to other states* 1/16 A1
Ossining uprising causes a legislative priority* 1/16 A1
Survey shows the State is in a win situation* 1/16 A1
Inmate says prisons are not the answer 1/16 C1
Budget cuts won’t affect prisons 1/17 B1
Oswego proposes additional funding 1/21 A1
Altamaha school to be converted into jail for 300 1/22 A3
Incidents cause reform (editorial) 1/24 A7
Joint task force members plan investigation 1/25 B12
50 Ossining inmates are transferred to Coxsackie 1/27 B1
Inmates from Ossining will remain in Coxsackie 1/29 A4
Oswego's budget calls for new prison space 2/1 A6
Probation cuts may hurt prisons 2/7 B1
Legislators want Corrections Commissioner on parole building plans 2/23 B5
2 prisons will double in size 3/23 A8
Oswego grants authority for financing new prisons 4/19 A7
Survey recommends alternatives to jail* 4/21 B1
Cramming too many eggs into the carbon (editorial) 4/24 C4
Rebellions (editorial) 5/5 A9
State seeks Albany County site to detain youths 5/12 B1
Senate considers jail for alcohol offenders 5/22 B2
Population is at record high* 5/24 A1
Officials reveal expansion plan 6/22 A11
Hunt reservoirs to fight prison opening* 6/26 C8
PRISONS - NEW YORK (STATE) - IAW AND LEGISLATION
Oswego proposes bill to use DCC funds for prison building 3/25 C7
State okays double bunking bill 6/1 B2
Oswego vetoes bill requiring public hearing on new sites 6/30 B5
PRISONS - NEW YORK (STATE) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
Training program is criticized as lacking 1/16 A8
Licensing of private guns for guards is proposed 1/27 B9
Connection officials to receive refunds from strike line 4/3 B3
Guard seek AIDS protection 5/27 A1
State watches on deal with guards who testified in Smith case 6/14 B14
PRIVACY, RIGHT OF
Commission on Cable TV proposes rules to stop the threat of invading privacy 3/16 B2
Freedom of the press and privacy (editorial) 6/5 A2
Albany County Health Department takes action to protect client 6/9 B6
DWI program may cross line of personal privacy 6/12 A1
Drunk driving program (editorial) 6/19 C4
PRIVACY, RIGHT OF - IAW AND LEGISLATION
Legislature prepares protection law 6/26 A11
PRIVATE SCHOOLS
Reaction to Supreme Court decision that allows tax credit 6/30 A1
PROJECTS '79 PROPOSERS
Making a change in course* 5/1 FL
PROHIB
Bethlehem seniors can party safely 5/27 B1
PROPERTY TAX
see also names of cities, counties, towns, and villages with the heading FINANCES
Comparison of 2 books about challenging assessments* 4/17 A1
GE seeks tax cut 6/2 C6
PROSTITUTION
9 women are arrested in Schenectady 1/16 B8
Crackdown is linked to July murder investigation 1/21 B1
Albany woman and man are arrested 1/22 A4
Schenectady man is arrested for promotion 1/27 B4
2 men are charged with promoting 3/12 A4
Albany man is arrested for solicitation 3/21 B4
Albany police arrest a woman 3/24 B4
Schenectady man is labeled prostitution king; may be linked to Albany murder* 3/26 A1
Schenectady man is held for promoting* 3/27 C6
Amsterdam man is indicted for coercion and promotion 3/31 A1
Schenectady man is indicted for promotion 4/1 B1
3 Schenectady men are arraigned 4/2 A4
1 man is charged with prostitution 4/5 A6
Investigation reveals hardened lives of teen-aged prostitutes 4/6 A1
Murder investigation causes largest police crackdown 4/5 A1
3 are indicted for promotion 4/5 A6
Investigation reveals hardened lives of teen-aged prostitutes 4/6 A1
Murder investigation (editorial) 4/7 A1
Schenectady residents say prostitutes are still present 4/7 B9
3 accused pimps stay in jail, bail is set for 2 others 4/9 A4
Albany woman is arrested 4/17 C2
Judge Clyne calls for a special prosecutor to investigate white slavery ring* 4/22 B1
Albany County Judge Clyne criticizes Schenectady law enforcement 5/12 A2
Judge Clyne criticizes Schenectady justice system 5/13 A1
Albany man and 2 women face charges 5/13 B4
Schenectady Mayor Duclo seeks investigation of Judge Clyne* 5/14 A1
5 men faces promoting charges and possible murder charge 5/26 B2
Judge Harris' pre-sentencing remarks 6/10 A14
Suspects claim they were sodomized by police* 6/15 B1
Judges take on pimps in Albany County (editorial)
PROSTITUTION - IAW AND LEGISLATION
Initiating law is overturned 2/24 B6
Court of Appeals rules against jury trials 6/8 A6
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES FEDERATION (PEF)
Executive board candidate charges favoritism in mailing 1/4 B2
Union investigates $600,000 special fund 1/11 B1
Files suit to sever ties with 2 unions 6/18 A5
PUBLIC TELEVISION
see TELEVISION IN EDUCATION
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Nader says to organize to keep bills low 3/6 B3
Cuomo proposes a citizen utility board (editorial) 5/9 B4
Helpline for utility problems 5/12 B1
Attorney General asks FSC to investigate conflict of interest 6/8 A6
Albany County executive rejects county-owned utility plan 6/22 B1
PUBLIC UTILITIES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Reformers await Cuomo action 5/9 A1
PUBLIC WELFARE
Poverty programs face extinction 2/24 B6
Legislative commission criticizes training program for workers 5/26 B12
PUTTING ON THE Ritz (Nightclub) New Albany nightclub* 5/1 D10
QUALITY OF LIFE
Young singles rate the Capital District* 5/1 B1
QUEENSBURY (NY) - POLICE
Policeman becomes county deputy 1/2 B6
RABBITS
Rants and rations* 4/3 G1
Delmar students learn several lessons* 5/14 A3
RAIDES
State sees rise in cases 5/7 A1
2 bus workers must be treated 6/23 B6
RAIDERS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Bill shifts treatment costs to the State 5/11 B2
RACE DISCRIMINATION
Supreme Court upholds Guildenstern ruling 4/8 B1
Former Guildenstern teacher doubts return 4/9 A4
2 former basketball player testify against Glens Falls School District 4/13 B2
RADIO BROADCASTING
Rating of local stations 1/14 B7
RADIOACTIVE WASTE
see NUCLEAR INDUSTRIES INC.
RAILROADS
Amtrak service may be cut* 2/21 B1
Earlier Amtrak trains from Schenectady to New York City 4/16 A4
More riders* 5/6 A1
Amtrak’s Albany-Montreal train may be discontinued* 5/13 A1
Amtrak considers changes in Albany-Washington train 5/17 B2
RAILROADS - ACCIDENTS
Schenectady derailment* 2/19 A3
Schenectady teen is killed 3/20 B2
Nishan was caused by Illegal shortcut 3/21 B4
Northeastern teen is killed 4/5 B4
RAILROADS - EMPLOYEES
Everett Back retires* 1/15 A4
Engineer has never left the area* 2/21 B1
Engineer Carl Leonard* 3/8 B1
RAILROADS - STATIONS
Stations get new lease on life 3/21 B1
RAIN AND RAINFALL
see also FLOODS
4 inches above normal level 4/11 A1
7.15 inches above normal 4/25 B1
Flooding forces evacuation* 4/26 B1
Record is set* 4/27 B2
9th straight weekend 5/1 B1
Duplicating Noah’s ark would cost $200,000* 5/3 B1
More rain may cause flooding 5/4 A1
10th weekend 5/9 B1
Rain causes Nivo to lower electric rates 5/17 A1
Rains to lower electric bills 5/18 A1
Rain produce is bogged down in mud* 5/28 A1
Dampens holiday weekend 5/31 B1
Area record is set 6/1 B1
Another rainy weekend 1/4 A1
Rainy weekends impact on business 6/5 A1
FREE PRESS
see also FREE PRINT
Porters Corners man is arrested 4/29 B4
Greenfield Center man is arrested 1/11 B4
Moye victims need counseling 1/16 B1
Saratoga County teen is arrested 2/9 B4
Albany police seek rapist 2/9 B7
Albany police hunt Hamilton Street rapist 2/10 B4
Schenectady man is arrested 2/11 B4
Saratoga Springs man is arrested 2/11 B4
Albany police arrest a Saratoga man who impersonated a policeman 2/12 A4
Saratoga man is indicted for rape of a Schenectady teen 2/16 B4
3 Albany residents are charged with raping a Ravena woman 3/17 B4
Women and 2 men are indicted 3/19 A3
Teen teen is arrested for raping his sister 3/25 B4
County committeeman is charged 4/23 A3
SNY protest in wake of incident 4/24 B7
Albany teen is arrested 5/6 B6
Saratoga man is arrested 5/12 B4
Schenectady man is held 5/24 B4
Colonie man is arrested 6/22 B4
FREE PRESS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
More reform is needed (editorial) 5/19 A1
Reform needs reforming (editorial) 5/20 A1
Reforming the laws (editorial) 6/5 B4
Statute is ordered 6/6 B10
FREE PRESS - ANIMALS
Revised list of endangered and threatened species* 1/11 B1
Moose is missing from list* 3/20 B4
FREE PRESS - BIRDS
Perenope Falcon returns to New York* 5/15 A1
FREE PRESS - BOOKS
Antiquarian fair offers more than books* 4/25 A6
RAVENA-DOUGLASVILLE CENTRAL SCHOOLS
Votes okay budget and elect Board members 6/23 B1
REDUCING
Follows holiday's excessive spirit* 1/8 A1
REDUCTION, BENNY
Former area man is featured on TV* 1/4 B5
REFER SWITCHBOARD (PROJECT EQUITY)
Telephone problems are solved 6/21 B4
REFERendum - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Bill allows Rensselaer County residents to write resolutions 5/19 B3
REFERENDUM - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Next stores comply with the law 1/6 C1
REFUSE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL
see names of cities, towns, and counties with the subheading PUBLIC WORKS
FREE PRESS - ANIMALS
End of the bottle battle 4/24 C4
Bottle bill may be delayed 5/20 B2
Legislature seeks delay of bottle bill 5/26 D10
Cuomo signs bill to delay bottle bill 5/28 A4
COHOES – Man is charged with cambanking a bus 2/17 B4
Supt. can’t recall hijacking a bus 2/18 B1
Son in held for present from father 2/19 A4
Women and 3 brothers are arrested for Wynantskill
robbery 2/22 B2
2 men are arrested for $15,500 Albany theft 2/23 B4
Police recover jewelry stolen from Waterfield home
2/24 B4
$40,000 is stolen from a Hudson woman 2/24 B4
4 are arrested for $15,000 theft from Albany man
2/24 B4
Men and 5 youths are arrested for Albany taxi holdup
2/26 A4
$3200 Albany daylight burglary 2/26 A4
$19,000 Albany burglary is probed 6/1 B12
Police arrest Albany man on retail burglary charges
3/3 B4
Diamond rings are switched 3/4 B4
Man is arrested for $40,000 Hudson theft 3/4 B4
Rensselaer man is arrested for possession of stolen
property 3/4 B4
Albany police probe missing leather goods 3/10 B4
3 men are charged with $5000 South Glens Falls theft
3/10 B12
Colonie Center bank holdup is foiled by closed vault
3/18 B2
Albany police probe 2 robberies 3/19 A4
Albany man is arrested for larceny and payroll scam
3/20 B5
2 Albany employees are charged with larceny and
submitting false time records 3/22 A1
3 Albany teens are charged with robbery 3/22 B4
2 Colonie men are held for gas station theft 3/23 B4
2 Troy teens face Latham charges 4/3 B4
Trunk of money is believed to be part of the Bronx
armored car heist 4/12 A1
Albany jewel theft is probed 4/12 B4
5 are arrested in Albany 4/13 B2
Schenectady man is arrested for Wilton bank holdup
4/15 B4
FBI arrests man for bank scam 4/16 A3
Identity of man who surrendered cash-laden trunk may
be revealed 4/26 B4
2 Albansans are charged with meat theft 4/28 B10
2 Glens Falls teens are arrested for truck theft 5/3 B4
6 students may be charged with $3500 SUNYA scam 5/5 B2
Attorney’s secretary is accused of $40,000 theft 5/10 B1
Waterfield man is indicted for Montgomery Ward theft
5/14 A4
4 Schenectady residents are charged with highway robbery
5/10 B4
Rensselaer man is charged with embezzling $10,000 from
medical fund 5/18 B4
Albany man is charged with $800 theft 5/18 B10
Schenectady police arrest jewel thief 5/19 B4
Kinderhook justice faces felony charges 5/21 A4
2 jewel thefts in Albany 5/22 B2
4 SUNYA degrees are withheld pending investigation
5/24 D6
Albany man is arrested for stealing a taxi 5/26 B4
$20,000 loss prompts scam warning 6/3 B4
Albany police arrest officer pilfering/nurse snatching
suspect 6/4 A4
Amed bandits rob Bethlehem gas station 6/6 B2
Rochester man is charged in purse snatching spree
6/6 B2
Saratoga teen is arrested for burglary 6/15 B4
Bank employee is arrested for embezzlement 6/25 A4
Yugoslavian is arrested for check cashing scheme 6/29 B4
ROBINSON SQUARE (SHOPPING MALL)
Developer plans $1,000,000 expansion 2/12 A4
ROCKFELLER, G. NELSON A., EMPIRE:name
Pool hours are shortened 1/21 B4
Settling causes cracks 1/21 B4
Asbestos is no threat in auditorium 1/26 B4
Skaters protest new rink schedule 1/26 B4
Rink to close early due to fiscal problems 2/13 C2
Settling rink floor claims post-season 3/4 B4
Tower building is renamed Corning Tower* 3/16 Al
Tribute to Corning (editorial) 3/17 A9
Tours to end 3/26 Al
ROCKFELLER, NELSON A., INSTITUTE FOR GOVERNMENT
Lichen is named as the director 1/22 B10
Board of overseers in meeting 2/15 B4
ROSELL, ALAN S.
Forensic dentist* 1/2 D1
ROUS, LAURA
Glens Falls entertainer* 6/10 B7
ROTTERDAM (NY) - POLICE
Deputy Chief is appointed Chief of Police 1/6 B4
ROTTERDAM SQUARE SHOPPING MALL
Hearings to resume 4/11 B1
ROZENVAAL, KATHERINE S.
SUNY Laureate* 4/18 B1
SUNY Citizen Laureate (editorial) 5/28 A13
RUHLANS
Struggle to survive* 6/12 D1
RUSSELL SAGE COLLEGE
Dilution increases 3/4 B4
RUSSIANS IN THE ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA
Jewish immigrant finds a new life in the Capital
District 3/7 B1
RYAN, CHARLES W., JR.
Possible political comeback 3/12 Al
SCADAGA LAKE
Assembly supports protection of the lake 5/2 B1
SCADAGA HOSPITAL
Renovation could revive town's economy 1/16 B4
Adirondack Park Agency looks rehabilitation 1/31 B5
Renovation project is funded 5/6 B4
Historic preservation vs. wilderness preservation 6/12 B6
Garage sale 6/17 B1
ST. ANNE INSTITUTE
Assigns staff to fight loiterers 5/27 B1
ST. CHARLES LAMPA HOUSE
Sanctuary for destitute men 2/28 B1
ST. JOSEPH'S HOUSING CORP.
Director's salary cut comes under fire* 5/15 B1
2 Democratic committee men resign from the Board 5/26 B4
ST. MICHAEL THE ARCHANGEL CHURCH
North Greenbush church is dedicated* 1/8 A9
ST. PATRICK'S DAY
Group to boycott parade if Flannery is grand marshall* 2/10 B1
Flannery controversy (editorial) 2/27 Al6
Albany parade* 3/11 B1
Troy parade* 3/12 A3
Local observations* 3/13 A1
Troy band to march in controversial parade 3/15 B1
Troy band boycotts parade; Troy band will march 3/17 B8
Local celebrations 3/18 B4
New York City parade 3/18 A1
ST. PETER'S HOSPITAL
Team attaches toe to man's hand 1/27 A1
Thor-thumb patient plans new career 2/13 C2
Raymond Loddy is named physician of the year* 3/8 B2
SASKHAM, ANREI
Suicide letter details dissent* 4/232 B4
SALES TAX
System of collecting gasoline tax causes evasion 1/24 Al
Gasoline station operators say tax formula is unfair 3/6 B1
Assembly Democrats call for a tax on professional services 3/11 B4
Albany County Legislature urges state reform 4/13 B4
State aims to close pleasure boat tax loophole 4/14 B5
SALE/BUY
New soup kitchen* 4/29 Al
SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
Civil service union ratifies contract 6/19 B6
Flannery is named public works commissioner 4/20
SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Proposal to replace Board of Supervisors with a
legislature 1/31 B1
SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) - TRANSIT SYSTEMS
CDTA to assist in bus purchase 6/3 B4
SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) JAIL
Files suit on double bunking issue 2/8 B4
State backs plan to house inmates in Civil Defense
Auditorium 2/19 A3
Trustee escapes 2/25 B4
Overcrowding forces county to search for alternatives 2/26 A3
Escape is captured 3/26 A4
Overcrowding (editorial) 3/27 A16
State warns against building a dormitory-style jail 3/12 A4
90-day reprieve for double bunking 4/6 B4
State to review appeal on double bunking 4/15 B2
Cost estimates and options for a new facility 5/15 B4
Double bunking is resumed* 5/28 A3
SARATOGA COUNTY ANIMAL WELFARE LEAGUE
Pears are expressed on powers of vigilante group 3/9 A1
Group keeps a protective eye on mistreated pets 3/18 B4
SARATOGA FIRE DEPARTMENT
Respiratory virus epidemic* 4/28 B1
Crisis is over 5/3 B1
SARATOGA PERFORMING ARTS CENTER (SPAC)
Star-studded line-up 5/1 A1
Record crowd at box office's opening 5/9 A1
Fund-raiser* 6/5 B8
Workers dig out from record crowd's mess* 6/20 B1
SARATOGA RACE TRACK
Horse menace problem* 5/20 B1
SARATOGA S.A.P. STATE PARK
Hearing to discuss the modernization of baths 2/22 B5
Renovation of baths is urged 2/23 B1
SARATOGA SPRINGS (NY) - CITY PLANNING
Groundbreaking for hotel/convention center is set 3/5 M4
Civic center construction begins 6/12 B4
SARATOGA SPRINGS (NY) - COURTS
Congress passes state is restored* 5/21 A3
SARATOGA SPRINGS (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
Water pressure to be out 6/13 B3
SARATOGA SPRINGS (NY) SCHOOL DISTRICT
Pallison and Griem are re-elected to the Board 5/4 B4
SCHENECTADY (NY) - CITY PLANNING
City Council denies group's stop for disabled 2/10 B5
Discount mall is planned* 3/27 B11
SCHENECTADY (NY) - ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
GE layoffs hurt city* 1/30 A1
SCHENECTADY (NY) - FINANCES
Impact of state cuts in probe 2/21 B4
Sales tax debate* 2/28 Al
Merchants absorb sales tax* 3/2 B1
SCHENECTADY (NY) - HISTORIC BUILDINGS, ETC.
District to host visitors* 6/22 B7
SCHENECTADY (NY) - INDUSTRIES
Merchants absorb sales tax* 3/2 B1
SCHENECTADY (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
Councilman Mullin resigns 6/4 M4
SCHENECTADY (NY) - POLICE
Mayor to investigate police responsibility in jail rape 4/5 B4
Albany County Judge Clune criticizes law enforcement 5/12 A1
Task force considering upgrading athletics 1/26 C1
Students are shocked by tuition hike proposal 2/1 A6
Possible 10% tuition hike* 2/4 A1
Faculty call for an income tax surcharge to save jobs
2/13 C2
Elimination of jobs (editorial) 2/20 C1
25 faculty members awarded to improve undergraduate instruction 2/21 B4
Staff cuts (editorial) 2/22 A7
Chancellor recommends a $300 tuition hike* 2/23 B2
Trustees back tuition hike 2/24 A5
Faculty and students to protest layoffs 2/25 B2
Students protest tuition hikes* 3/1 B1
Chancellor says there is a possibility of closing a campus 3/4 C8
Empire State Institute for the Performing Arts 3/6 C2
Students sue NYPiRG over S2 fee 3/9 A1
Exchange program agreement with Quebec universities 3/16 B4
Budget pact may save 520 jobs 3/25 B12
Chancellor Wharton cries wolf (editorial) 3/27 B4
Student vandalism cause $600,000 damage 4/7 B2
Tuition increase is proposed 4/21 B4
J. Vanderbilt Straub is receive Distinguished Citizen Award 4/24 B4
Is public support eroding?* 5/1 C1
Controller says officials are lax about property thefts 5/18 B2
Tuition up $300; dormitory fee up $150 5/26 B11
Landlord recovery animal neglect case is cited 6/11 A4
Taxpayers pay 64% of costs to out-of-state students 6/14 D7
Out-of-state tuition is among the lowest nationwide 6/15 A1
President defends out-of-state tuition 6/16 A9
Generous tuition rates for out-of-state residents
(editorial) 6/30 A11
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT ALBANY
Tichon is named director of the Rockefeller Institute of
Government* 1/21 B10
Dean Snow is named acting dean of the College of Social
and Behavioral Sciences 2/9 B8
Groups compromise on showing X-rated films 2/11 A1
Rockefeller Institute Board is named 2/15 B4
Cuts may reduce students by 1000 and faculty by 100
2/17 B6
Telethon *B3 fund-raiser 3/17 B1
Students aid 3 charities 3/20 B5
Gibson, Kneplya, and Woelfel are cited for excellence in research 3/22 B4
Telethon raises $35,000 3/22 B4
Alumni fund raising via telephone* 3/23 B1
Federal audit requires $1,000,000 be returned 4/7 B1
Programs won't be hurt by China's cancellation 4/8 B7
Low and Rozendaal are selected for Citizens Laureate Awards
4/10 C3
Anthropology Department wins laurels 4/11 B2
Katherine Rozendaal: SUNYA Laureate* 4/18 B1
Professors Kim and Pohlsander win excellence honors 4/20 B4
State audit criticizes fiscal practices of foundation
4/26 B3
District Court rules that party is okay 4/30 A3
Washington Park party will be held 5/1 B6
MPA program receives accreditation 5/1 F7
6 students may be charged in $3500 scam 5/5 B2
Excellence award recipients 5/5 B14
Security police and judicial process* 5/15 B3
Biologist unravels life's blueprint* 5/15 B4
4 degrees are withheld pending robbery probe 5/24 D8
5 students deny larceny charges 5/25 B4
Citizens Laureate (editorial) 5/28 A13
3 students plead guilty to larceny 6/5 C2
Bracklow pleads guilty to larceny 6/7 B4
My purchases the Wellington Hotel 6/18 A3
2 students are sentenced to 15 days for larceny 6/18 A4
2 students are sentenced for larceny 6/24 B4
STEVEN, DANA
First-year teacher* 6/12 B1
STEVEN, EMMER "ABB"
Dies in Troy fire 1/21 B2
STRANGE ANTONY (MEDICAL, RAD)
Cohen family affair* 6/5 F1
SUNYH, SAVIA
Campaigns to hold onto chairmanship of Arts
Subcommittee* 1/25 A2
Retain chairmanship* 1/27 B1
SUNYH AND SUCCEED
1962 public worker strikes at record low of 4 1/25 B4
SUNY LOAN FUNDS
Albany County Clerk asks for help in processing forms
for delinquent payers 4/7 B4
Borrowers to pay lower interest 6/26 C6
SUICIDE
Work-release inmate hangs himself in motel 2/14 B1
Psychologist approved inmate work-release role 1/25 B4
State trooper dies after self-inflicted gunshot wound 3/15 B4
Couple is hospitalized after shooting incident 2/18 B4
Great Meadow inmates 2/20 B1
Albany man is persuaded not to jump 3/2 B4
Menands woman jumps to death 3/11 B4
Waterford man dies of gunshot wound 4/6 C7
Amsterdam man dies after theft and assault 4/6 A1
Teen hangs himself in Schoharie County Jail 5/5 B9
2 Columbia High School students 5/11 B1
Albany woman jumps in front of train 5/14 A4
Drivers rescue woman on bridge 5/15 B1
Attempt in Albany Jail is foiled 5/15 B12
Troy policeman stops man from bridge jump 5/16 B2
Scotia man shoots waitress and himself 5/21 A1
Mother/son murder-suicide in Colonie* 5/23 A3
Depression is seen as cause of murder-suicide 5/24 B1
Albany man dies after videotape jump 6/8 B4
SULLIVAN, WILLIAM
Impounded governor gets second chance* 4/28 A1
SUPERMARKETS
Latham store wins 3/20 E10
Largest store to open at Latham site 4/27 B1
Coupon war* 6/25 A1
SURGERY
Single-day surgery* 5/8 F1
SURPLUS AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES
Farmers are offered incentives 3/13 B7
SURVEYING
Charles Hartnett* 3/27 D1
SWIMMING (RIVER)
Lake Luzerne homecoming* 5/5 A1
Return to Northville* 5/7 A3
SWIMMING - INCIDENTS
see CRIMINALS
TRAVEL - NEW YORK (STATE)
New luxury laws bring protests 4/2 A1
Second in the nation in setting new taxes 4/10 A1

State plans to collect $985,000,000 in new taxes (editorial) 4/14 A1

New taxes and fees are not a little consequence (letter) 5/1 C4

TAX Evasion

Dairy president is indicted 6/14 B9

TEACHING

Shortage of math and science teachers 2/6 B1

Many need to supplement their income 4/11 A1

School boards find firing teachers is difficult and costly 6/19 A1

Teaching

Tale of 2 first-year teachers* 6/12 B1

Incentive pay for master teachers 6/20 B1

TEACHERS UNION

Contract talks with Albany County are declared at an impasse* 12/15 A3

Local 294 officials are admonished on election flaws 6/8 B1

Challenged ballots to be counted 6/15 B4

Union and Labor Department officials check ballots 6/22 B5

Officials survive recount 6/23 B4

Catholic Church workers unionize* 6/24 B1

TELECOMMUNICATIONS - PRICES

GS seeks radio frequency for portable phones 2/21 C7

Crews restore long distance service to Columbia and Greene counties* 2/5 A1

Dial-a-fantasy 2/19 A1

Impact of divestiture to be investigated 3/1, B12

Deregulation may mean 3 bills a month 3/3 A1

2 cut-rate firms gain approval for state service 4/8 B2

GS and NIPCO to experiment with transmitting over power lines 4/10 A3

FCC appeal of FCC ruling is costly 4/20 B4

Dial-a-lift 5/1 D10

Advice for anxious callers 5/15 B1

New phone age puts burden on the users 5/20 A1

More phone know-how is needed 5/20 A9

TELECOMMUNICATIONS - SERVICES

New York Telephone receives rate hike approval 2/24 A5

Rate hike is granted 5/5 B1

New York Telephone requests a rate hike 6/11 A4

TELEGRAPH

Past its prime* 4/26 A1

Former operator remembers when it was King* 4/26 A10

TELEPHONE OPERATORS

On the job* 5/9 A1

Now entitled to sick leave 4/17 A1

TELEVISION BROADCASTING

Inaccessible for deaf and hearing impaired 5/19 A1

Electrical malfunction knocks 4 stations off the air 6/15 A1

TELEVISION BROADCASTING OF COURT PROCEEDINGS

Chief judge calls to lift TV ban in courts 5/14 A4

TELEVISION BROADCASTING OF NIXS

Capital District anchors put on natural look* 1/30 B1

TELEVISION IN EDUCATION

Possible support from taxes (editorial) 6/24 A3

TERMINAL CARE

Child's dream is fulfilled with horseback riding lessons* 3/22 A3

THEATER - ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA

Continues to flourish despite fiscal woes 1/3 B5

THEATER REVIEWS

True West* 1/7 B5

Good Old-Bad Old-Good Old Days 1/15 A6

The Crucible 1/2 B6

I'm Getting My Act Together and Taking It on the Road* 1/25 B7

The Ahriation 1/28 B6

A Thousand Clowns 2/1 B6

The Wind in the Willows* 2/2 B8

Curren 2/6 C2

By George 2/13 C5

Man of La Mancha* 2/13 F1, 2/20 B5

Getting Out 2/25 B3

Horsebreakers* 2/7 F1

The Sport of the Bulldog 2/28 B5

I Love My Wife* 3/10 B10

You Can't Take It with You* 3/16 B6

Miss Julie 3/17 B9

The House of Blue Leaves 3/19 A7

Cold Storage 3/23 B7

Purlrel 3/25 B8

The Skin of Our Teeth 3/27 C2

Little Theater of the Deaf 3/30 B6

Marriage of Figaro 4/15 B7

Orpheus Descending* 4/21 C3

A Long Day's Journey Into Night 4/24 C2

She Stoops to Conquer 4/29 C10

Two Gentlemen of Verona 4/29 C11

The Music Man* 4/30 A9

Chapter Two 5/2 B6

Brick on Brick* 6/4 B6

The Passion of Dacia 5/7 A7

Nightmare* 5/17 B8

A Bridge from Pluto* 5/24 B8

Evita 5/20 A12

Heaven Can Wait* 5/27 B7

High Spirits 5/31 B7

Ringling Bros. circus* 6/3 B6

Showboat* 6/10 B8

The Cradle Will Rock 6/14 B10

THEATERS

see motion picture theaters

TRIPT SLOTS

Upward trend in clothing sales* 1/4 A1

Buying clothes at bargain prices* 6/19 D11

TRUMAN

see NEW YORK DIXIE TRUMAN

TILLSON, BETTY

Collects everything from books to barns* 1/23 B1

TIMES UNION (NEWSPAPER)

Christmas Fund was a record breaker (editorial) 1/5 A7

Coverage of the Lebanon war (editorial) 1/16 A2

New editors are named* 3/13 B1

Nancy A. Leinbach is appointed city editor 4/3 B1

Changes in the Sunday edition (editorial) 5/1 A2

Series wins Distinguished Local Reporting Award 5/3 B1

Yale fund wins service award* 5/5 B1

Debbie Shuck is named television editor 6/26 B1

TOWN FIRST PRIZE MINT CO.

U.S. Labor Department sues former officials for misuse of the firm's profit-sharing plan 3/5 A1

TOURIST TRADE

Vacation and travel guide 5/15 supplement

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

see also DRUNK DRIVING

New York's traffic relatively safe 1/2 A1

New Year holiday death toll is down 1/3 B1

Galway man is hit by car 1/4 B4

1-car crash kills Troy man 1/9 B5

Danesburg head-on collision injures 3 1/10 B4

Albany intersection is site of a hit-run incident 1/11 B1

Amsterdam woman is hurt in car crash 1/12 B4

Troy woman is hurt in 1-79 crash 1/13 B4

2 are injured in 1-90 1/20 B4

Man is injured when truck rolls over 1/21 B10

Troy bus-truck crash kills 3* 1/22 A1

Investigators probe crash; victims are still hospitalized 1/23 A1

List of dead and injured in bus crashes* 1/23 A8

Michigan man is killed in Colonia 1/23 B3
Bus driver is too seriously hurt to be interviewed by police 1/24 C7
Investigation shows bus driver didn't react 1/25 Al
100 and too causes Ravena crash* 1/25 B1
Greyhound bus driver had speeding ticket 1/26 Al
Greyhound officials defend bus driver's record 1/27 Al
Bus driver had 6 speeding tickets in 7 years in 3 states 1/28 Al
2 men are hurt in Clifton Park tractor-trailer crash* 1/28 B1
Schenectady woman is hurt in hit-and-run 1/28 B4
No criminal charges in fatal bus-truck accident 1/29 Al
Snow causes Niskayuna head-on crash 1/31 B2
Trucker is killed in jump from truck towing his rig 2/10 B1
5 are hurt in Stillwater school bus crash 2/10 B7
4 persons are hurt in 4-car collision on Western Gateway Bridge* 2/12 A3
7 teenagers are hurt when cruiser hits an abandoned car 2/14 B1
Both drivers in the Thruway truck-bus crash are cited for reckless driving 2/15 Al
Trucker pleads guilty to piling up car collision 2/18 B4
Scoiit man dies in crash 2/20 B5
20 are hurt in Northway truck-bus crash 2/22 Al
Bus driver is credited with saving 78 lives in Northway crash* 2/23 B1
Woman dies in one-car I-88 accident 2/26 Al
Avon Park girl is struck and killed 2/27 B5
Woman is hit in Hudson crash 2/27 B6
3 are injured in Sand Lake head-on crash 2/28 B2
Policeman is credited with saving crash victim 3/1 B6
Saratoga man is hurt in hit-run accident 3/6 B4
Off-duty policeman saves driver from fiery vehicle 3/7 B1
Vermon woman is killed in Saratoga County crash* 3/8 B4
3 are injured in a Schodack crash 3/9 B4
Snowstorm causes fatalities on Northway 3/13 Al
Decline in caused by tough DMV laws 3/16 B1
Saratoga woman is injured 3/17 B10
Stillwater woman is killed in Malta crash 3/20 B2
2 men are killed in Amsterdam 1-car crash 3/21 B4
Hit-and-run incident at Bishop Maginn High School 3/24 A1
Saratoga man is charged in hit-and-run 3/24 B4
Court of Appeals rules the State is liable in case of beauty contest entrant* 3/25 B2
Teen driver is arrested for Bishop Maginn hit-and-run 3/25 B4
3 are killed, 5 are hurt in 3 separate accidents 3/28 B1
Injured pedestrian is ticketed in Clifton Park 3/29 B4
Locally sailor is critical after Thruway crash 4/2 B6
5 are injured in Mayfield accident 4/4 B5
Saratoga teen dies after hit-and-run 4/4 C5
2 are injured in Geywans crash 4/7 B2
2 are injured in Colonie school bus-car collision 4/7 B4
Pedestrian is killed in Nassau 4/9 A4
Bus and truck driver are blamed for January Thruway crash 4/10 C1
Schenectady woman is injured in Albany collision 4/12 B2
Student is hurt in Colonie school bus crash 4/14 B4
State pedestrian toll is lowest since 1925; Capital District toll had doubled since 1981 4/15 B1
Collision: motorcycle dies after hitting a pole 4/16 Al
Death rate is up for the Capital District* 4/23 A1
Duaneburg bicyclist is critically injured when hit by a bus 4/24 B4
Woman is injured in car-school bus crash 4/28 B5
Truck-car collision on the Northway* 4/30 A3
Saratoga girl dies after was hit 4/30 A4
Albany teen dies after being hit by truck 5/2 B2
2 die and 9 are hurt in Thruway head-on crash 5/3 B1
4 accidents claim 2 lives; 2 are injured 5/16 B1
Auto and police car collide in Rensselaer 5/16 B2
Cohoes girl dies after being hit by a car* 5/19 B1
Trucking driver is injured after rig is wrecked 5/20 A4
Clifton Park teens are hurt in motorcycle mishap 5/21 A4
Injured trooper in identified 5/21 A4
Unidentified Scotia child in car crash 5/21 A4
Pedestrian death toll soars 5/22 B8
Schenectady man is arrested for hit-and-run 5/24 B4
Motorcyclist is killed after he hit by a car 5/25 B4
4 are injured in Clifton Park collision 5/30 B10
Former assemblyman is found dead after crash 6/8 B4
Ravena boy is critically hurt after being struck by car on Thruway 6/9 B4
Teen motorcyclist is hurt near Rensselaerville 6/9 B4
Dunk truck driver and sweeper collide in Troy 6/10 B2
Man strikes Route 85A utility pole 6/10 B4
Ballston Spa man dies as car overturns 6/17 B4
2 die in separate crashes 6/20 B2
Albany policeman is hurt 6/21 B2
2 separate motorcycle crashes cause injuries 6/26 C3
Passenger dies in Westerlo crash 6/26 C7
TRAFFIC ENGINEER
Albany intersection is dangerous for pedestrians 1/11 B1
Stadium traffic control proposals 1/21 B4
TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
No record of out-of-state traffic violations 2/13 Al
Price for speeding increases 3/31 A1
Price for speeding increases 3/31 A1
1 in 3 New York drivers is speeding* 5/18 Al
TRAFFIC SAFETY
New state program to begin in schools 5/29 C7
New state education program (editorial) 6/12 C4
TRANSPORTATION OF ORGANS, TISSUE, ETC.
National donor network* 4/23 A1
TRANSPORTATION
Rush is on to move more people and goods* 5/6 A1
TRANSPORTATION, HIGHWAY
Independent truckers react to highway use tax hike with strike call 1/8 Al
Truckers' strike immobilizes area broker* 2/1 B1
Strike fails it halt produce shipments* 2/3 Al
Strike may end some truckers careers* 2/6 Al
Stores turn to railroads to ensure produce delivery 2/8 A8
2 firms are fined for federal road violations 2/23 B4
Federal government issues order to allow twin trailers on local roads 4/6 B2
State will enforce laws banning tandem-trailers despite federal ruling 4/7 Al
Restricting twin-trailer trucks (editorial) 4/20 B9
Dual trailer-trailers are banned from Route 20 5/6 B1
Dual trailers (letter) 4/8 B4
TREES
Alb's big tree register 4/26 B1
TRIALS
Hiring an export witness 4/12 A1
TRIALS (ANYWHERE, HINDU, HINDUM, INT'L, INDIAN, RED, AND BISH)
SUNA students deny lacrosse charges 5/25 B4
Krome and Shaw pleaded guilty 6/5 B4
3 pleaded guilty to lacrosse 6/6 B4
Bradlock pleaded guilty to lacrosse 6/17 B4
Alamri and Imlagore are sentenced 6/18 A4
Krome and Shaw are sentenced 6/24 B4
TRIALS (ARMIES)
Pleads innocent to tax evasion 6/18 A3
TRIALS (ALI AND WAKI)
Indictment for pizza shop arson 5/21 A4
TRIALS (APPLEBOCK, BLACK AND IRISH)
Rape/robbery trial to begin 5/17 B2
Rape victim testifies 5/9 B3
TRIALS (HENRY)
Hospital imposter pleads guilty 5/20 B4
TRIALS (HUGH)
Attorney seeks to have 3 charges dropped 1/15 A4
TRIALS (KENNY)
Rensselaer aide testifies 3/4 B2
Found guilty of official misconduct* 3/5 A3
Mayo to appeal conviction, won't resign 3/8 B1
Attorney General's office says he must leave office 3/31 B1
Remains mayor under court order 4/2 A3
In or out of office? (editorial) 4/6 A15
Rensselaer residents take sides on mayor issue 4/7 B4
Supreme Court rules that he must step down as mayor 4/13 B1
Sentenced to 150 hours of civic service* 4/16 A3
Revised court ruling is due* 4/19 B1
2 men claim to be mayor of Rensselaer 4/20 B1
Appealing conviction 4/22 B4
Resigns as Rensselaer mayor* 4/23 A3
TRIALS (HILL)
Sentenced to 3 years for bank check theft* 2/5 M
TRIALS (HOPEKİNS)
Convicted killer loses appeal plea in murder attempt case 6/3 B2
TRIALS (HUNTER)
Enter guilty plea in heroin case 3/19 A3
TRIALS (JANVIR)
Haitian is sentenced for smuggling counterfeit money 1/6 B4
Sentenced in counterfeit money case 1/12 A4
TRIALS (JENNINGS)
Charges are dropped for Education Department employee 4/6 A7
TRIALS (JOHNSON)
Jury rules in infant case 4/7 B4
Found guilty of infant assault 4/8 B1
Sentenced to 9 years 3/31 A3
TRIALS (KIDD PROSECUTORS)
14 nuclear protestors are sentenced for trespassing 6/29 B1
TRIALS (LANFORD)
SUN vice chancellor pleads innocent to animal mistreatment 5/9 B4
TRIALS (LEEGER)
Lewman pleads innocent to stealing $27,000* 4/26 B4
TRIALS (LIVINGSTON)
Pleads not guilty to grand larceny and other charges 1/21 B4
TRIALS (MackMILLER)
Found guilty of vehicular homicide in Massachusetts 3/9 A8
Victim's parents plea for leniency 3/10 B4
TRIALS (MAYNARD)
Convicted killer waves Massachusetts extradition 1/13 D9
Sentencing of fellow hearing is scheduled 1/19 B6
TRIALS (MAYNE)
Family feud is cited in murder trial 3/15 B2
Defendant says he feared for his life 3/18 B2
Found not guilty in shooting incident 3/22 B4
TRIALS (MANNING)
New trial is ordered 2/25 B4
TRIALS (MARGIOTTI)
Losses appeal plea 5/3 B7
Clemency drive 5/25 A13
Alcides seek $200,000 for kin 5/26 B10
Judge denies jail delay 5/28 B5
Granting 2-week delay in prison term 6/1 B12
Prison term begins 6/15 B9
Begins prison term in Allemed 6/16 A8
TRIALS (MARTIN)
Appeal Division overturns burglary-assault verdict 5/6 B2
TRIALS (MEYER)
Former Baptist minister pleads guilty to investment scam 4/23 A3
Re-minister is sentenced for fraud 5/7 A3
TRIALS (MILLER)
Ex-bar owner admits prostitution role 3/30 B4
Sentenced to 5 years for promoting prostitution 4/20 B2
TRIALS (MORRIS)
Ex-bar owner admits prostitution role 3/30 B4
Sentenced to 5 years for promoting prostitution 4/20 B2
TRIALS (MURPHY AND STEELE)
Trial is set for former GE executives for power pact plot 4/14 B14
TRIALS (MOUNTAIN)
Prison rape trial is slated 3/8 B4
Jury selection is complete 3/11 B4
Schenectady policeman's jail rape trial begins 3/15 B6
Victim testifies she was raped 3/17 B2
Woman could not identify policeman 3/18 B4
Matron says prisoner reported rape to her 3/22 B4
Physician says tests support rape story 3/23 B9
Forensic scientist testifies 3/24 B1
Police officers and inmate testify 3/25 B4
Testimony depicts victim's unreasonableness 3/26 A4
Jail matron testifies 3/29 B2
Witness claims rape was a setup 3/30 B2
Case is ready for the jury 3/31 B1
Jury is sequestered 4/1 B2
Jury deliberations continue 4/2 A3
Found guilty of rape 4/3 A1
Plea is in question 4/4 B1
Plea to overturned conviction 4/8 B4
Sentencing date is set 4/15 B1
Sentenced for jail rape* 5/12 B11
TRIALS (MULLINS)
Murder trial is delayed 2/15 B2
Lawyer tries to block evidence at hearing 5/4 B4
TRIALS (MURPHY)
U.S. Supreme Court ruling keeps Guilderland man free 3/25 B4
TRIALS (NICHOLDS)
6 jurors are selected for murder case 1/6 B4
Jury selection is complete 1/10 A4
Testimony begins 1/11 B1
Victim's widow testifies 1/12 C3
Witness tells about tort dealer's death 1/13 D9
Sheriff's deputy testifies 1/14 B10
Testimony centers on the deputies' response time* 1/15 A3
Defendant testifies 1/18 B6
2 psychologists testify differently 1/19 B2
Jury is sequestered 1/20 B4
Juror is hospitalized, mistrial is declared 1/21 B1
TRIALS (O'BRIEN)
Indicted for shooting his father 1/12 B4
TRIALS (PEPPER)
Court of Appeals hours appeal 6/2 B1
TRIALS (PICKFORD)
Judge sentences teen to 3 to 9 years 3/31 B1
TRIALS (RIZZI)
Found guilty of arson and burglary 6/26 B5
TRIALS (ROCCO)
Former Assemblyman begins trial term 1/13 B1
TRIALS (RICHARDSON, E)
Pleading guilty to rape, will be sentenced 1/15 B4
Sentenced to 5 to 15 years 2/24 B4
TRIALS (RICHARDSON, J)
Diary is ruled inadmissible in prostitution case 6/7 B4
Ex-prostitute testifies 6/8 B5
Sentenced to 6 years in prison 6/10 B1
Sentenced to the maximum term 6/24 B4
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TRIALS (RIDER)
Re-Cossackle major faces 72 charges* 1/13 A1

TRIALS (ROBERTS)
Sentenced for rape 3/18 B1

TRIALS (Roth)
Found guilty in $100,000 stolen rug case 3/9 A1
Sentenced for possession of stolen rugs 3/23 B4

TRIALS (RYDER)
Supreme Court annuls Judge Harris' contempt of court ruling 4/30 A3

TRIALS (SALOMON)
Pleads innocent to selling tainted beef 6/18 A3

TRIALS (SANCHEZ)
Would-be lawyer is placed on probation 1/7 C9

TRIALS (SEYMOUR)
Found not guilty of disorderly conduct* 1/5 B4

TRIALS (SCULLS)
Sentenced to probation for homicide 5/28 A4

TRIALS (SILVERSMITH)
COP official pleads guilty to DWI 5/27 B4

TRIALS (SMITH, E.)
Smith's girlfriend is blamed 3/1 B1
Jury hears about promise to get the victim 3/2 B4
Girlfriend says Smith fired fatal shots* 3/3 B1
Smith blames his former fiancée 3/4 B1
Not guilty of murder, guilty of larceny 3/15 A1
Acquitted, murder suspect is sentenced for theft 4/1 B1

TRIALS (SMITH, L.)
Judge rules hypnosis is admissible 1/8 A3
Jury selection to begin* 1/10 B1
Jury selection continues 1/11 B12
Jury selection continues* 1/12 C3
3 jurors are seated, letter prompts debate 1/13 D2
2 women, including 1 black are selected as jurors 1/14 B2
Events leading up to the trial* 1/16 B4
Jury selection should conclude 1/18 D6
Jury selection is completed 1/19 B2
Testimony to begin 1/20 B3
Opening statements* 1/21 A1
Defense lawyer seeks special prosecutor for key witnesses* 1/22 A3
Prosecution to re-trace events before guard's death* 1/24 C7

Dismissal attempt fails 1/25 D7

Trial focusses on forged letter 1/26 B1
Smith is placed in isolation 1/27 B1
Victim's phone call is described 1/28 B1
Guard can't identify Smith as Payant's caller 1/29 A3

Imagery testifies 2/1 A3

Guards testify seeing Smith and Payant together* 2/3 B1
Imagery links Smith and Payant 2/4 B4

Guards deny he forced an inmate to testify against Smith* 2/5 A3

Guard is set to link Smith to death site 2/6 C3

Guard testifies about drug dealings 2/10 A1
Guard continues to testify 2/11 B4

Trial will cost the state $250,000 2/12 A3

Guard details illegal prison sales 2/13 C1

Judge rejects dismissal bid 2/15 B1

Imagery's testimony conflicts with own statements 2/16 B2

Telephone records confirm Smith's testimony 2/17 B9

Chaplain and guard testify 2/18 B1

Witness puts Smith at burial site* 2/19 A3

Fingerprint evidence is entered* 2/23 B2

Trial to focus on evidence admissibility 2/24 B1

Laboratory expert testifies about hairs found on Payant* 2/25 B4

Jury is given data on the bag used on the corpse 3/1 B2

Doctor says Payant was beaten before murdered 3/2 B1
Victim's husband testifies 3/3 B1

Victim's bite wounds are linked to Smith 3/4 A1

Hearing on the admissibility of dental evidence 3/8 B1

Closed hearings are contested* 3/9 A1

Hearing decision is temporarily withheld* 3/10 B8

Dentist ties bite marks to Smith 3/11 B1
Case may test prison code 3/13 B1

Supreme Court upholds hearing exclusion 3/15 B2

Prosecutor concludes case* 3/16 B2

Defense testimony may aid prosecutor's case 3/23 A1

Forensic dentist disputes bite mark testimony* 3/24 B1

Dental expert says teeth marks were not Smith's 3/25 B1

Dentist concocts his inexperience 3/30 B4

Dentist testimony continues 3/31 B2

Second dentist says teeth marks are not Smith's 4/1 C7

Trial has cost $400,000 4/3 B3

Judge warns jurors not to discuss the case 4/5 B2

Dentist says wound was not a bite mark 4/6 C6

Trials ends with more dental testimony 4/7 B9

Teeth marks are center of dispute 4/10 C4

Kunstler begins his summation 4/12 B2

Kunstler completes 2-day summation* 4/13 B2

Defense seeks mistrial 4/14 B1

Kunstler uses a legally unprecedented procedure* 4/15 B2

Prosecutor demands the death penalty 4/16 A3

Jury begins deliberations 4/19 B7

Testimony is re-read to the jury 4/20 C7

Juries listen to re-reading of testimony 4/21 B4

Found guilty, faces electrocution* 4/22 A1

Death penalty faces certain challenges* 4/22 A1

Chronology of Smith's crimes* 4/22 A3

Kunstler's press* 4/22 A3

Rejection of murder victim's mother 4/22 A3

Sent to Green Haven death row* 4/23 A3

Evidence in Schenectady murder played a key role 4/24 B1

Appealing Hockenberry murder conviction 5/7 B2

Confession is key to appeal 5/7 B9

Bill of defense dentist is questioned 5/7 B7

County rejects defense bill* 5/8 C5

Legislator refuse to pay dentist* 5/11 B2

Kunstler seeks to overturn death penalty 5/16 B1

Appeal ruling is due in 3 weeks 5/17 B2

Death penalty is upheld, sentencing date is set 6/2 B4

Court of Appeals upholds 1979 conviction 6/8 C5

Sentencing is due 6/10 B2

Appeals will delay death sentence* 6/11 A1

TRIALS (SINCLAIR)
Drug informant is denied cut in sentence 4/22 B2

TRIALS (SIMPSON)
Convicted murderer gets 3 more years for escape 1/8 A4

TRIALS (TRAHAN)
Sentenced for beating daughter 1/13 B6

TRIALS (THOMPSON)
Supreme Court overturns burglary conviction 5/27 B4

TRIALS (TURK)
1978 murder conviction is upheld 6/24 B4

TRIALS (TURKOW)
Gyanean national is convicted of smuggling aliens 6/9 B2

TRIALS (TURPIN)
Supreme Court reverses Judge Clyne's decision 4/30 A1

TRIALS (TURPIN)
Murder suspect pleads guilty 4/5 B1

Sentenced for murder 4/19 B1

TRIALS (TWAROLO)
Pleads guilty to $1,000,000 drug deal 6/4 A4

TRIALS (TWIN)
Pleads innocent to filing false tax returns 6/18 A3

TRIALS (WATERFORD)
Fugitive of 10 years pleads guilty to drug charges 1/29 B2

TRIALS (WEHMAN)
Pleads guilty to manslaughter 3/30 B1

Un-natural life tangers manslaughter sentence 4/15 B2
CRUTCH SHERIFF’S SON is convicted for robbery 5/12 B4

TRIALS (WASHINGTON)

Court of Appeals orders new trial for convicted rapist 6/17 B12

TRIALS (WASHINGTON)

Found guilty of rape 1/18 B4

Sentenced to 15 to 30 years for rape 2/4 B2

TRIALS (WINFIELD)

Regent adviser is free on bail 1/4 B4

TRIALS (ZISCHER)

Publicity in civic issue of state plans 1/7 B2

Rape/sodomy trial to begin 5/19 B11

8 jurors are selected 5/21 A4

10 jurors are selected 5/25 B4

Victim’s mother testifies 5/28 A4

Victim describes ordeal* 6/1 B1

Victim’s counsel and police testify 6/2 B1

Unsolved murder becomes an issue 6/3 D5

Physician testifies* 6/4 A4

Defense presents its case 6/7 B2

Defendant testifies 6/9 A1

Jury is sequestered 6/10 D5

Found guilty of rape 6/11 A3

TRIALS (ZITTO)

Person charged guilty to church larceny 1/7 B4

TROY (NY) - CITY PLANNING

Construction increased 12% in 1982 1/22 A4

Apartment gets conditional okay 6/11 A4

TROY (NY) - DESCRIPTION

Washington Park neighborhood 1/16 B1

TROY (NY) - FINANCES

City Manager says state aid won’t cut taxes 1/8 A4

Biggest bond sale 5/14 A3

TROY (NY) - HISTORY

Washington Park* 1/16 B10

TROY (NY) - POLICE

2 officers are appealing speed chase suspensions 1/8 A4

Plans to hire 3 officers 2/12 A4

Arbitrator awards contract 3/2 A4

Chief is on sick leave 5/11 B12

Chief Givney dies 5/22 B1

5 officers and 2 citizens are honored for bravery 6/19 B6

TROY (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS

City Council increases water rates 4/15 B1

TROY (NY) - STRUGGLE

City Council defeats 2-sided parking 2/4 C5

TROY (NY) - SCHOOL DISTRICT

Board reorganization opens seat 4/9 M

Board gets budget reprise 5/19 B8

Plans for high-tech Dom 6/18 A4

TROY CLUB

Re-funding for Cayuga Park* 5/20 B11

Votes to admit women as members 6/23 B1

TROY COUNTRY CLUB INC.

Court orders back wages must be paid 1/9 B3

TRUCKS - MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

Goebel’s Garage 5/8 E11

TURF INN

May sue farm over dispute caused by gas leak evacuation 5/19 A1

TWENTY SHOPPING MALL

Changing its name to Lochmann’s Plaza 6/10 A1

UNION SWM AIRMAN (SHOPPING MALL)

Medical-surgical supply firm signs a 5-year lease 1/21 A1

2 stores to close 2/2 B11

Manager remains optimistic 2/24 B12

Carl Co., offers impatient new life 3/30 D7

Customers celebrate opening of Carl Co.* 4/8 B1

UNEMPLOYED

State rate declines to 9% 1/8 A1

Joblessness in Warren County* 1/10 A1

Unemployment in counties surrounding Albany* 1/10 A1

Some jobless are eligible for extra pay 1/11 B8

Joblessness hurts more than the worker* 1/23 A1

Stories behind the jobless* 1/23 A1

APL-CIO president says bottle bill will cut work force 1/26 B2

GE layoffs hurt Schenectady* 1/30 A1

Part-time Rensselaer mayor is denied benefits* 2/2 A1

Benefit hike is justified (editorial) 2/18 A7

Benefits for officials is supported 2/22 B4

State jobless rate is at 6-year high* 2/25 B1

Part-time mayors (editorial) 2/27 A16

Labor Department will review 40,000 rejected claims 3/4 D5

Re-training offers hope* 3/6 A1

Re-training program 3/6 A8

CITIES requests $5,000,000 training fund 3/13 A10

Free trip easing layoffs 4/2 A3

Catholic Family Services aids the jobless 4/3 B7

Retirees are eligible for benefits 4/4 B8

Teachers join the ranks 5/15 B1

Jobless rate fell in April* 5/27 B1

Construction industry 6/9 A1

Labor Department asks for full benefits for Army Reservists 6/10 B12

22,000 have benefits cut 6/14 M7

Construction union 6/23 B4

Jobless rate drops 6/28 B4

UNEMPLOYED - LAW AND LEGISLATION

Cuomo’s bill would increase benefits 2/10 A1

Pack of bills for funding the jobless 4/22 C9

Cuomo wants to raise benefits 6/6 C6

Assembly Democrats seek an increase in benefits 6/15 B9

Cuomo and legislative leaders agree on benefit increase 6/17 A4

Legislature okays benefit hike 6/24 A1

UNION COLLEGE

President Morris is a liberal arts advocate* 3/14 B1

UNION NATIONAL BANK

Offers service for the deaf* 5/15 B1

UNION STATION (ALBANY)

See also UNION RENAISSANCE - ALBANY

15 years and several proposals later, the station is derelict 3/21 A1

UNITED AIRLINES

To launch Chicago-Albany service 1/25 B9

U.S. - FINANCES

Cuts could hit New York hard 2/1 A6

U.S. - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES

Area workers are unhappy with Reagan’s pay freeze* 1/27 A1

U.S. - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

Stratton and Solomon are selected to committees 1/7 B4

Solomon discusses his appointment and foreign affairs* 1/9 B1

Stratton campaigns to hold onto chairmanship of arms subcommittee 1/25 A1

Stratton retains chairmanship 1/27 B1

Residents protest Reagan policies at Unity Day event* 6/6 B1

UNIVERSITY WAY OF NORTHEASTERN NEW YORK INC.

Girl Scouts and other agencies are asked to raise their own money 2/27 B1

UNIVERSAL COMMUNICATIONS CORP.

Investment firm buys WNYC 4/27 A11

Purchases WNY-M and WCM 5/3 B1

UNIVERSITY CLUB

Votes women membership privilege 3/25 A1

No rush of women members 3/26 A4

Open to women (editorial) 3/27 B1

Former members are re-joining 4/13 B1
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UNMARRED MATRYS
Ford Foundation to fund program for pregnant teenagers 6/9 B4

URBAN LEAGUE OF THE ALBANY AREA INC.
Lloyd Oxford is named director* 3/22 B1

URBAN RENWAL - ALBANY
Block grant for housing rehabilitation 1/28 B1
Amherst Hill restoration* 1/30 B1
4 major South End rehabilitation projects* 1/30 B1
Bankers Trust invests in the South End 1/30 B2
Fiscal policy stops flow of funds 2/10 A1
Income requirements to buy Publics apartments 2/11 B1
Walden Building has new developer 2/15 B4
South End group expresses dissatisfaction with application 2/18 B1
South End groups seek bigger grant 3/11 B1
15 years and several proposals later, Union Station is a derelict 3/21 A1
Marketing the city's history* 3/27 B1
City receives $1,085,000 grant for Publics project 4/5 B1
IDA okay $1,000,000 bond for office renovation 4/20 B5
Steamboat Square project* 4/21 B1
Rehabilitation of 7 long-derelict Clinton Avenue townhouses* 4/22 B1
Sign hassle is a poor signal for downtown development 4/27 B1
Cascaro's Restaurant gets grant and loan 5/4 B4
Shopping complex applies for funding 5/12 B4
Rockland county group requests funds 5/13 B2
Preservation awards 5/15 B2
Capitol Hill group okay's apartment project 5/27 B4
IDA backs rehabilitation of Walden Building 6/8 B1
Parking garage project may spur rehabilitation of Union Station* 6/18 A4

URBAN RENWAL - ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA
Downtowns continue facelift projects* 2/27 S13
Tax credits stimulate renovation 6/25 A1
URBAN RENWAL - COLONIE
Block grant for housing rehabilitation 1/28 B1
City and bank to make loans available 5/24 B1

URBAN RENWAL - TROY
Applications for federal job funds* 6/25 A3

URTEC VAL INC.
see FRIDOL

VACATIONS
Flying to sunny climates is an annual area ritual* 2/6 C1

VALENTINE'S DAY
Hearts and flowers day* 2/13 C1

VANEITEN, ROBERT
Clifton Park developer is honored* 6/20 B2

VANDALS
107 Shenendehowa school bus tires are deflated 2/9 B1
2 Albany boys are held for windshield-breaking spree 3/29 B4
6 cars in Albany 4/5 B2
Student vandalism cause $500,000 damage on SUNY campuses 4/7 B1
3 Colonie youths are arrested for shooting at power lines 5/6 B4
Albany police investigate crime scene 6/3 B2

VANDEN BOSCH, TERRY
Saratoga soap opera actress* 6/24 B7

VETERANS
see also CHEMICAL EXPOSURE
Hospital restructuring care for future needs 3/14 A1
Last Man's Club last meeting* 4/9 A3
Vietnam vet battle stereotype 4/17 B1
Fearing cancels Vietnam vet's memorial service 6/20 B1
Construction of Vietnam memorial at Empire State Plaza is delayed* 6/22 B1

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL
Albert Walsko is named director 1/3 B3
Hospital braces for patient boom 3/14 A1
Receives federal funds to install sprinkler system 3/30 B9
Radiology suite to be renovated 5/4 B4
Teddy Bear helps ill patients 5/12 B5
Hospital opens cancer treatment center* 6/3 B1

VETERINARY MEDICINE
Jerry Billske - equine specialist* 3/20 B3

VICTIMS OF CRIME
see also REPARATION
Victims remain scarred 5/1 A1

VICTIMS RIGHTS
Attorney general announces bill to give victims more rights 4/20 A4

VICTORY MILLS - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Apathy rules* 2/20 B1

VIDEO GAMES
Albany closes game room 1/11 B1
Arcade is closed, operator is arrested 1/12 CB
Owners opt for new models* 3/4 A1

VIDEO GAMES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Licensing fee prompts dispute in North Greenbush 2/10 B3

VIRUS
SUNY biologist unveils Life's blueprint* 5/15 B4

VITAL STATISTICS
City continues to seek higher life expectancy 3/14 B7

VOLUNTEER WORKERS
Volunteers receive recognition at awards luncheon* 4/20 B7

WACROSSEVILLE (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
Hearing on $2,340,000 sewage plan 2/17 B1

WACROSSEVILLE CENTRAL (NY) SCHOOLS
Budget draft shows a 7% increase 1/28 B4

WACROSSEVILLE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
City's bill extends primary hours 3/14 B4

WAGES - MINIMUM WAGE
New York and New Jersey workers are at the top the scale 1/22 B1
New York ranks high in per-capita income 5/2 B4

WAGES - MINIMUM WAGE
Union and state officials criticize sub-minimum proposal 1/14 B4

WALSH, TIMOTHY
Troy dancer* 6/5 F1

WMC-FM (RADIO STATION)
Transmission tower collapses 3/11 B4
Replacement tower is sought 3/12 A4
Temporary tower is readied 3/16 B2
Back on the air with a temporary antenna 3/20 B2
Broadcast effort is delayed by interference 3/21 B4
Sounds of silence 3/29 A9
Back on the air 4/1 B2
Era of radio has passed 4/5 B4

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY (HOLIDAY)
Group celebrates by dressing in the clothing of the period* 2/22 B1

WASTE PRODUCTS AS FUEL
Ano Construction proposes methane mining* 5/27 B1

WATER - POLLUTION
GE may have to pay for Hudson River PCB cleanup* 1/1 A3

Toxic chemicals are found in Fort Edward* 1/4 B1

GE denies contaminating Fort Edward wells, but will pay
for water line 1/1 C8

State sues GE to force Waterford cleanup* 1/21 B1
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Environmental group says state is failing to enforce
d Hudson River restrictions 2/4 A12
Port Edward families sue GE 2/19 A14
EPA Hudson River cleanup study is set* 2/25 B1
GE should pay for Hudson cleanup (letter) 3/6 A16
Ash is effective in decreasing lake acidity 3/8 B4
Enron says GE must provide Port Edward with a permanent
water supply 3/12 A3
GE to provide water for Port Edward homes 2/22 B2
Sale of Hudson River sediment containing PCBs 4/17 C11
GE files state order on tainted wells 4/29 B2
State fears that EPA won't help clean the Hudson 5/14 A3
State is critical of EPA Hudson River cleanup plan
5/18 B10
Conservation groups sue to release funds for Hudson
River cleanup* 5/20 B1
EPA affirms commit to Hudson PCB cleanup* 5/22 B1
EPA chief says Hudson River cleanup is a priority 6/2 B1
Paper mill is fined $10,000 6/10 B6
State sues U.S. EPA for cleanup fund 6/29 B6
WATER POWER
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission sets deadline for
comments on projects 1/1 A4
WATER SUPPLY
Niskayuna stages a taste test of area water 1/14 B10
Statewide levels increase 4/10 C2
WATERFORD-PARDEEN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
No running for school board seat 4/16 A4
WATERVILLE (NY) - POLICE
Tentative settlement 4/2 A4
WATERVILLE (NY) SCHOOL DISTRICT
District would benefit from Cuomo's school aid plan
2/2 A2
Board okay's budget 6/22 B1
WATERVILLE ARSENAL
Minority firms ask for more business 4/25 B1
Benet Laboratories is given a new role 5/1 B3
WENDEY - ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA
1992 and forecasts for 1993 1/1 A3
Snow, sleet, and rain dust the area 1/11 B2
Wild weather reigns, businesses are taken a beating* 1/13 B1
Major snowstorm is expected* 1/15 A1
Snow debut in late, accumulation is great* 1/16 A1
Near record snowfall* 1/17 A1
10 worst snowstorms* 1/17 A1
Workers trudge to work through snowstorm* 1/17 B1
Working in the cold and wind* 1/19 A1
Number cold* 1/20 A1
Rainfall cause flooding and accidents* 1/24 A1
Ice and fog* 1/25 B1
Record high temperature and fog 2/4 B4
Snow closes schools* 2/8 A1
Storm drops 4 feet of snow* 2/8 A1
Cold temperatures accent warm winter 2/10 B1
Warm temperatures cause skiing accidents 2/14 A1
Warm temperatures 2/16 A1
Snow and sleet arrive and it isn't Spring 3/2 A1
Snowfall is below normal 3/9 B1
Snowstorm drops 8 inches 3/13 A1
Balmy conditions 3/15 B1
Wild winter 3/21 A1
Spring makes a chilly damp debut 3/22 A1
March winds 3/30 A1
Spring finally arrives 4/3 B1
Rain level is 4 inches above normal 4/11 A1
Spring snow* 4/17 A1
Snowstorm leaves 12,500 without power 4/18 B1
Snowstorm is expected* 4/19 A1
Final snowstorms, 13/1-19/62* 4/19 A6
April snowstorms* 4/20 A1
Tales of snowy spring days* 4/20 A1
Spring is elusive (editorial) 4/20 A9
School closings 4/20 C7
Snowfall totals* 4/21 A1
Rainfall is 7.15 inches above normal* 4/25 B1
Floods force evacuation* 4/26 A1
Floods cause injuries, rainfall record is set* 4/27 B2
Balmy weather at last* 4/28 B1
9th straight weekend of rain 5/1 B1
Rain continues 5/2 B2
Rain may cause flooding 5/4 A1
Albany is record in state for total snowfall 5/7 A3
High winds 5/8 B1
10th weekend of rain or snow 5/9 B1
Record cold 5/18 B1
Record breaking cold snap* 5/19 A1
More weekend rain 5/22 A1
Storms cut power and flood streets* 5/24 A1
Farm produce is bogged down in mud* 5/28 B1
Rain dampens holiday weekend 5/31 B1
Rain record is set 6/1 B1
Clouds take a brief hiatus* 6/3 B1
Another rainy weekend* 6/4 A1
Rainy weekends impact business 6/5 A1
Balmy Saturday, sunny Sunday* 6/6 A1
5th sunny day in a row* 6/13 A1
Heat wave 6/14 B1
Hot and humid* 6/15 A1
Heat waves cause 1 death 6/16 A1
Hot, cold, and misty 6/17 A1
Cool air is coming 6/18 A3
WATERFORD - StRESS INDEX 3/1 A1
WELFARE FRAUD
2 Albany women are arrested 6/30 B4
WELLINGTON HOTEL
Savage leak causes disruptions 1/14 B1
WENNY - RAIN (RADIO STATION)
Sale is set 6/25 A1
WENNY (RADIO STATION)
Sold to investment firm 5/3 B1
WENNY (RADIO STATION)
Sold to investment firm 5/3 B1
WENNY (RADIO STATION)
Sold to investment firm 5/3 B1
WEBER, CLIFFORD R. JR.
Named co-chairman of Commission on Foreign and Economic
Assistance 4/6 N7
WEBER BROTHERS BASS FOUNDERS INC.
Grundson curry on trade in Troy* 6/20 B1
WEISSMANN, PETER
Baseball career* 6/5 E1
WIFE ABUSE
see also DOMESTIC RELATIONS
Cohoos run is indulged 3/5 A4
WILSON, CHARLES E.
Latin Defense Fund honors District Attorney* 4/27 B4
WILKINS - CONSERVATION
see WILKINS, CONSERVATION
WINE AND WINE MAKING
Eastern wineries fight for recognition* 2/20 E3
Growers feel pressure of regulation and competition
3/27 B1
Hobby propels former secretary into hectic world* 6/5 B1
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WINTER RECORDS
Saratoga County 1/2 A5
Weather slows business* 1/13 A1
WITF, ISRAEL MAYER
Albany's first Rabbi* 5/6 B1
WNYT (RADIO STATION)
Radio information service for the visually handicapped* 3/20 B5
WNYT (TELEVISION STATION)
Revises its annual auction* 2/24 B5
Aid cuts cause cancellation of free gifts 3/3 B6
Ellis Broomberg is named director of broadcasting 3/15 B5
Fund drive falls short 3/23 B5
Mini-fund drive to meet expenses 5/1 F9
Auction offers chance at $400 dinner 5/29 H5
Auction raises $100,000 6/23 B4
WNYT (TELEVISION STATION)
Employees are laid off during cost cutting move* 1/4 B1
Larry Kreweller is named programming chief 2/17 B4
Reporters Garrett and Neville resign 5/20 C5
Meteorologist Todd Gross resigns* 6/3 B3
Barr and Axen announce resignations* 6/15 B8
WOMEN - CIVIL RIGHTS
see also TROY CLUB and UNIVERSITY CLUB
Steinern urges feminists 3/12 A4
Corro is taking steps for women 3/27 C7
Chisholm calls child care top rallying point* 4/17 C1
WOMEN - EMPLOYMENT
Wives who work when husbands are laid off* 1/2 D1
Displaced homemakers to be honored 1/20 C1
Study shows women work harder than men 6/14 A1
WOMEN DRAMATISTS
SUNYA celebrates women's theater* 3/18 C7
WOMEN ENGINEERS
Model of equal opportunity 2/22 A1

WORKERS' COMPENSATION
Counties' costs* 6/10 A1
High cost of insurance (editorial) 6/17 A15
WORLD'S FAIR
Coro considers fair for New York City in 1989* 2/10 B1
WPIR-AM (RADIO STATION)
Sale in set 6/25 A1
WPX-AM (RADIO STATION)
Ted Utz resigns as manager 3/29 B9
WPX-AM (RADIO STATION)
Bill Edwardsen leaves post as radio personality* 1/4 B1
Bill Edwardsen is signing off* 1/9 F1
Revises policies after hoax on Corning's death 3/16 A1
WPSB (TELEVISION STATION)
Sold to investment firm 4/27 A11
Reporter Jocelyn Lomax resigns 5/20 C5
WNYN (TELEVISION STATION)
Transmission tower collapses 3/11 B4
Replacement tower is sought 3/12 A4
Temporary tower is reached 3/16 B2
Job-a-thon 4/21 B1
Ted Utz resigns as manager 3/29 B9
WRCB, ENTRADA E.
Leading Wall Street economist* 1/23 B8
YWCA (ALBANY)
2 programs are rescued via self-help 6/22 B5
YOUNG, WHITNEY M. JR. (XENON CENTER INC.)
Union authorizes strike 1/13 B1
Applies for a grant to establish a treatment center for alcoholics 4/27 B4
ZIMBERMAN, ELLEEN
Secretary reviews career* 4/28 C1
ZONING
see names of names of cities and towns with the
underlining CITY PLANNING
Obituaries

Gustafson M* 2/2 C8
Guttman J 5/10 D8
Guzzetta RA 6/18 B5

Haag S 6/4 B6
Habanc JF 2/2 C9
Habruba GC* 3/2 C10
Hackett MF 5/4 D7
Hagadorn RT 5/29 C10
Hahn JE 4/5 D6
Hales ED 4/11 C6
Hakim TM 5/23 B9
Hale PJ 4/19 B5
Hall MA 5/17 D6
Halleck J 3/3 D8
Halpin RA 2/7 C5
Hancox JJ 2/13 C4
Haney RL 1/14 B10
Hannam ER 1/11 B8
Hanrahan HH 6/28 D5
Hansman 4/26 B8
Hanson R 3/9 C8
Hard RW 4/30 B6
Harland RD 4/23 B6
Harper WV 3/24 D7
Harper CA 2/3 C11
Harris JP 3/6 B6
Harrison MO 6/19 B6
Hart LA 6/30 D8
Hart MF 4/1 C6
Hartig JA 2/27 B6
Hartnett MM 3/15 D6
Hartshorn A 3/25 C6
Hartwell LC 3/25 C6
Haskins ID 5/19 C8
Hay RJ 5/29 C2
Hayden CO 3/25 C6
Hayles JJ 4/28 D7
Hayford FM 6/9 D6
Hayford ME 6/20 C6
Haynes CR* 4/15 B8
Healey JJ 3/31 D7
Heather LJ 5/1 B12
Hebert EM 6/22 A12
Hebert MP 1/29 B6
Hedbring MD 6/27 B6
Heikoff H* 5/31 D6
Heilman W 3/7 C5
Henderson JE 2/18 C8
Hennessy JJ 5/24 A8
Herrick JH 2/9 C8
Hertzman J 2/1 D6
Hervieux HG 2/6 C6
Hicks H 6/15 C6
Hill LF 3/17 B6
Hills G 5/13 C6
Hills LM 1/25 D6
Hinkelman CH 6/16 C9
Hochberg R 1/28 C8
Hoffman FC 5/27 C7
Hofman JH 6/16 D8
Hoffsees CR 1/7 C8
Hogan JD 3/18 D7
Hollner CF 1/23 B6
Harnger EM 3/3 D8
Holmes FK 5/20 B13
Holmes HM 6/7 A10
Hollohan J 3/23 C8
Holtslag FP 2/22 B8
Hooper EC 2/10 C8

Hope EC 3/17 B10
Hopkins RE 6/7 A10
Hopper LM 5/11 C7
Horn LJ 2/2 B5
Horn CG 1/28 C8
Hornung FJ 3/6 B6
Hotaling HW 1/30 B6
Houck HJ 3/21 C6
Hourigan JF 1/7 C6
Hove AC 2/16 C8
Howard GCF 4/14 D8
Hoy JD 4/16 B6
Hoy MGS 6/11 B6
Hrynczyszyn P 5/27 C7
Hucko AB 6/21 D5
Hudson D* 5/4 B10
Hughes JP 3/18 B4
Hundin D 4/15 A9
Huneau DJ 2/9 C8
Hunt CM 2/21 C6
Hunt MA 5/10 D8
Hurley MD 1/28 C8
Husak EM 6/27 B6
Huson FD 3/21 C6
Hutchinson EM 1/6 B8
Hyatt DL 5/17 D6
Hyde EF 5/4 D7
Hyde EF 5/4 D7
Hyne CE 1/4 B10
Hyson GW 5/4 B10

Jenkins E 6/15 D6
Jennings KJ 6/16 D8
Jeunes ES 6/6 C6
Jillson JF 5/20 B13
Johnson JB 5/4 D7
Johnson DJ 4/25 D7
Jones BE 3/4 C5
Jones DW 6/20 C6
Jones E 2/13 C4
Jones VM 5/25 C6
Jordan EM 2/1 D6
Jordan JJ 5/20 D8
Jubic FG 1/21 B8
Jupin M 3/18 D7
Jurgensen MM 3/13 B6

Jacobs FG 6/14 D6
Jacobsen ML 4/27 B10
Jacson EM 1/6 B8
Jacquot IA 6/30 B6
Jagtenfel PAR 3/22 D6
Jamieson E 2/20 B10
Jarvis LJ 5/29 C10
Jeffords MC 5/6 C7
Jeffs FD 6/15 C6
Jeffs FD 6/15 C6

Karandy TJ 4/24 B10
Karichkowsky P 1/26 C6
Keays JR 1/4 B10
Keays RJ 3/10 D8
Keefe RM 6/15 C6
Keeegan RL 1/12 C7
Keeeler ET 4/28 D7
Kelley AC 2/27 B6
Kelly JD 5/20 B13
Kelsey MJ 4/4 C5
Kemp HG 2/13 C4
Kendrick AT 1/26 C6
Kennig LA 1/6 B8
Kennedy HG 1/9 B7
Kennedy KM 6/24 C5
Kent WV 6/5 C7
Kenyon MR 4/19 B5
Kern RH 5/13 D6
Kerns GS 6/16 C9
King BJ 2/28 C6
King EH 2/9 C9
King M 2/3 C6
Kirkby BF 3/25 D8
Kircher RF 5/19 D8
Kirkland LM 5/16 B9
Kirwin FC* 4/1 C6
Kline R 3/13 B6
Kneissel AC 6/27 B6
Knickerbocker HP 3/26 A8
Knott G 5/7 B6
Koch JR 6/27 B6
Kopee HC 6/18 B5
Korin JA 1/3 B8
Koepa JJ 6/16 C9
Kosters MT 6/16 C9
Kosty H 4/17 C10
Kowalczyk FJ 5/11 C7
Kowalski EM 5/27 B6
Krakover AB 5/7 B6
Kraszewski L 6/20 C6
Krause AM 2/11 C8
Krause MO 6/27 B10
Krell KO 1/10 B8
Krueger RW 2/24 D7
Kretvix V 2/26 B6
Kruszewski SS 6/23 B12
Kuder EA 4/26 D8
Kuebler MEJ 5/5 D11
Kullman NE 5/17 D6
Kunes MD 1/31 B5
Kuon AJ 6/21 D5
Kussack G 1/20 D8

La Bar CF 4/16 B6
La Cerva A 6/16 D8
La Duke GA 2/18 C8
La Fountaine L 5/13 C6
La Francis G 2/5 B6
La Frenier JA 1/26 C6
La Ford CE 5/29 D5
La Roche AM 6/4 B6
La Rosa SE 2/9 C8
La Row CW 3/16 C7
La Valle JC 2/15 D5
Lacoste RL 6/23 C7
Lagonegro MA 6/2 A8
Lajeunesse J 3/23 C8
Lajeunesse J 1/28 C8
Lally 5/16 B9
Lambert EL 3/25 C6
Obituaries
Obituaries

Myers EN 4/9 A10
Myers FE* 4/2 B5

Nagle A 2/1 D6
Napierowski DJ 5/6 C7
Nazarow A 3/21 C6
Neigher H 1/22 B6
Neill TH 3/28 C6
Nelsen MN 3/10 B8
Neugebauer RJ 4/12 D6
Newman AE 3/5 C9
Neufeld JG 4/16 D4
Nienaltowski SF 6/9 B8
Nirschl RK 3/1 D3
Norton GS 3/3 D8
Novak ME 5/27 C7

O'Brien JT 2/28 C9
O'Brien KC 6/10 A12
O'Brien ME 6/18 B5
O'Connor JG 6/18 B5
O'Connor LS 2/10 C9
O'Donnell JE 6/15 C6
O'Hagan TA 3/3 D8
O'Hara MP 4/2 B5
O'Hara VS 3/7 C5
O'Leary JS 5/21 C8
O'Leary VS 5/21 C8
O'Leary VS 5/21 C8
O'Neill TO 7/2 B5
O'Neill TJ 1/13 D8
O'Reilly HZ 3/8 B5
O'Toole EJ 4/5 D6
Olszewski ES 3/11 C6
Olsmit WH 6/9 D6
Oppe HD 4/4 C5
Orgen HW 6/24 C5
Osterhaut ER 3/19 B5
Ostrander CA 2/16 C8
Overybag HT 2/22 B8
Owens LH 3/24 D7

Packard AL 1/12 C7
Pagliara AS 5/20 B13
Painter MA 2/12 B6
Pajack BG 2/3 C7
Palmer JS 3/7 B6
Palmer PD 3/30 D8
Palmer S 6/7 A10
Panetta MP 2/2 C8
Panos WA 4/8 C5
Pantick SA* 4/2 B5
Parker H* 5/19 B6
Parks OM 3/30 D9
Parry HE 1/30 B6
Pascale MA 1/17 C6
Pascarella JH 3/8 B5
Pascasio G 6/7 B6

Pask IC 1/10 B8
Pass BM 5/24 A8
Passneau RN 1/10 B8
Patterson JC 3/17 D10
Pattershall GG 6/10 A12
Patterson MR 1/5 C8
Patterson SB 6/28 D5
Paul J 5/20 D8
Paulie WR 6/11 B6
Paulson GW 5/1 B12
Payne HP 2/9 C9
Pearson VK 4/17 C10
Peltier E 3/14 D7
Petrie JS 5/21 B6
Petrie JS 5/21 B6
Petriole B* 5/8 B10
Petronis JC 2/16 C8
Phillip M 3/1 D6
Phillips MN 4/1 C8
Phillips PS 4/7 D8
Phillips TJ 4/1 C6
Phipps PA 4/15 B8
Phipps SA 4/7 D8
Pike TL 6/22 A12
Pilegrove RC 5/26 B18
Pike TL 6/22 A12
Pillsworth SJ 1/17 C6
Pingelski PT 4/22 C8
Pino MJ 5/8 F6
Pittman HE* 1/10 C8
Pitman B* 5/7 B6
Pitman B* 5/7 B6
Pitts HT 6/23 B12
Pizzino JF 5/7 B6
Pizziotto FC 4/21 D8
Ploch HR 5/20 D8
Pod BB 3/7 C6
Podgi JJ 3/21 C6
Polak MR 4/1 C6
Polisky CA 6/25 A8
Pollard BS 5/11 C7
Ponomarev PW 2/6 D6
Ponsapul A 3/22 D6
Poser DG* 3/8 B5
Poulson AT 4/7 B6
Powers RJ 2/17 D8
Powers PC 2/6 B6
Praakken DW* 3/16 C7
Pratt TE 5/21 A8
Preedom WC 3/6 B6
Pritchard FA 6/7 A10
Pritty JH 4/5 D7
Procita L 3/26 A10
Proctor MV 4/7 D8
Prokop PG 4/15 B8
Pulaski MJ 4/1 C8
Pulver PF 4/16 C7
Purcell FW 1/13 D8
Purcell HR 4/4 C5

Quackenbush FL 6/29 C6
Quay LR 6/1 A7
Quell EH 3/19 B5
Quickelton JG 3/16 C9
Quillinan B 3/13 D6
Quinn JR 5/1 B12

Race AE 1/6 B8
Race GA 1/28 C8
Rachel AT 6/2 A8
Ramundo LF* 4/20 C7
Rappaport H 1/27 D8
Rappaport AW 1/20 D8
Rappaport JJ 3/31 D7
Raszkowski J 3/25 C6
Rautekh MS 3/31 C7
Ravile EC 1/14 B10
Raymer LE 4/21 D8
Read LE 5/16 B9
Regina HC 4/24 B9
Reilly CA 4/23 B9
Reilly JJ 1/20 D8
Relyea KE 4/21 D8
Remillard RM 1/21 B8
Repnau HW 3/15 D8
Rhodes HP 3/30 D9
Rice A 2/4 D7
Rice J 3/9 C8
Richards S 1/7 C8
Rickert CD 6/28 D5
Riedinger EW 6/24 C5
Ries M* 4/11 B5
Riggione J 1/10 B8
Riley RR 3/30 D9
Ring ST 3/16 D6
Risch HL 2/10 C8
Rivers AG 4/13 D7
Rivers JK 1/29 B6
Rivers M 3/6 B5
Riverette AE 5/30 C6
Robert LH 2/24 D7
Roberts D 3/29 D5
Robinson J 5/9 D9
Rocco VJ 5/22 C13
Rocke FB 3/8 B5
Rockefeller GS 2/26 B6
Rodler MM 6/4 B6
Rodriquez FA 2/11 C8
Rogers ET 5/9 B8
Rogers EF 3/31 D7
Rogers PJ 2/1 D6
Rogers MG 2/13 C4
Rohl E 1/20 D8
Rosen H 5/17 D6
Rouch FF 5/27 B17 D8
Rosenfeld S 1/25 D6
Rosenthal BS* 1/5 C8
Rosenthal BA* 4/2 B5
Rosko PA* 4/26 C7
Roslake G 5/31 D6
Roth D 4/10 C10
Roth R 4/2 B5
Rourke CB 1/26 C6
Rourke DG 6/17 A10
Routh MM 2/9 C9
Rowley DA 6/18 B5
Roy CJ 5/6 C7
Rubin T 6/7 A10
Ruff MB 2/14 C6
Ruggeri S 5/12 D7
Obituaries

Ruo tolo SA 5/17 D6
Ruslecki H 6/7 A10
Russ RM 4/11 B5
Russell SG 2/11 C8
Ruth JJ 5/21 A8
Ryan DT 2/2 C8
Ryan DT 4/26 D6
Ryan FE 3/16 C6
Ryan JF 2/13 C4
Ryan JT 6/7 A10
Ryan MA 6/30 D8
Ryan ML 3/6 B5
Ryan MM 5/28 A6
Saccy JA 2/10 C9
Sabey IM 3/1 C6
Sack PT* 3/17 D10
Sager EA 3/8 B5
Sager MB 3/8 F6
Sahr F 4/21 D8
St. George K* 5/4 B10
Salerno JM 3/8 B6
Salisbury HJ 6/9 D8
Saltzman P 4/22 C8
Salvi J 6/26 F9
Salv insanely JA 3/15 D6
Sano WA 1/21 B8
Sansone FJ 6/21 D5
Santamaria MA 6/18 B5
Santora ME 2/21 C6
Saxton N 1/3 B8
Saunders JA 6/27 B6
Scambia MA* 3/16 C8
Schade IM 3/15 D5
Scheaffer B 6/12 F10
Schlachter J 1/4 B10
Schmel tz HD 4/11 C6
Schmidt WC 5/26 B18
Schneider M 5/14 B6
Schoonmaker GL 4/21 D8
Schramek AM 3/31 D7
Schukes AJ 3/30 D9
Schultz CE 5/12 D7
Schultz EF* 3/6 B6
Schultz OB 2/11 C8
Schwank MEL 5/9 B8
Schwartz L 6/13 B8
Schwartz P 1/23 B6
Scotnik AP 3/22 D6
Scokes BM 3/26 A8
Scraf ford HL 6/20 C6
Sea burgh LJ 4/13 D7
Seavey EM 4/24 B9
See hase TH 6/27 B6
Segel H 3/26 A8
Selb H 6/30 D8
Seley J* 6/24 C5
Segol-Merk LR 4/16 B6
Senecal JP 5/7 B6
Serr le L* 5/28 A6
Sersen DW 3/10 D8
Serson JE 3/29 D5
Severance MJ 4/15 B8
Severino JT 6/30 D8
Sexton EA 1/8 A8
Seymour HK 6/21 D5
Seymour PH* 5/4 B10
Shahnavaz ED 5/1 B12
Shapiro A 1/8 A8
Sharlet IA 2/8 D6
Sharpe EV 5/2 C6
Shay RJ 4/24 D7
Shela B 6/22 A12
Shee han B 2/6 C6
Sheffield BR 4/7 D8
Shef endon MED 6/9 D8
Shef feldt RV 2/6 D6
Shepherd CJ 1/12 C7
Sherwood CL 5/2 C6
Shields B* 3/19 B5
Shields DE 4/17 C10
Shikot CC 2/13 D8
Shoul t H* 6/25 A8
Shultes E 3/31 D7
Sickles GA 3/23 C8
Silberman JK 2/4 C5
Silerstein R 5/20 B13
Simard EJ 1/29 B6
Simmons CIW 6/29 C6
Simonian J 1/10 B8
Simper AR 6/13 B8
Sipke HK 2/22 B6
Sirtori TP 1/10 B8
Skea TF 4/13 B6
Skiba MJ 1/2 B8
Skokan OH 6/29 A9
Skraly EF 6/29 C6
Sleasman DC 2/20 B11
Slega itis J 6/4 B6
Sloan WJ 4/2 B5
Slus RJ 6/16 D6
Smith LF 5/19 B8
Smith AB 2/24 D7
Smith AP 5/8 F1
Smith AP 4/9 A10
Smith BM 1/21 B8
Smith ER 6/13 B8
Smith GF 3/17 D10
Smith HMM 4/17 C10
Smith JD 5/26 B18
Smith JD 7/3 D6
Smith LC 1/25 D6
Smith MJ 1/22 B6
Smith RS 1/25 D6
Smolink BJ 4/5 D6
Swift MHC 4/14 C6
Snyder CJ* 6/1 C6
Snyder DG 2/3 C7
Snyder JH 2/4 C5
Snyder PJ 5/17 D6
Sneilller RW 1/10
Solomon I 6/1 C6
Sottosanti AJ 5/11 C7
Soulier PJ 5/20 D8
Spade VP 1/12 C9
Stauding AF 4/28 D7
Spinning CF 2/13 C4
Spitzer B 2/23 C6
Sprague LC 5/3 D8
Stachewy RJ 1/9 B7
Stack AC 2/26 B6
Stafford KD 6/14 D6
Stall HC 1/6 B8
Stankiewicz R 4/28 D7
Staples MA 3/10 C8
Starks AM 4/4 C5
Starr HR 6/24 C5
Stebbins AK 3/20 F11
Steele E 1/8 A8
Stellato AP 3/27 D10
Stewart EE 2/26 B6
Stewart HW* 3/30 D9
Stewart RB 2/11 C8
Stewart RG 3/29 B9
Stiles HC 6/30 DB
Stillman GM 5/25 C6
Stock LE 1/24 C6
Stockwell MM 3/6 B6
Stoltze MW 6/14 B6
Stoltz FM* 6/28 D5
Stoodley DR 5/27 C7
Strickman SF 4/26 D8
Strycharcz A 6/9 D8
Sukupcak JW 1/11 DB
Sukupcak P 5/11 C7
Sullivan AV 1/18 D5
Sullivan FD 1/26 C6
Sullivan LF 2/15 D5
Sullivan MW 4/3 B5
Sultan S 6/1 C6
Sweet RM* 3/15 D6
Swift RF 6/5 C7
Swire R 3/16 C8
Swire S 3/21 C6
Sylvester AM 4/5 D6
Symansky M 1/17 C6

Tabor JE 1/29 B6
Taft BM* 5/2 C6
Tagli afero J 5/6 C7
Tajkovski RM 2/6 C7
Talbert RB 2/1 D6
Taley RG 1/11 B8
Tallent HA 4/10 C10
Tants LA 1/10 B8
Taylor AE 1/4 B6
Taylor ES 6/10 A12
Teator EH 3/6 B5
Tedesco J 7/9 B7
Templin LP 2/2 C8
Terry CD 2/26 B6
Terry EM 1/22 B6
Thompson ME 5/15 B9
Thornton MCR 1/14 B10
Thurber GC 3/8 B6
Thwin SB 3/9 B5
Tierney DJ 1/25 D6
Tinkle A 1/30 B6
Tobey CH 2/1 D6
Tobin J 2/14 A12
Tombros N 1/12 C7
Tracey MJ 2/4 C5
Travis cam MC 6/28 D5
Treece JF 6/24 D6
Trude MS 3/8 B5
Tripp LL 4/25 C6
Troy BR 2/10 C9
Tucker TL 5/20 D8
Tyrrell T* 4/2 B5

Uncer C 3/10 D8
Valenti P 1/20 D8
Valet EG 5/26 B18
Valiruso RE 2/6 C7
Van Amburgh RV 1/18 D5
Obituaries

Van Beusichem RW 5/17 D6
Van Decar VM 4/16 B6
Van Dercooks GE 4/15 B8
Van Derkerken HA 2/28 C6
Van Dyke D 3/27 C8
Van Kampen JC 3/12 B6
Van Laer H 1/21 B8
Van Patten HD 1/16 B9
Van Slyke CW 2/16 C8
Van Wie B 1/27 D8
Varden JB 1/12 C7
Vaughan D 2/14 C7
Venaziano MM 1/13 D8
Vennard JJ 4/3 B5
Vetoich GSJ 2/27 B6
Vincent JA 4/11 C6
Vincent NA 2/23 C6
Vincent WE 5/10 D8
Vogel ER 5/20 B13
Volmer WA 6/1 C6
Voss BL 3/23 C8
Vrana JJ 6/26 F9
Vroonan PS 1/21 B8

Wagorn DF 4/17 C10
Wagner CM 2/14 C6
Wagner EG 2/4 C5
Wagner RR 3/25 C6
Walsh PM 2/1 D6
Walsh NC 2/18 C3
Ward DJ 5/24 B6
Ward RM 5/15 B9
Wardell PS 2/11 C8
Warlka SJ 4/2 B5
Warner DC 5/1 B12
Warner JE 4/5 C6
Warner LG 2/24 D7
Warren MS 1/18 D7
Waterson I 1/5 B8
Watson B 2/18 C3
Weidman ES 1/19 C8
Weiner SR 2/25 C5
Weingardner WM 1/22 B6
Weingartner GA 1/2 B3
Welch MJ 3/15 D6
Wells EP 2/25 C5
Wend WA 5/10 D8
Wendt AJ 6/4 B6
Wenzl BB 3/30 B6
Wering AF 5/21 A8
Westfall IM 3/4 C5
Whalen TM 3/15 D6
Wheeler BC 5/15 B9
Wheeler VM 6/20 C6
Wheelock H 4/29 B5
Whitaker FA 3/2 C10
Whitbeck IJ 4/4 C5
White EL 6/6 C6
White EW 3/15 D6
White HT 6/1 C7
Whitehouse RL 3/23 C8
Whiting SJ 4/25 C6
Whitney SW 4/27 B10
Wiener M 6/17 A12
Wiglar S 1/26 C6
Wildman PD 5/22 B10
Wiley MF 1/27 D8
Wiley RIT 6/29 C6
Wilkis SM 1/20 D8

Williams CH 3/2 C10
Williams DER 4/17 C10
Williams JP 5/17 D6
Williams LC 5/4 B10
Williams M 1/25 D6
Wilson E 2/14 C6
Wilson L 5/4 B10
Wilson W 1/17 C6
Wilson MD 4/30 D8
Winchell B 3/17 D10
Winglosky W 6/4 B6
Winnie M 6/21 D5
Wise GV 1/3 B8
Wotherell KA 5/21 A8
Withkowsky EQ 2/7 C6
Woehrle MM 1/9 C8
Wohleber JW 4/19 B5
Wogel PH 2/1 C6
Wood CG 4/10 C10
Woodruff HA 6/4 B6
Wrafter HG 6/23 B12
Wright HH 6/13 B8
Wright JW 4/1 C6

Yager CC 3/22 D6
Yavonditte AJ 2/23 C7
Yanower JW 1/18 D5
Yon BJ 5/6 C7
York KA 2/19 B6
Young D* 2/24 D7
Young GF 1/1 B5
Young M 5/1 B12

Zaborowksi HN 4/2 B5
Zagata JJ 5/6 C7
Zander HR 1/4 B10
Zapisek PS 1/30 B6
Zavolinsky 1/10 B8
Zedek E 2/4 C5
Zeh AW 4/14 D8
Zemcik VL 5/26 B18
Zendran AF 5/4 D7
Zullo R 1/18 D5
Zuravin L 1/23 B6
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